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FOREWORD 
I n  recent years people with d isab i l it ies have begun to speak out and be heard in  
the Australian community, both as indiv iduals and through consumer organisations 
and self-help groups. They have made it clear that they want to be treated as people 
fi rst-people whose abi l it ies matter more than their d isabil it ies. They do not want 
to be seen as sick or different and they do not want all decisions to be made for 
them by other people. 
When given the opportunity, most people with d isabi l it ies respond positively 
to making major l i fe decisions for themselves, assessing the risks i nvolved and 
being prepared to make mistakes and learn from them. 
I ncreasingly, people with d isab i l it ies want a say, both i n  the development of 
programs designed to meet their needs and in the management of resu lt ing 
services. 
Fol lowi ng the 1983 elect ion, the Labor Government decided to fund the 
Austral ian chapter of the self-help group Disabled Peoples' I nternational and also 
establ ished the Disabil ity Advisory Counci l  of Austral ia to provide d i rect adv ice to 
the Federal Government in this area. 
Later in 1983 we set up the Handicapped Programs Review as a further means 
of identify ing what changes m ight be necessary to improve existing services. 
For the fi rst t ime, a wide ranging review of the needs of disabled people was 
undertaken by a Federal Government anxious to involve disabled people and their 
fam i l ies as much as possible in the actual rev iew process. From this has emerged 
a strengthening of the approach to h uman services adopted by this Government 
since it fi rst assumed office, namely, that c l ients or consumers need a strong voice 
in  the provision of services. 
I was part icu larly pleased with the very substantial and positive response to 
the Rev iew. Close to 1700 submissions were received and over 5000 people 
participated in an unprecedented program of open publ ic consu ltation , covering 
sixty-five cities and provincial centres throughout Austral ia. In  add ition, Review staff 
presented papers or gave oral reports to numerous conferences, semi nars and 
workshops in the past twelve months, attended by over 3500 people. 
Discussion papers and progress reports were prepared and made avai lable 
to our extensive Review mai l ing l ist duri ng and after the consu ltat ion phase. This 
document is the fi rst substantive Review publ ication and it wil l provide not on ly 
an important i nput into government policy development but also the basis for 
informed com munity debate on further policy options. 
The primary purpose of this report is to outl ine the major concerns and options 
raised in the Review submissions and consu ltations, to make recommendations 
arisi ng from extensive consideration of these issues and to i ndicate possible future 
policy d i rections relevant to peoples' needs. 
The report is titled 'New Di rections' .  This reflects the positive approach of the 
Government in setting up the Review and the community in responding to it. The 
report seeks to focus primari ly on people and their prospects through developing 
i ndependent l iv ing options, better tra in ing and employment opportun ities and 
mean i ngful access to generic or mainstream commun ity services. 
The Review has formu lated an extensive set of proposals for the improvement 
of d isabil ity services for consideration by government at al l  levels. Some of the 
proposals are about underlying objectives and general directions. Others are more 
specific. Al l  deserve the most earnest consideration .  
i i i  
I know that most people concerned with d isabil ity matters appreciate that many 
of the problems dealt with in the Review are complex and wi l l  require more 
consideration , negotiation and hard work if long term practical solutions are to be 
soundly implemented . Some other matters wi l l  be the subject of more immediate 
attention by the Commonwealth Government and I look forward to acting on them 
over the next few months in consu ltation with the community, with whatever new 
resources may be avai lable. 
I have not seen the Handicapped Programs Review as an end in itself. On the 
contrary, the Review is the start of an ongoing review process whereby people who 
have disabil ities, and others, wi l l  conti nue to have access to government and an 
opportunity to comment on how services affect their l ives, what improvements need 
to be made and what new services might be developed to meet new needs as 
they arise. 
The emphasis on consu ltation in it iated during the Review wi l l  cont inue to be 
a feature of the Government's approach to community service planning and review. 
This wi l l  ensure that people with d isabil ities, their relatives and friends, consumer 
groups, service providers and commun ity groups can join with government in an 
active partnership, with the common aim of improving the l i festyle and prospects 
of all disabled people in the Austral ian community. 
I wish to record my appreciation of the contributions made by my steering 
committee, members of the D isabil ity Advisory Council of Austral ia and Professor 
Tom Bellamy of the Un iversity of Oregon,  all of whom have assisted us in developing 
proposals to th is point. In  particular I am grateful for the efforts of the Review 
Secretariat, headed by Mr Brian Luby, all of whom have worked hard over a long 
period and have maintained a consistently high standard of performance with an 
unfai l ing enth usiasm. 
Above all , I want to thank al l those individuals and organisations who so readi ly 
assisted the Review by making submissions and participating in consu ltation 
meetings and discussions. I am confident that the Review Report wil l help many 
more people to understand their difficu lties and respect their aspirations. 
;l 
/ 
:� 
Senator the Honourable Don Gri mes 
Min ister for Commun ity Services 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report outl ines the major issues and options raised during the Handicapped 
Programs Review (HPR) and g ives an ind ication of the broad d i rections in which 
the Commonwealth Government wi l l  be developing its programs and serv ices in 
the immediate and longer term future. 
The chapters of the report have been grouped into the following broad sections: 
• A new direction 
• Focus on functional areas 
• Focus on commun ity 
• Special considerations 
• Organisation and admin istration for the future 
The review process adopted was qu ite un l i ke most publ ic inqu i ries undertaken 
by the Commonwealth Government and it is important to describe that process first. 
The major focus of the Review was to establish appropriate long term goals 
and develop program options based on the aspirations of consumers. This 
consumer outcomes approach is a most important development and wi l l  form the 
basis of new programs for people with d isabi l ities to be establ ished by the 
Commonwealth . 
The replacement of the Handicapped Persons Assistance Act 1 974 (HPAA), by 
the proposed D isabi l ity Services Leg islation wi l l  be one of the more im mediate 
outcomes of the Review. This legislation wi l l  be designed to be more flexible than 
the current Act , i nvolve a number of funding innovations and provide for better 
co-ord ination of services than currently exists. 
The terms of reference of the Review, whi le focusing on Commonwealth 
programs of relevance to d isabled people, were qu ite broad and consequently 
attracted comment on an extensive range of issues. It is not practical to attempt 
to l ist all such issues in a report of this nature and hence only the main themes 
are covered here. Other reports wi l l  be available later g iving further details on some 
of the matters referred to in this report. 
Throughout the report selected quotes from people part icipating in the 
consu ltation or who wrote to the Review have been used as i l l ustrat ion.  The 
cartoons are the work of S imon Kneebone. 
In  Austral ia at the present t ime, the terms disability and disabled are more 
generally acceptable to the people i nvolved than are the terms handicap and 
handicapped. Accord ingly, the former are the terms used in this report. 
A n umber of abbreviations have also been used in this report. These are l isted 
in Attachment F. 
Because of the nature of the HPR,  the report concentrates on comments and 
opinions and the development of options for improvement in programs and services. 
Such a review is, of course, not a detai led scientific or statistical investigation but 
it does provide for a clear reflection of current commun ity views. 
The report's concl usion (Chapter 29) is fol lowed by a summary of the 
recommendations (Chapter 30) designed to give effect to the new d i rections to 
be taken by the Commonwealth Government. 
A NEW DIRECTION 
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1 .  TH E REVIEW PROCESS 
'I consider it is marvellous to b e  asked a s  an individual to present a viewpoint. As 
a parent at seminars and meetings, I have too often been made to feel inadequate 
and have been saddened that amidst all the rhetoric both spoken and written by so 
many advocates, my twenty-four year old Down's syndrome daughter and her needs 
seemed to be at the very bottom of anyone's list.' 
(NSW parent) 
The Handicapped Programs Review was in itiated in September 1 983 by Senator 
Don Gri mes, then Min ister for Social Security, with the aim of reviewing the 
Com monwealth Govern ment's programs of special services for disabled people, 
particularly those admin istered by the Department of Social Secu rity (DSS), and 
considering the effectiveness of those programs, their coverage and administration 
and the directions they should take. 
The terms of reference are at Attachment A. 
In December 1984, with the election of the Second Hawke Min istry, Senator 
G rimes became M in ister for Commun ity Services and some of the programs 
formerly admin istered by the Department of Social Security ( including welfare 
subsidy programs for chi ldren ,  disabled , aged and homeless people, and the 
Commonwealth Rehabil itation Service) became the responsibil ity of the Department 
of Community Services (DCS). As part of th is adm inistrative reorganisation , it is 
proposed to establish an Office of Disabil ity with in the Department of Commun ity 
Services to concentrate attention on pol icy issues related to services for people 
with d isabil it ies. 
The Handicapped Programs Review continued under Senator Grimes as before, 
as a review of al l  Commonwealth programs by the Min ister h imself, not a review 
by a committee report ing to the Min ister. 
G EN ERAL APPROACH 
Basic to the Review are the Commonwealth Government's stated policies of: 
• ensuring the ' least restrictive alternative' for services for d isabled people by 
opting for that approach which, in provid ing support for people with d isabi l ities, 
develops and enhances their personal freedom ; 
• encouraging consumer participation i n  planning and management of these 
services; and 
• providing services to disabled people through programs avai lable to non-disabled 
people (eg regular health ,  educat ion,  housing and employment programs) with 
modifications if necessary to address special needs. 
In announcing the Review, the Min ister emphasised that he especial ly wanted 
to hear the v iews of d isabled people and their famil ies as well as those of 
organ isations providing services for people with d isabil ities. 
ADMIN ISTRATION 
The Min ister establ ished a small steering committee to assist him in  plann ing and 
conduct ing the Review. A secretariat assisted the M inister i n  admin istering the 
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Review, examining the submissions and conducting follow-up consu ltation 
discussions. 
The steering comm ittee and members of the Disabil ity Advisory Counci l  of 
Austral ia have been i nvolved in  examination of the issues raised i n  the Rev iew. 
The steering committee and secretariat memberships are at Attachment B. 
In  September 1 984, the Review took advantage of his participation i n  a 
conference in New Zealand to i nvite Professor Tom Bellamy to be a special 
consultant for a short period. Professor Bellamy, who is D i rector of the Special ised 
Training Program, College of Education , Un iversity of Oregon,  USA, provided many 
insights and perspectives on consumer outcomes which have assisted in the 
development of this report. 
SUBMISSIONS 
The Review began in September 1983 with publ icity i n  national and provincial 
newspapers cal l ing for submissions by 25 November 1 983. Simultaneously, there 
was publ icity in magazines and newsletters for d isabled people, the ethnic press 
and Aboriginal publ ications. The Min ister also wrote directly to over 900 
organ isations and ind ividuals invit ing submissions. 
It was emphasised that al l  submissions would be treated as confidential and 
did not have to be formally presented. Individuals were encouraged to present their 
ideas in whatever way they felt comfortable. The terms of reference were del iberately 
made very broad to al low for as wide an expression of views as possible, and by 
not circu lating submission gu idelines it was intended that people be free of the 
usually formal procedures of a government review. 
Special arrangements were made for indiv iduals who have difficulty in making 
written submissions to give their v iews oral ly to the Review secretariat. Reverse 
charge telephone calls were accepted and a d i rect d ial tol l  free telephone l ink was 
instal led enabling people anywhere in Austral ia to pass on their comments to 
secretariat staff for the cost of a local cal l .  A telephone typewriter (TTY) service 
was also introduced to allow people with hearing and speech impairments to make 
their submissions by dial l ing the tol l  free number. 
As a result nearly 1700 oral and written submissions were received during the 
Review. This inc luded over 1 000 submissions from individuals, of which 340 were 
made by telephone. State Governments and some 630 organisations made written 
submissions. 
All submissions were examined by the Review secretariat and summary data 
entered progressively onto computer to help classify the wide range and variety 
of issues raised . To assist in the follow-up consultation program a series of papers 
summarising the issues in the 1 400 oral and written submissions received up to 
February 1 984 were prepared for wide distribution . I n  addition , a progress report 
l isting the main issues presented in submissions and discussed during the 
consu ltation phase was distributed in September 1 984. 
CONSULTATION PHASE 
Fol lowing the in it ial examination of submissions, two secretariat teams v isited 
between them all States and Territories for consultations with disabled people and 
their relatives, and with officers of government and non-government agencies 
providing services for people with disabil ities. From late February to the end of 
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May 1984, secretariat members vis ited sixty-five cities and provincial centres 
throughout Austral ia ,  i nvolv ing more than 5000 people in the consu ltations. 
The centres visited are l isted at Attachment C. The secretariat teams were joined 
in some centres by members of the steer ing committee and of DACA. 
The aim of the consultations was to develop ideas presented in the submissions, 
gather information in areas not covered in subm issions and to discuss options 
leading to recommendations for change reflect ing the needs of people with 
d isabil ities. 
This unprecedented program of open publ ic consultation involved the team 
members in 37 publ ic meeti ngs, 15 drop-i n sessions for i ndividual consu ltation, 
41 small group forums on selected topics (see Attachment D) and over 150 
i nterviews with individuals and organ isations. In add ition ,  d iscussions were 
conducted with some 200 Commonwealth officials and over 100 State and Territory 
Government officials. Some 90 site v isits were made to places such as large 
residential inst itutions, small  group commun ity accommodation, activity therapy 
centres and sheltered workshops, where special attention was given to talking with 
people using services, not just with the management of the fac i l it ies. 
Overall about 35 per cent of those consulted were people who themselves have 
d isabil ities. At least another 20 per cent were relatives and friends of disabled 
people, usual ly parents who had part icu lar problems with gett ing appropriate 
education and train ing for their ch i ldren ,  or who were worried about their chi ldren's 
accommodation as they themselves grew older. Much more than half of the people 
contacted dur ing the consu ltation phase, therefore, could be descr ibed as 
consumers of services. 
-
---� .  
The general response to the teams' v isits was very positive. The fact that the 
Review had been establ ished and was giv ing those affected by serv ices, or lack 
of services, an opportun ity of hav ing their say was often the subject of comment. 
Ind iv iduals and organ isations in  provincial centres were part icularly pleased, and 
sometimes amazed, to see a Canberra based review had taken the trouble to travel 
beyond the capital cities. A feature of some meetings was the extent to which people 
exchanged information and made contacts with local organ isations they had not 
encountered before, thus i ndicat ing the need for better co-ordination of, and 
i nformation about, services. 
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CONSIDERATION OF ISSUES 
While the issues raised in the Review have been under ongoing consideration since 
late 1983 there have been some d ist inct stages when the main themes have been 
drawn together for part icular attention. These were: 
• the summary of submission issues prepared in February 1984 as a prel ude to 
the consu ltation phase ; 
• the emerging experience of the early consu ltation v isits used to help plan 
subsequent consu ltation programs in  other States; 
• the development of a series of options papers for consideration by the Min ister 
and the steering comm ittee ; 
• Professor Bellamy's consultancy in September 1 984 with a focus on a consumer 
outcomes approach ;  
• DACA's meetings with the M in ister in  October 1984 and February 1985 provid ing 
feedback on the major findings of the Review and some of the options for action ; 
• discussion of possible proposals for the 1 985/86 Budget; and 
• final isation of the draft of this report in March 1985. 
This report wi l l  form the springboard for action with in the Department of 
Community Services and for discussions with other Commonwealth and State 
Government Min isters. In  this way there can be no f inal statement on the issues 
raised as problems wi l l  cont inue to be addressed and ensuing action reported on 
progressively. 
Indeed , the Handicapped Programs Review is seen as the start of an ongoing 
review process which wi l l  cont inue to involve consumers, as wel l  as service 
providers, by means of open consu ltation and communication. 
RECO M MENDATI ON 
It is recommended that this report be widely disseminated and its findings examined 
by: 
• all relevant Commonwealth and State Government departments; 
• local government authorities; 
• serv ice providers in  the vol untary sector; 
• people with disabil ities, their relatives and advocates; and 
• community groups 
with a v iew to co-operative action being taken to implement the new d i rections 
outl i ned in  the report. 
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2. DISABI L I TY IN AUSTRALIA 
A person with disabil ities may experience a physical , developmental or psych iatric 
d isabi l ity. Each of these areas of d isabi l ity was represented in the Review 
submissions and consu ltations. Examples from each area are: 
• physical disability: arthrit is, hearing impairment, loss of l imbs, paraplegia, 
quadriplegia, v isual impai rment; 
• developmental disability: autism,  cerebral palsy, Down's syndrome, epi lepsy, 
i ntel lectual d isabi l ity; and 
• psychiatric disability: anxiety states, dementia, manic depression, sch izophrenia. 
There is a lack of statistical data concerning disabled people i n  Austral ia .  The 
most comprehensive i nformation avai lable is contained in the survey Handicapped 
Persons Australia 1981, conducted by the Austral ian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). 
There are further problems of terminology in applying the findings of the ABS survey 
in  the context of the Review. However, data describing the 'severely hand icapped' 
groupings of the ABS survey may be taken as generally descriptive of the 'disabled' 
people with whom the Review is primari ly concerned . 
On this basis, there are more than half a mil l ion (514 000) such disabled persons 
aged 5 years or over, and more than one quarter of a m i l l ion (271 000) who are 
between 5 and 64 years of age, the group which is the pr imary focus of this report. 
Of this 271 000: 
• 244 000 l ive in households; 27 000 l ive in institutions 
• females make up 48.6 per cent of th is d isabled popu lation .  
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Primary disabl ing conditions as described by the ABS survey were found to be : 
• musculoskeletal d isease 88 000 
• mental conditions 66 900 
• nervous system disease 39 400 
• circulatory disease 18 900 
Many of the 271 000 disabled people experience a d isabil ity in more than one 
area. The major functional d isabil ities experienced are : 
• mobil ity d isabi l ity 222 000 
• self care d isabi l ity 148 000 
• commun ication d isab i l ity 43 000 
It is qu ite clear that much more research needs to be undertaken to update 
statistics on people with d isabil ities and to improve our understanding of the h idden 
areas of d isabil ity in the community. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that the proposed Office of  D isabil ity assist the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics to update and broaden statistics on the i ncidence and d istribution of 
d isabi l ity in the Austral ian population . 
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3.  BROAD OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMS 
Programs and services for people with d isabi l ities in  Austral ia ,  whether provided 
by Commonwealth or State Governments, local government agencies or non­
government organisations, are characterised most dramatical ly by their great 
d iversity, unevenness of effort, uneven geograph ical distri bution of that effort and 
unequal avai labi l ity to different groups. 
The Commonwealth Government has a major role in  three areas of programs 
and services for people with disabil ities. It provides: 
• i ncome maintenance through d i rect cash payments to d isabled people, such 
as Invalid Pension, Rehabil itation Al lowance and Mobi l ity Allowance ; 
• direct serv ices to people who have d isabi l ities, mai n ly through the 
Commonwealth Rehabi l itation Service (CRS) ; and 
• subsidies to other organ isations which conduct services for people with 
disabil ities, for instance, under the Hand icapped Persons Assistance Act . 
State and Territory Governments prov ide programs and services for disabled 
people in the broad portfol io areas of: 
• education-services include special schools for intel lectually d isabled students 
and early ch i ldhood services; 
• health-such as accommodation for intel lectual ly and psychiatrical ly disabled 
people, residential care and vocational train ing faci l it ies; 
• community and family welfare-including residential un its for disabled chi ldren,  
adoption and foster parent programs; 
• housing-such as modification of public rental housing for disabled tenants; and 
• transport-such as concessional fares on publ ic transport . 
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In al l States there is some involvement of local government in providing services 
for d isabled people, but very l ittle i nformation is avai lable on the extent of this 
involvement. 
Non-government organ isations provide a wide variety of services for people 
with disabi l ities. Such organ isations are formed to meet perceived needs, and are 
usually establ ished by non-profit commun ity service groups, church organisations, 
parent groups or disabled people themselves (self-help groups) , and occasional ly 
by commercial agencies. They are supported to varying degrees by Commonwealth 
and State Government subsidy. Government funding for non-government 
organ isations is general ly for d i rect services, not for support of mutual aid and 
advocacy activ it ies. 
Services provided by non-govern ment organ isations i nclude special schools, 
trai n ing and activ ity therapy services, sheltered employment, residential 
accommodation ,  home care services, vocational trai n ing,  sport ing and recreation 
activ ities, information services and publ ic ity, advocacy and representation of 
disabled people. 
FI NANCIAL DATA 
I n  an attempt to arrive at an overal l  est imate of what Commonwealth and State 
Governments spend on services for d isabled people and how many people are 
assisted by these services, the Review secretariat approached al l  Commonwealth 
departments and each State and Territory Government for broad f inancial and 
statistical information . The secretariat asked for a brief description of each program ,  
advice o n  expenditure i n  1982/83 and expenditure, or, i f  i t  were easier to prov ide, 
appropriation in 1983/84 and the approximate number of d isabled people assisted 
by the programs. 
The resultant information may well  be the fi rst time such data has been gathered 
together in a more or less comprehensive form .  Even so, there are st i l l  s ign ificant 
gaps where information has not been provided or where detai ls of expenditure 
and/or the number of people i nvolved are s imply not avai lable.  
In  most functional areas reference was made to general purpose programs for 
which people with disabi l ities comprise only part of the el ig ible population .  
Wherever possible, est imates have been included of the proportion of expenditure 
on those general purpose programs which is actual ly devoted to the service 
requirements of people with d isabi l ities. However, there are also many areas where 
even est imates are not avai lable. 
The detai led i nformation wi l l  be presented in  a further report to g ive a general 
indication of the relative contributions of States and the Commonwealth to programs 
of assistance to d isabled people. On this very general level of analysis, and keeping 
in  mind the various gaps in the information and the numerous qual if ications of 
the data, it would appear that the total Commonwealth contribution to services for 
disabled people is of the order of seven times that of all States combined-$5600 
mi l l ion and $800 m i l l ion respectively. The major component of the Commonwealth 
contribution comprises pensions and benefits paid to disabled people, i ncluding 
veterans, i n  the order of $3700 m i l l ion. 
A 1977 sample survey of organisations funded under the Handicapped Persons 
Assistance Act showed that in terms of operat ing costs, the orig in  of funds spent 
were : Commonwealth Government 30 per cent; State Government 25 per cent; 
and other sources 45 per cent. In terms of capital outlays, Government grants 
represented 70 per cent, the majority coming from the Commonwealth Government. 
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The Review found that currently l ittle i nformation was held by the Department 
of Social Security (now Department of Commun ity Services) on the financial status 
of organisations funded under the Handicapped Persons Assistance Act. Also, apart 
from overal l  numbers (over 31 000) v i rtual ly noth ing is known about the cl ient 
populations served, such as details of age, sex, family, disabil ity and financial status. 
I nformation gaps of th is nature make it d ifficult to monitor programs, let alone 
evaluate their  efficiency and effectiveness in meeting the needs of the disabled 
people assisted. 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the proposed Office of  D isabil ity examine ways to i mprove 
data available on funded services, individual users and areas of unmet need. 
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4. FOCUS OF TH E REVIEW 
The Commonwealth Government should set and promote ph i losophical directions 
to create an atmosphere and env i ronment which wi l l  ensure equal ity of access 
and opportunity for al l  Australians, free of unnecessary restrictions on the indiv idual. 
People who have disabi l i t ies share the same rights as al l  other people. The 
recogn ition of equal rights of people with disabi lities wil l  be assisted by the provision 
of programs which are based on the needs of disabled consumers. 
Not surprisingly, the Handicapped Programs Review has shown the paramount 
concerns of people with d isabil ities to be the ach ievement of particu lar goals such 
as choice, security and independence in the i r  daily l ives and the extent to which 
government provisions can faci l itate the real isation of these goals. 
It is clear that government activity should be focused to a greater extent on 
the consumer. The principle of positive consumer outcomes should be the basis 
of program development for people with d isabi l ities. 
Such a principle wi l l  enable the development of a system which concentrates 
on the consumer. The particular consumer outcomes which are felt to be desi rable 
wi l l  vary according to societal values at any g iven t ime and on the type of service 
being considered. 
I M PORTANT CONSUMER OUTCOM ES 
The specific outcomes which were regarded as important to the disabled consumers 
consu lted by the Review are as fol lows: 
• A place to live-residence in a local community; 
• Paid employment-wage generating work; 
• Competence and self reliance-ability to meet the demands for performance in 
the major areas of l ife ; 
• Community participation-opportu nity for and i nvolvement in a range of 
relationsh ips and activities; 
• Security-protection from major disruption in l ifestyle; 
• Choice-a range of alternatives; and 
• Image-community acceptance of people who have disabil ities. 
The fol lowing gives a more detai led description of outcome measures. This 
description covers both those factors which are relevant to each of the identified 
consumer outcomes and some examples of what the role of governments 
(Commonwealth , State and local) could be in faci l itat ing their  accomplishment. 
PLACE TO LIVE 
Features 
• availabi l ity of, and access to, appropriate housing i n  a person's own or chosen 
local commun ity; 
• access to general community resources through such factors as prox imity, size, 
structure of residence; 
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• avai labi l ity and access to part icipation i n  a number of valued activ ities in the 
community, with special ised support as necessary; and 
• a place to l ive in a safe, healthy env i ronment. 
Examples of government role 
• funding or delivery of a range of programs to provide support serv ices appropriate 
to individual needs; 
• construction of a variety of accommodation/housing types in integrated settings; 
• regulations designed to create safe l iving environments such as zon ing, fire codes 
and health and safety regu lations; and 
• income support to assist disabled individ uals to afford appropriate housing and 
support such as mortgage or rent re l ief and tax rebates. 
PAI D  EM PLOYM ENT 
Features 
• availabi l ity of, and access to, wage generating work; 
• opportun ities to move to more chal lenging work; 
• job security ; 
• opportun ities for more responsibi l ity and h igher wages; 
• guaranteed min imum wage levels and conditions according to industry standards 
covering sheltered settings as wel l  as open employment; 
• specialised support to assist with workforce participation where necessary, such 
as Slow Worker Permits and extra supervision; and 
• provision of train ing in job and job related ski l ls. 
Examples of government role 
• funding of a range of supported work options ; 
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• provision of ongoing support to assist people to retai n open employment ; 
• monitoring wage rates and employment conditions; 
• provision of train ing for open employment; 
• creation of work opportunities through provisions such as tax concessions, wage 
subsidies and the Commun ity Employment Program (CEP) ; and 
• affirmative action in government employment. 
COM PETENCE AND SELF RELIANCE 
Features 
• independence; 
• competent function ing i n  the community, with appropriate support as necessary; 
and 
• self-rel iance and self-confidence. 
Examples of government role 
• ensuring that serv ice del ivery does not create dependency; 
• funding programs to provide ski l ls development; 
• prov ision of appropriate integrated education ; and 
• funding provisions which enable support to be provided to the indiv idual . 
COM M U N ITY PARTICIPATION 
Features 
• contact with fami l ies; 
• contact with sign ificant others; 
• opportun ity for interaction with the comm unity; and 
• use of comm unity resources. 
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• fostering accessibility of commun ity resources; 
• providing posit ive incentives for fami ly stabil ity ; 
• providing assistance for the development of personal ski l ls ;  and 
• locating special services in a way which promotes participation with fami l ies and 
the community. 
S ECURITY 
Features 
• fami ly stabi l ity; 
• income security; 
• assurance of health and safety; and 
• indiv idual self-confidence. 
Examples of government role 
• providing support services to individuals; 
• provid ing support services to families; 
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• payment of income maintenance benefits and supplements; 
• legislative protection of entit lement; 
• providing medical assistance; 
• establ ishment of r ights of appeal ; 
• providing support for programs to prevent secondary disability; 
• regulation of health and safety standards; and 
• establ ishment of compensation prov isions. 
CHOICE 
Features 
• avai labi l ity of a range of options to meet a particular need; 
• a large number of opportun ities to exercise choice; and 
• opportun ities to make significant choices affecting one's l ife or future, with 
supportive or advocacy mechanisms where necessary. 
Examples of government role 
• support ing the prov ision of a range of services in each local commun ity; 
• encourag ing or requ i ring i nvolvement of consumers in plann ing ,  advisory and 
management bodies ; 
• strengthening self-help groups; 
• i n it iat ing the enactment of least restrictive guardianship options; 
• provid ing resources to assist the ind ividual to exercise choice; 
• supporting the i ndividual in exercising choice, for i nstance, as Citizen Advocacy 
does; and 
• legislat ing for h uman rights. 
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IMAGE 
Features 
• social relationships which enhance se lf- image ; 
• social ly valued status/position; 
• a posit ive perception or image both ind iv idual ly and col lectively ;  and 
• community acceptance. 
Examples of government role 
• providing positive commun ity education on disabi l ity; 
• support ing posit ive media images and programs; 
• encouraging integrated services; 
• setting examples of posit ive role images i n  government activity; and 
• ensuring that no government provisions contribute to the deval u ing of disabled 
people. 
The above consumer outcomes are i nter-related . The l ist is i l l ustrative and 
additional posit ive consumer outcomes may become important from t ime to time. 
HOW TO FOCUS SERVICES U PON CONSUMER OUTCOMES 
Al l  pol icy in itiatives for assistance to people with d isabi l ities should be assessed 
on the basis of the i r  contribution to positive consumer outcomes. 
New d i rections put forward in this report are based on this premise. 
The fol lowing strategies are proposed: 
• at the program level :  
- new legislation governing programs for disabled people should contain a 
statement of intent incorporating the principle of consumer outcomes as the basis 
for program development; 
- all programs should be assessed regu larly accord ing to stated consumer 
outcomes; and 
- programs which do not rate wel l  on such assessment should be reviewed or 
discarded in  favour of those which do. 
• at the project level :  
- consumer outcome statements should be requ i red for ongoing o r  new project 
proposals for fund ing ;  and 
- subsequent evaluation of programs should take account of the program's 
contribution to posit ive consumer outcomes. 
Service development for disabled people should be on the basis of a program's 
or project's contribution to desired consumer outcomes. This approach is i l lustrated 
at Attachment E by a scenario which depicts a fictitious person ,  'Ms Mary Brown', 
comparing her l i fe now with what it m ight be i n  a future year (Year X) if a consumer 
outcomes approach were adopted. 
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RELATIONSHIP OF OUTCOMES FOCUS TO PRI NCIPLES OF SERVICE 
DELIVERY DEFINED EARLIER 
The issues summary papers prepared in  February 1984 for the Review consultat ion 
phase contained a set of principles for service provision to disabled people. These 
principles incl uded such concepts as least rest rictive alternative (LRA), and use 
of generic or mainstream commun ity services. 
These concepts are important in the considerat ion of how services are del ivered. 
They are most properly viewed as models of or approaches to service del ivery 
which would be most l i kely to lead to posit ive outcomes for disabled people given 
the current state of development of services in Austral ia.  
Thus the least rest rictive alternative and the use of generic services form an 
integral part of the process of achieving posit ive consumer outcomes for disabled 
people. 
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5. H U MAN RIGHTS 
'Disabled persons have the inherent right to respect for their human dignity. Disabled 
persons, whatever the origin, nature and seriousness of their handicaps and 
disabilities, have the same fundamental rights as their fellow citizens of the same 
age, which implies first and foremost the right to enjoy a decent life, as normal and 
full as possible.' 
(United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons, 1976) 
Australia has supported both the U N  Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons 
and the UN Declaration of the Rights of Mental ly Retarded Persons. However, we 
have yet to enact our own Bi l l  of Rights. 
Anti-d iscr imination or equal opportun ity legislation which covers people with 
physical d isabil ities has been introduced in  New South Wales, Victoria and South 
Austral ia. The NSW leg islation also covers d iscrim ination on the grounds of 
i ntellectual handicap. 
At a Commonwealth level, the Human Rights Commission has the responsibil ity 
for human rights and anti-discrimination issues. The Commission has sponsored 
several projects on the rights of people with d isabi l ities. 
ISSUES 
Three major areas of interest covering protection of exist ing rights, elaboration of 
specific rights, and the r ights of d isabled people to have access to services were 
raised in the Review. 
Protection of rights 
Subm issions to the Review focused on the need for protection of exist ing rights 
in several areas: 
• need for a draft B i l l  of Rights for people with disabil ities, with special attention 
g iven to people who have an i ntellectual disabil ity; 
• need for a un ion of d isabled people to protect disabled people's rights; 
• need for cit izen advocates to be avai lable to assist disabled people to ach ieve 
their rights; and 
• need for recogn ition of the rights of people with h idden d isabi l ities in  the same 
way as for people with obvious d isabi l it ies. 
Specific rights 
Comments to the Review expressed the v iew that :  
• people with disabi l i ties are entitled to expect the same range of  assistance with 
aspects of daily l iv ing that others take for granted ; 
• al l  ch i ldren inc luding chi ldren with d isabi l ities should have a right to receive a 
free and compulsory education; 
• people with d isabi l ities should be assisted to exercise their r ight to register as 
voters and to vote in Federal, State and local elections; 
• people with d isabi l ities should have a right to independent l iv ing with privacy; 
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• al l people who have mobi l ity d ifficu lties should have a r ight to assistance with 
transportat ion;  
• people with d isabi l i t ies should have equal opportun ity to enter the workforce 
and to be engaged in chal lenging work; and 
• people with disabil ities should have the right to refuse treatment and to have 
avai lable the same selection of medical services as the general publ ic. 
While the existence of these rights is sometimes acknowledged, the opportunity 
to exercise them is usual ly den ied . 
Rights to specialised services 
Comments h igh l ighted two concerns related to special ised services: 
• special ised services should be avai lable to people with disabil ities on the basis 
of r ights, not charity; and 
• there should be a r ight of appeal for disabled people who have been den ied 
access to specific services such as through an appeals tribunal and/or 
ombudsman mechanism. 
OPTIONS 
There was support for the fol lowing options: 
• specific inclusion of the rights of people with disabil ities in  the proposed national 
B i l l  of Rights, to assist in providing some protection for those disabled people 
liv ing in States which have not enacted their own anti-discrimination legislation ;  
• appointment of a D isabil ity Discri m ination Com missioner to the Human Rights 
Comm ission ,  to focus additional attention on discrim ination against disabled 
people ; 
• entitlement to generic services, such as education,  which has long been the 
entitlement of the general population , also needs to be assured for disabled 
people through legislative mandate ; and 
• encouragement of the rights of disabled people through citizen advocacy, funded 
under the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation . 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the Attorney-General and the Human Rights Commission 
consider the merits of: 
• i nc luding the rights of people with d isabi l ities in the proposed national B i l l  of 
Rights; 
• the immediate appointment of a Disabil ity D iscrim ination Commissioner to the 
Human Rig hts Commission ; 
• strengthening the rights of people with disabi l ities to generic and special services 
at both the Commonwealth and State leve ls; 
• i ntroducing anti-d iscrimination legislation at a Commonwealth level covering the 
rights of people with intellectual , physical and/or psychiatric disabil ities; and 
• encouraging State Governments to protect the r ights of people with disabil ities. 
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FOCUS ON FUNCTIONAL 
AREAS 
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6. ACCOM MODATI ON 
'After spending years in handicapped children's homes when I was younger the idea 
of being institutionalised as an adult permanently is too horrific to contemplate.' 
(disabled person in Queensland) 
The location of a person's home is of fundamental signif icance in promoting 
commun ity part icipation and opportun ities for i nteraction with other people in  the 
commun ity. Too often i n  the past disabled people have been segregated from the 
com m u n ity and iso lated from the i r  fam i l ies .  C u rrent moves towards 
de institutional isation are part of the broader thrust to accord disabled people their 
r ights to be participat ing members of society. 
The accommodation and related support services provided under the 
Handicapped Persons Welfare Program (HPWP) represent the primary focus for 
Review recommendations for development and reform in this area. There were 
491 residential faci l it ies receiving fi nancial assistance total l ing $22.9m under this 
program in  the 1 983/84 f inancial year. 
There are major differences in size, function and characteristics of the residential 
centres fu nded under the HPWP. Some are small un its housing a few chi ldren or 
adults who attend school or work elsewhere; others are part of a large centre which 
combines a variety of services, often incorporat ing school and train ing programs, 
an activity therapy centre, sheltered workshop, c l in ic and advisory services. Yet 
again ,  some residential un its are holiday homes, or hospitals with short term 
resident faci l it ies accom modating a changing cl ientele throughout the year. 
Other Commonwealth programs which are important sources of f inancial 
assistance for accommodation faci l ities and related support services for people 
with disabi l ities incl ude the Aged and Disabled Persons Accommodation and Care 
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Program (ADPACP) administered formerly by the Department of Social Security 
and now by the new Depart ment of Com m u n ity  Services (1 984/85 
appropriation-$56m), and the Nursing Homes Assistance and Benefits Programs 
admin istered formerly by the Department of Health and now by the Department 
of Commun ity Services (1 984/85 est imated expenditure-$1 000.9m).  
ISSU ES 
T he major issues and problems associated with the provision of accommodation 
and re lated support services for people with disabi l ities include:  
• t he lack of commun ity based accommodat ion ,  especial ly for people wit h 
intel lectual d isabi l it ies; 
• the unduly fragmented organisat ional arrangements for Commonwealth and 
State Government accommodation and related support service programs; 
• the sign ificant variation in funding provisions across Commonwealth programs 
providing accommodation assistance to people with d isabi l it ies. Th is  has two 
adverse effects: it creates incent ives for t he establ ishment and operat ion of 
inst itutional ised rather than com munity based accommodation; and it resu lts 
in i nequ itable access to Commonwealth f inancial resources provided for 
accommodation programs; 
• the poorly developed capacity for strategic service planning;  
• the policy bias towards institutional accommodat ion perceived by parents 
because of the h igher rate of Handicapped Chi ldren's Benefit (HCB) than of 
Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance (HCA); 
• the need for improved accountability for and equity of access to accommodation 
programs; 
• the extremely l imited involvement by disabled people in the design, management 
and review of accommodation faci l ities and related support programs; 
• the lack of measures such as bond and establ ishment loans to assist people 
moving from institutions i nto the commun ity; and 
• t he inadequacy of H PAA recurrent funding levels. 
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OPTIONS 
Options for improving organ isational and related funding arrangements inc lude: 
• i ncreasing resources avai lable for community based accommodation and related 
support services; 
• consolidating relevant program resources in a single cost shared approach with 
State Governments which wou ld i ntegrate organisational and admin istrative 
arrangements ; 
• rat ional is ing relevant Commonwealth Government programs such as 
accommodation components of the HPWP, the Handicapped Chi ldren's Benefit, 
the ADPACP, the Commonwealth/State Housing Program and the Nursing 
Homes Assistance and Benefits Programs;  
• retain ing recurrent funding under the HPWP or its replacement, and channel l ing 
capital funding through the State Housing Commissions to take advantage of 
their design and construction expertise. 
Variabil ity in the level of funding provisions should be reduced to provide more 
equitable access to accommodation support. This would remove current incentives 
which encourage the establishment of institutional accommodation . Incentives for 
small community based options wi l l  entai l  changes in funding patterns and should 
i nvolve increased accountabi l ity for the standard of services. 
The current provision u nder the HPAA is a salary subsidy of 50 per cent or 
80 per cent for 'key staff'. The possible options range from an expansion of numbers 
of key staff subsidised to 1 00 per cent funding of recurrent costs. 
Any i n itiative taken with respect to the development of plann ing capacity and 
improved accountability in the area of accommodation should i nclude data derived 
from ongoing assessments of progress in  implementing specific programs planned 
for individuals. 
There was also general support for measures aimed at involving consumers 
in planning and management both within the context of specific projects and across 
projects and agencies at a commun ity wide planning level .  
The proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation could inc lude the fol lowing 
measures: 
• consolidat ing funding for accommodation services for people with disabi l ities, 
currently under the HPAA and the Aged or Disabled Persons Homes Act; 
• increasing recurrent funding for accommodation support services for disabled 
people up to 100 per cent based on needs criteria and a standard cost formula; 
• abol ish ing the Handicapped Chi ldren's Benefit because it acts as an incentive 
to inappropriate institutional care (see Chapter 13) ;  
• making provision for respite care services; 
• requ i ring individual development plans based on consumer outcomes as a 
condition of accommodation and related support service funding;  and 
• requ i ring representation of disabled consumers on the management boards of 
agencies as a condition of accommodation and related support service funding.  
The current Commonwealth expenditure of $1 057m on nursing homes and 
hostels under the N u rsing Homes Assistance Act , the Aged and D isabled Persons 
Homes Act and the National Health Act compares most unfavourably with the $23m 
provided for all other accommodation types for people with disabil it ies supported 
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under the HPAA. This should receive particular attention,  given the Commonwealth 
Government's commitment to com munity based care. 
A housing loan scheme should be considered . It is current practice for people 
l iv ing in  institutions to pay 871/2 per cent of their pension as board. Clearly this 
severely l im its their abil ity to save the money requ i red for bond, rent in advance, 
and other equ ipment needed to set up house. This helps to create a cycle of 
dependency upon institutional l i fe which is difficult to break. Low i nterest loans 
would help to break this cycle. 
Final ly, as part of the effort to redress the current funding bias in favour of 
institutional accommodation, a Commonwealth Deinstitutionalisation Demonstration 
Program could be considered. This program would aim to close 1000 institutional 
places nationally and move former residents to appropriately supported 
accommodation in their local communities. Where the relevant State Government 
authorities are prepared to share the costs of this program , el ig ib i l ity would extend 
to State institutions. Otherwise the demonstration would be confined to institutional 
accommodation funded under the Commonwealth Government's Handicapped 
Persons Welfare Program. 
RECO M M EN DATIONS 
It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth M in isters consider: 
• rational ising al l exist ing Commonwealth funding sources for accommodation (ie 
Handicapped Persons Welfare Program, Handicapped Ch i ldren's Benefit, Aged 
and Disabled Persons Accommodation and Care Program, Commonwealth/State 
Housing Program and Nurs ing Homes Assistance and Benefits Programs) so 
as to : 
provide more equitable access by disabled people to financial resources for 
appropriate accom modation ; and 
i ncrease the resources avai lable to disabled people for community based 
accommodation and support serv ices; 
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• abol ish ing the Handicapped Ch i ldren's Benefit in l ight of the above; and 
• offering recurrent funding for community based accommodation services through 
the Department of Com munity Services with capital funding channel led through 
State Housing Com missions to take advantage of their  design and construction 
expertise. 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Community Services 
consider providing funds under the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation: 
• specifical ly for respite care purposes; 
• to meet an increased proportion of the operating costs of accommodation support 
services; 
• for a deinstitutional isation demonstrat ion program; and 
• for a balanced mix of commun ity based accommodation types including 
independent l iv ing un its, group homes, and 'core and cluster' housing 
arrangements. 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Housing and Construction 
consider: 
• provid ing low interest loans to people with d isabilities to meet the in itial costs 
of enter ing the open rental housing mar ket; and 
• ensur ing proport ional access by people with disabi l ities to home purchase 
assistance programs. 
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7. H O M E  AND 
COM M UNI TY BASED SUPPORT 
'After spending four years in a 'geriatric' nursing home, I can now see the need for 
better home care assistance including attendant care, to enable young disabled 
people to live as independently as possible.' 
(Adult with a physical disability) 
Support services for people l iv ing in  their own homes have in  the past focused 
primari ly on aged persons. Services are provided by a spectrum of agenc ies 
throughout Austral ia-Commonwealth ,  State and local governments and a number 
of non-government organ isations. 
At the Commonwealth level ,  th is range of support services was recently 
consol idated into a Home and Community Care Program (HACC), now admin istered 
by the Department of Commun ity Services. The support services in this package 
include senior citizens and day care centres, home care services, welfare officers, 
para-medical staff, del ivered meals and home nurs ing.  New programs, sti l l  under 
negotiation between the Commonwealth and the States, i nclude personal care, 
transport, l inen/laundry services and community based respite care. Estimated 
expenditure in 1984/85 for exist ing services is $91 .8m with an additional $10m for 
the proposed programs. 
Individuals also receive direct payments in the form of Domici l iary Nursing Care 
Benefit (DNCB), Spouse Carer's Pension and the Special (Caring for) Benefit to 
assist carers of disabled people. Payments to individuals are est imated at 
approximate ly $48m for 1984/85. 
As negotiations conti nue with the States over the Home and Com mun ity Care 
Program , it is evident that d isabled as wel l  as aged people should be catered for 
in these new arrangements. 
ISSUES 
Submissions h igh l ighted five major areas of concern: 
• payment to individuals 
D NCB should be increased to narrow the gap between the benefit provided 
for home care (DNCB $21 per week) and the cost of institutional care (at 
least $130 per week), and e l ig ib i l ity for th is benefit broadened; 
• services 
home care services should be avai lable 24 hours a day, 7 days a week ;  
- more emphasis should be  placed on  home vis its by therapists (occupational , 
physio, speech); 
• structure 
- funding should be through two separate legislative frameworks for 
organ isational based and home based services ; 
• attendant care 
top priority should be the introduction of a national attendant care program 
based on degree of disabi l ity, type of care req u i red and capacity to l ive 
i ndependently i n  the commun ity; and 
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• respite care 
- there is a h igh level of demand for respite care, but there are very few respite 
care options at present . 
OPTIONS 
There are four major opt ions for home and commun ity care support : 
• cash transfer 
- prov ide a d i rect payment (disabi l ity al lowance) to enable individuals to 
purchase services ; 
• enhance HACC to respond to needs of d isabled people 
incl ude attendant care as part of personal care services for younger disabled 
people;  
expand and improve respite care provisions in  own homes, host fam i l ies and 
with in  faci l it ies ;  
- ensure ongoing mu lt i-discipl i nary assessment ;  and 
- allocate funds specifical ly for services to younger disabled people; 
• provide a disabled persons commun ity care program (specifically for non-aged 
d isabled people) 
- i ntroduce attendant care serv ices; and 
- introduce respite care options ; and 
• l i n k  DNCB and HCA el ig ib i l ity 
provide the equivalent of HCA support to carers of d isabled people over 16 ;  
and 
rescind requ i rement for nu rses to mon itor el igibi l ity for DNCB. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
I t  is recommended that the Com monwealth Minister for Community Services 
consider adopting the following initiatives under the Home and Community Care 
Program : 
• introducing a disabled persons community care component allocating community 
service and respite care resources specifically for younger people wit h 
disabilities; 
• expanding respite care provisions to encompass arrangements in the disabled 
person's own home, with host families and within residential facilities; and 
• int roducing an attendant care program to assist those people with more severe 
disabilities with daily living needs through the personal care component of the 
Home and Comm unity Care Program. 
It is recommended that the Ministers for Social Secu rity and Comm u nity Services 
consider rationalising the eligibility criteria and payment rates for the Domiciliary 
�� ursing Care Benefit and the Handicapped Child's Allowance (HCA) so that 
individuals with disabilities are treated equitably and consistent ly, whether they 
are under or over 16 years of age. 
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8. RESPI TE CARE 
The need for more respite care programs was highl ighted by people with disabi l ities, 
their relatives and friends and service providers. There was widespread support 
for new in itiatives to provide short term and i nterm ittent rel ief to the carer of a 
disabled person in the community. Respite care arrangements can also have 
signif icant benefits for the person with disabi l ities. 
A recent in itiative was to provide respite subsidies to hostels which a l locate 
beds for respite care under the Aged and D isabled Persons Homes Act . Th is new 
program (annou nced on 11 Apr i l  1984) is a imed pr incipa l ly at aged people and 
wil l  not benefit the majority of people with disabil ities requesting respite care options. 
I SSUES 
The fol lowing issues were prominent in respect of respite care: 
• the current provision for respite care is seen as inadeq uate. Many argued that 
the cost of providing such services would be substantia l ly less than the cost 
of institutional care which becomes necessary when informal fami ly  support 
arrangements break down;  
• there is  a need for respite care for both chi ldren and adults; 
• the question of joint Com monwealth/State funding responsib i l ity for respite care 
services needs resol ution in the interest of ensuring equ itable access to these 
services by a l l  fami l ies of people with disabi l it ies; 
• the relative emphasis g iven to faci l ity based (away from home) arrangements 
for respite care provision as compared to home based arrangements should 
reflect the preferences of the fami l ies concerned; 
• the appropriate al location of resources between cash transfer and service 
provision wi l l  a lso need to be resolved; 
• women bear a disproportionate share of the responsibi l ity for car ing for fami ly 
members who are disabled, often to the detr iment of their own health;  and 
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• many submissions argued that respite care services should be avai lable to a l l  
fam i l ies car ing for a disabled person , provided charges are imposed on more 
affluent fami l ies. 
OPTIONS 
The fol lowing are options for upgrading respite care services: 
• establ ish models of respite in  the for m of: 
faci l ity based (respite house or hostel) either in association with, or 
i ndependent of, long term accommodation; or 
home based, employing either a host fami ly  or a worker i n  the fami ly home 
of the disabled person ;  
• l i nk  a respite care program for chi ldren to the Fami ly Day Care program fu nded 
by the Office of Chi ld Care; 
• i ncrease financial support for centre based day care programs on a 
demonstration basis to provide two to three fu l l  t ime equ ivalent places for 
disabled chi ldren in each program;  
• provide respite care for adults under the new Home and Commun ity Care 
Program; 
• extend the concept of respite beds recently i ntroduced under the Aged and 
Disabled Persons Homes Act to the accommodation provisions of the proposed 
D isabi l ity Services Leg islation ; and 
• remove the current disi ncentives to use of respite care represented by 
adjustments of the Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance for short intermittent periods 
spent in residential faci l ities receiving Commonwealth financial assistance. 
RECO M M ENDATIONS 
I t  is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Com mun ity Services 
examine in deta i l  the fol lowing measures to upgrade respite care services for people 
with d isabi l ities: 
• a respite care program for chi ldren under the auspices of the Fami ly Day Care 
Program funded by the Office of Chi ld Care; 
• demonstration programs to identify service del ivery models for integrating 
disabled chi ldren into centre based day care programs administered by the Office 
of Chi ld Care; 
• increased resources and specific arrangements for respite care for disabled 
adu lts under the new Home and Community Care Program;  and 
• i nclusion of respite provisions with in the accommodation component of the 
proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation . 
It is recommended that the Min ister for Social Security g ive consideration to the 
removal of the disincentives to the use of respite care in Handicapped Chi ld 's 
Al lowance provisions. 
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9. EMPLOYM ENT 
Society places a high value on vocational activity and income in  determin ing an 
individual's status. Th is  was reflected in the constant call for paid employment which 
was seen as a h ighly desi red consumer outcome during the Review. People who 
have disabi l ities are just as interested in being employed as people who are not 
disabled but their employment rate is m uch lower than that for non-disabled people 
(30 per cent part icipation of people with disabi l it ies in the labour force compared 
to 70 per cent participation for the tota l popu lation aged 1 5-64). The question of 
labour market participation of people with disabi l ities was addressed in the Report 
of the Committee of Inquiry into Labour Market Programs (Ki rby Report) which made 
several recommendations about tra in ing and income support . 
ISSUES 
The importance of paid employment was reflected in the large number of comments 
made on this topic both in submissions and during the consu ltation phase. 
The greater part of government funding for employment of disabled people has 
been di rected towards sheltered workshops and in the Review major concern was 
expressed about the inadequacies of these faci l it ies and the need for reform. 
Confusion over the role of sheltered workshops was widespread and clarification 
was demanded. Much criticism was directed at the unchallenging and inappropriate 
work frequently found in  workshops and at the low level of wages paid. The 
confusion of the Sheltered Employment Al lowance (SEA) with wages was also 
mentioned. 
Other broad areas covered in submissions and consu ltations were : 
• the im portance of paid employment for disabled people; 
• the need for greater access to work opportun ities, particu larly competitive 
employment; 
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• the absence of real em ployer incentives to encourage the employment of 
disabled people; 
• apparently h igher costs such as increased workers' compensation premi ums 
when employers take on staff with disab i l ities whether in  sheltered or open 
employment; 
• the problem created by the impact of the Inval id Pension on earn ings resu lting 
in dis incentives to wor k; 
• the need for a range of flex ible employment options, particu larly in  integrated 
sett ings; 
• the lack of ongoing support for those in competitive employment; 
• access to work opportu n ities for those currently excl uded ; 
• the lack of train ing for employment serv ice prov iders ; 
• the continu ing confusion between the employment roles of activity therapy 
centres (ATCs) and sheltered workshops; and 
• suggestions for small business loans or loan guarantees designed to assist 
interested persons dependent on income security payments to raise the 
development capital requ ired to establ ish businesses. 
OPTIONS 
Tre pur pose of government activ ity in  the employment area is to assist disabled 
people to undertake wage generating work .  
Th is  can be achieved either through direct gover nment employment or more 
significantly through government assistance towards em ployment. 
Direct Government Employment 
The Commonwealth Gover nment employs people with disabi lities directly i n  the 
Austral ian Public Service. The Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Bureau of 
the Publ ic Serv ice Board co-ordinates efforts to make employment avai lable to 
under-represented groups, inc luding people with d isabilities. Currently these 
endeavours are directed more at assisting physically disabled people. 
Entry conditions used for Austral ian Publ ic Serv ice appointments need to be 
modified to ensure that people with intellectual disabi l ities are not den ied access 
to posit ions which they could undertake. T he EEO Bureau of the Publ ic Serv ice 
Board could consider i nvestigating such potential employment areas and any 
necessary amendments to entry criter ia to ensure access to these jobs. Once 
employment is offered, assessment and increment reports need to take account 
of these amendments so that potential for promotion and job mobil ity is not denied . 
Government A ssistance Toward Employment 
As well as providing jobs in the Australian Publ ic Service, the Commonwealth 
Government can promote the employment of disabled people by other means, such 
as: 
• support services to i ndividuals to make it more l i kely that they will f ind and 
mai ntain employment; and 
• incentives for employers which increase the k inds of employment opportun ities 
made avai lable to people with disabi lities. 
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Most activities in the vocational area to date have concentrated on providing 
services to the individual rather than attempting to change the pattern of avai lable 
jobs. More emphasis should be given to this latter aspect so that there is a greater 
balance between opportun ity creation and service provision. 
SU PPORT SERVICES TO THE INDIVI DUAL 
Part of the current confusion and d issatisfaction with sheltered workshops stems 
from past expectations. These services were assumed to be able both to train 
people for competitive employment and to provide long term supported employment 
with reasonable wages to those who would always need to work in a sheltered 
envi ronment. Clearly this has not worked. 
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While more than 9 000 people were receiving Sheltered Employment Allowance 
in 1983/84, on ly 27 Train ing Fees were paid for the placement of disabled people 
from sheltered workshops into open employment. Moreover, wages in workshops 
have continued to be appal l i ngly low. 
There is scope for future employment services to be developed as separate 
program types to reflect their different goals. 
This should lead to a clear understanding of what a part icular program is 
expected to achieve and al low measurement of that ach ievement by the use of 
the appropriate consumer outcome. 
The sheltered employment provisions of the HPAA could then be progressively 
replaced by the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislat ion,  incorporat ing:  
• competitive employment train ing and placement 
- consumer outcome measure: people placed in  employment; 
• competitive employment maintenance 
- consumer outcome measure: people kept i n  employment; 
• ongoing access to the benefits of working for those currently not able to be 
competitively employed 
consumer outcome measure: level of d isabled worker wages. 
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Such legislat ion could make provision to assist with the extra trai n i ng, 
supervision and equ ipment costs result ing from serving disabled cl ients, based 
on a standard cost formula .  
Co-ordination of such employment programs with exist ing programs such as 
CRS work preparat ion centres and Department of Employment and Industrial 
Relat ions (DEIR) services to people with d isabi l it ies would need to be undertaken. 
Competitive employment training and placement 
These short term programs train jobless disabled people in work ski l ls and related 
work behaviours and move them into self support ing open employment . They are 
transit ional ,  wit h  the specific t ime l im it dependent on the type of employment and 
train ing sett ing. They would usually be for less than 6 months. 
If at the end of a train ing period no job can be obtained , the individual must 
leave the program , preferably for a long term supported work environment or other 
short term work experience program such as CRS work therapy or DEIR job 
train ing .  
Competitive employment maintenance 
These programs offer support on an intermittent basis to individual disabled people 
to continue their employment in the exist ing open market labour force. They involve 
regular follow-up of the individuals and the provision of assistance in obtai n ing 
other work if they lose their  job. 
Long term supported employment programs 
These programs provide different degrees of support through changing the nature 
of the employment environment .  This al lows cont inu ing support to be provided 
to d isabled people to give them ongoing access to the benefits of working .  
Long term supported employment could be provided through options such as 
work enclaves in open industry, crew labour models i nvolving cleaning or grounds 
maintenance crews, worker co-operatives, separate small businesses, and peer 
support which i nvolves paying a non-disabled co-worker to take on specific 
supervision and train ing responsibi l it ies. 
Characterist ics of such long term supported employment include: 
• generat ion of commercial ly viable products or services; 
• entit lement to automatic wage indexation ; 
• entit lement to wages based on productivity according to able bod ied rates ; 
• provision of general award condit ions for disabled workers including long service 
leave, sick leave and workers' compensat ion;  
• agreement by funded organ isations to release f igures relat ing to the range and 
average of weekly wages of disabled workers, d isabled worker generated revenue 
and total commercial revenue; and 
• sett ing of specific targets for increased integrat ion .  
Appropriate min imum wage structures and industry awards for disabled people 
in supported employment should be taken up with  the Australian Counci l  of Trade 
Un ions (ACTU) and the Concil iation and Arbitrat ion Commission . 
When supported employment is recogn ised as a long term program offering 
meaningful work and wages, it wi l l  no longer be appropriate that organisat ions 
receive a train ing fee for placement of their  workers in  open employment . The 
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Train ing Fee should be abol ished under the proposed Disabi l ity Services 
Leg islation . 
All individuals with a disabil ity should be given a range of incentives to 
encourage them to opt for open em ployment placement. The recently introduced 
Open Employment Incentive Bon us could be extended to all unemployed d isabled 
persons who re l inqu ish their pension for a job in open employment for at least 
12 months. 
Another incentive could be to modify the reduction in Inval id Pension or 
Sheltered Employment Al lowance with increasing earnings to a rate of $1 for each 
$3 earned above the earn ings threshold.  
Another way support services to the indiv idual  could be prov ided would be 
through a system of smal l  busi ness loans. 
The Commonwealth and/or State Governments might consider establ ishing on 
a demonstration basis a 'Small Business Loans for Disabled People' scheme. Any 
such scheme would have to incl ude advisory support and back-up to people 
receiving the loans. 
I NCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYERS 
Employer incentives have the goal of increasing the number of em ployment 
opportun ities avai lable to d isabled people. Consumer outcome measures would 
incl ude the numbers of new jobs going to disabled people and the numbers of 
d isabled people kept in em ployment. 
Some options for em ployer incentives are: 
• to revamp ex isti ng Slow Worker Permits with clear ly defi ned assessment 
procedures with appropriate negotiations being held with the ACT U ;  
• to introduce incentives, through subsidies or tax relief, to cover extra costs such 
as worksite modif ications, aids, extra trai n ing costs, addit ional costs of workers' 
compensation premi ums, and higher supervision costs which need further 
examination in conj unction with DEIR and the Taxation Comm issioner ; 
• to offer wage subsidy payments; and 
• to create incentives for setting up home based employment. 
R ECOM MENDATIONS 
I t  is recom mended that: 
• all Commonwealth em ployment programs be strongly encouraged to move 
towards integration ;  and 
• the proposed Disabi l ity Services Leg islation incorporate programs for : 
competitive employment trai n ing and placement; 
competitive em ployment maintenance ; and 
long term supported employment. 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Commun ity Serv ices, 
in conjunction with the Min ister for Employment and Industr ial Relations, consider: 
• improving co-ordination arrangements for the Department of Community Services 
(DCS) employment and work preparation programs and Department of 
Employment and I ndustr ial Relations (DEIR) services for people with disabi l ities 
with the long term aim of transferr ing open employment programs to DEIR ;  
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• establishing a productivity-based min imum wage for people working in long term 
supported employment on a pro rata basis keyed to prevai l ing able bodied rates 
for that industry; 
• ensuring ful l  industrial rights are accorded to those working in supported 
employment; and 
• abol ishing the Train ing Fee for open employment placement given to 
organisations providing long term supported employment. 
It is recommended that the M in ister for Employment and Industrial Relations 
consider: 
• expanding DE IR trai n ing programs consistent with the recommendations of the 
Ki rby Committee of Inqu iry into Labour Market Programs to inc lude a broader 
spectrum of disabi l ity groups, especial ly people with intel lectual d isabi l ities; 
• i ntroducing, in consu ltation with other relevant Min isters, subsidies and/or tax 
rel ief to cover the extra costs entai led in such provisions as work place 
modifications, aids, workers' compensation , trai n ing and supervision in the 
interest of improving incentives to employers to create employment opportun ities 
for people with d isabi l it ies; and 
• together with the Austral ian Council of Trade Un ions (ACTU) ,  ways of providing 
other employer incentives including an exam ination of the scope for restructuring 
Slow Worker Permits. 
It is recommended that the M in ister for Social Security consider: 
• extending the current retention of el ig ib i l ity rights for Inval id Pension from 12 
to 24 months in the interest of encouraging people with disabi l ities to enter open 
employment; 
• broadening el ig ib i l ity for the Open Employment Incentive Bon us from those who 
receive Sheltered Employment Al lowance (SEA) to include al l  unemployed 
disabled pensioners who rel inqu ish their pension for a job in open employment 
for at least twelve months; and 
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• modifying the reduction in Inval id Pension or SEA with increasing earn ings from 
a rate of $1 for $2 to a rate of $1 for $3. 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth Publ ic Service Board develop and 
implement guidel ines for recruitment and employment to ensure that people with 
intel lectual disabi l it ies are not denied access to work which they could undertake 
in the Austral ian Publ ic Service. 
It is recommended that the Min ister for Industry, Technology and Commerce 
consider establ ishing a pi lot program to provide small business loans and advisory 
support service to people with d isabi l i ties. 
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1 0. EDUCATION 
The Commonwealth Government has d i rect responsibi l it ies in two major areas of 
education for disabled chi ldren-early intervention and school age education . While 
both of these areas have an inter-related impact on the development of the 
indiv idual ,  they have been considered separately. 
EARLY I NTERVENTION 
'We found 12 children in town in need of early intervention; lobbied for an early 
intervention teacher; started program in June 1983 and now have more than 70 
children and can't cope with any more.' 
(Parent group in NSW country town) 
All d isabled chi ldren below school age should have access to an appropriate 
mu lti-d isc ip l i nary early i ntervention program . It is now acknowledged that ,  once 
a d isabil ity has been diagnosed, the sooner measures are implemented to assist 
in amel iorat ing the effects of the d isabi l ity, the more successful they are l i kely to 
be. While early intervention programs at the Commonwealth level have been funded 
by both the Chi ldren's Serv ices Program (CSP) ($1.6m) and the Schools 
Comm ission ($8m),  a number of other funding sources have been involved 
i ncluding the Hand icapped Persons Welfare Program . Responsib i l ity for early 
i ntervention programs under the CSP and the HPWP is being transferred to the 
Schools Comm ission consistent with the move towards the provision of services 
by generic agencies. 
ISSUES 
Subm issions on early i ntervention emphasised the lack of adequate resou rces to 
cope with the demand for services and the fragmentation of the range of funding 
sources offering any support. 
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Despite the range of funding sources, Review consultations indicated a large 
unmet need for ear ly intervention programs. The $9-$1 0m currently spent by the 
Commonwealth is not provid ing access for a l l  who require it. 
OPTIONS 
The range of options for ear ly intervention covers five major areas. Act ion needs 
to be considered in a l l  these areas: 
• a major increase in funding for ear ly intervention programs; 
• a rational isation of funding sources between the Commonwealth and State 
Governments; 
• a clar if ication of the roles of State Education departments and non-government 
organ isations; 
• further development of home and centre based programs which involve parent 
education and tra in ing elements; and 
• the establ ishment, at the State level ,  of a data base identifying detai ls of disabled 
chi ldren to faci l i tate longer term plann ing. 
The move to consolidate Children's Services Program and Schools Commission 
funding is an important one which is consistent with the Gover nment's i ntention 
to transfer co-ordinating responsibi l ity for a l l  Commonwealth funding to the Schools 
Com mission. 
It would be desirable for State Gover nments to acknowledge their responsibi l ity 
for the education of a l l  chi ldren by cost shar ing these programs with the 
Commonwealth .  
SCHOOL AGE EDUCATION 
Whi le education services for chi ldren of compulsory school attendance age have 
traditional ly been the responsib i l ity of State Governments, it cannot be assumed 
that all chi ldren with disabi l it ies will share the same entit lement. 
The Commonwealth Government's specific involvement in education services 
for disabled students has been through targeted funds provided by the 
Commonwealth Schools Com mission. 
Currently funds are prov ided to the States by the Schools Commission for 
special education ($24.5m), integration ($1.8m), chi ldren in institutions ($2.2m) and 
for severely hand icapped chi ldren ($3.6m)-a total of $32.1m. The Department of 
Commun ity Services through the Handicapped Persons Assistance Act also funds 
$12-14m of special education programs in the non-government sector; it is intended 
to commence transferr ing the respons ibi l ity for these programs to the Schools 
Commission from 1 January 1986. 
ISSUES 
Subm issions stressed the need for a more formal acceptance at both the 
Commonwealth and State level of the r ight to free and appropriate publ ic education 
for all school aged chi ldren. 
Many of these submissions further h igh l ighted the need for the option of 
integrated education either in the regular classroom or in special classrooms within 
the regular school . Th is suggestion generated some differ ing v iews on the 
desirab i l ity of closing down all special schools, with reservations bei ng expressed 
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on implementation and level of resources. It was clear, however, that the overal l  
trend is towards more i ntegrated options. 
No ch i ld ,  whatever the level of disabi l ity, shou ld be regarded as ineducable. 
Add itional resources wi l l  clearly be requ i red to provide the necessary learning 
opportun it ies for ind ividuals with severe d isabi l it ies. 
Current non-government sector school programs funded through HPAA or the 
Schools Commission should be transferred to State Education departments. T he 
Commonwealth should remain a funding agency to enable the State Governments 
to admin ister such programs. I n  the long term,  States, having a major role i n  
education, should accept responsibi l ity for a l l  education programs for disabled 
people, as an integral part of the mainstream educational system. 
OPTIONS 
There are at least six major areas for change i n  educat ion .  These i nclude: 
• enacting legislation to ensure free appropriate publ ic education for all school 
aged chi ldren in al l  States; 
Schools Commission to encourage the change i n  legislation in each State ; 
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• sign ificantly increasing Schools Commission resources allocated to special 
education; 
• support ing the transition of the current education responsibi l it ies with in the 
Handicapped Persons Ass istance Act to the Schools Commission ;  
• encouraging State Governments to accept greater responsibi l ity i n  fund ing of 
special education within the mainstream educational system; 
• provid ing resources through Commonwealth and State Gove rnments for 
programs such as : 
a pool of therapists and support teachers for particular education regions 
i n  special need; 
improving physical accessi bi l ity; 
notetakers and attendants for disabled students i n  schools, col leges and 
un iversities; 
encouragement of alternative assessment and teaching methods; and 
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• modifying Tertiary Education Al lowance Scheme (TEAS) gu idel i nes to al low 
payment to disabled students studying less than fu l l  t ime. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Early intervention: 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Education consider: 
• giving al l d isabled ch i ldren below school age access to an appropriate m ulti­
discipl i nary early intervention program ; 
• rational ising the role of Commonwealth, State and non-government organisations 
in the provision of early intervention programs; 
• encouraging State Governments to acknowledge their responsib i l ity in this area 
by cost sharing early i ntervention programs with the Commonwealth; 
• encouraging State Education M in isters to establish a data base on disabled 
chi ldren to faci l itate longer term plan n i ng; and 
• further developing home and centre based programs which would include parent 
education and tra in ing. 
School age education: 
It is recommended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Ed ucation consider: 
• ensuring the right to free and appropriate publ ic education for all school aged 
chi ldren , inc lud ing those with d isabi l it ies; 
• ensuring that disabled chi ldren are effectively integrated into mainstream schools 
and classes; 
• providing funding to enable the transfer to State Education departments of the 
current non-government sector education programs for disabled chi ldren funded 
through the Schools Comm ission; and 
• provid ing funding to enable disabled ch i ldren to gain access to mainstream 
schools by upgrad ing physical accessi bi l ity and provid ing notetakers, support 
teachers, therapists and other staff, and by developing alternative methods of 
teaching and assessment. 
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1 1 .  TRAINING 
Progressively, the boundaries of what we have expected disabled people to be 
capable of achieving have been extended.  A key factor in this has been the 
avai labi l ity of t rain ing .  Train ing not only involves disabled people themselves but 
also: 
• parents and fam il ies; 
• medical/al l ied health and other professionals; and 
• staff. 
TRAINING FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABI LITIES 
Training options for disabled people should cover organisational participation (see 
Chapter 21); vocat ional trai n ing (see Chapter 9); and i ndependent l iving .  
I ndependent liv ing train ing should be provided in a way which ensures t hat 
the ski l ls acqu ired can be applied i n  the person's home and commun ity. Ideally, 
t hese settings should be used duri ng the train ing process. 
For adu lts, it is important that a balance be developed between train ing and 
work opportun it ies. Typical adult l ife is  work focused with t rain ing fulfi l l ing a 
supplementary role. It is i mportant to avoid the danger of sentencing adults to 
lifelong preparation where an i ndividual spends al l  h is or her t ime gett ing ready 
for independent living and employment without ever actually undertaking either. 
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Special ist trai n ing options for physically disabled people are provided by the 
Commonwealth Rehabil itation Service. The CRS is discussed in  Chapter 12. 
Independent l iv ing train ing for people with intel lectual disabi l it ies is attempted 
primar i ly  in activity therapy centres (cal led Adult Train ing Centres in V ictor ia 
operated by non-government organisations). Approximately 8000 disabled people 
attend two hundred centres throughout Australia. ATCs qualify for 80 per cent capital 
subsidy and 50 per cent recurrent subsidy (80 per cent for key staff) from the 
Commonwealth under the HPAA. 
The contin ued dependence of these trai n ing services on char ity fund raising 
promotes the image of disabled people as dependent and incapable. Approximately 
$20 per week is contributed by the Commonwealth for each person in an ATC. 
Other funding is avai lable from some State Governments, but this is not un iform 
between States. Funding from al l  government sources currently does not meet the 
fu l l  cost of services provided by organ isations. Increasing ly, disabled people are 
charged fees for ATC attendance, in contrast with usual practice in tertiary education 
courses such as Technical and Further Education (TAFE) where tu ition fees are 
not levied. 
ISSUES 
T he majority of comments reinforced the need to d ismantle the ATC structure as 
a means of providing train ing .  Cr it icism was levelled at ATCs for not providing a 
realistic train ing environment, not having qualified train ing staff, and in many cases 
being no more than low grade sheltered workshops. 
Whether train ing is del ivered by the government or non-government sector, 
recurrent costs should be fu l ly subsid ised on a standard cost basis as happens 
with other pu blic education provisions. 
Independent l iving programs should focus on the achievement of independence 
with dign ity. Greater emphasis should be placed on trai n ing for making choices. 
The name Adult Train ing Centre was preferred to Activity Therapy Centre as 
it emphasises the train ing role of the program. 
Comments from submissions focused on the need, i n  view of present labour 
market demands and expectations, to develop independent l iv ing, l i fe ski l ls and 
social ski l ls programs for disabled people as well as wor k ski l ls. 
It was felt that independent l iving trai n ing should fal l  within the responsibi l it ies 
of mainstream education authorit ies. 
OPTIONS 
T he major trai n ing option for intel lectual ly disabled people is to gradual ly transfer 
the train ing functions of ATCs to the TAFE system. This would create an educational 
environment which is more appropr iate, broader in scope and offers more relevant 
options for disabled people. A second option would be to upgrade the current 
special service approach of ATCs. 
• TAFE option 
TAFE would provide post school trai n ing programs and adult courses. 
Transitional funding should be provided to the State TAFEs to establ ish a 
network of social education programs. These funds would be i n  addition to 
those currently available for existing ATCs assuming a gradual transition from 
ATCs to TAFE programs. 
Programs could be provided on and off campus to h igh l ight train ing 
options in real l ife settings. These programs could support transitional training 
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schemes in urban and non-urban setti ngs. The off campus program cou ld 
be e ither an outreach service for establ ished group homes or a spec ifical ly 
designed train ing house. The on campus activities wou ld be part of a general 
adult learn ing centre to enhance social ski l ls, i ndependent l iv ing,  basic 
numeracy and l iteracy, and some special sk i l ls, such as vocational sk i l ls, 
driver train ing or recreation . These programs could be part of the community 
programs un it of a TAFE col lege. 
T his TAFE option would be considerably strengthened if students were 
offered a curricu lum in their last two years of school covering social ski l ls, 
i ndependent l iv ing,  work train ing and recreation in order to provide some 
cont inu ity of train ing between secondary and post school levels. 
• Upgrading ATCs 
Management com mittees of current ATCs need to decide the future role of 
their centre. Depending on the needs of its cl ients, the ATC may wish to offer 
long term supported employment (see Chapter 9). Alternatively, it may decide 
to focus on train ing either for independent l iving or for competitive 
employment. If the latter option is chosen, co-ordination with s imi lar DEIR 
programs w i l l  be necessary. 
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ATCs which elect independent l iving programs would emphasise train ing 
i n  personal ,  social and independent l iv ing ski l ls .  Fund ing of  such programs 
would best be allocated on an agreed cost per cl ient basis. Special conditions 
wou ld  be required such as using more qual i fied staff, having di rect 
consultative l inks with TAFE personnel in the disabi l ity area and having clearly 
defined goals and programs for each ind iv idual .  
Both types of trai n ing program are seen as short term and transitional 
in  nature. Whole of l i fe trai n ing is not seen as appropriate. 
PARENT AND FAM I LY SUPPORT 
There are several options for providing train ing for fami l ies of people with 
disabi l it ies-early intervention programs typical ly incorporat ing a fami ly element; 
programs run by parent related organ isations at a national ,  State or local leve l ;  or 
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specifically designed adult education programs run by State Education 
departments. Fami l ies could also be i nvolved in  publ ic awareness campaigns run 
by disabi l ity resource centres or govern ment departments. 
M EDICAL I ALLIED H EALTH AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS 
Specif ic provision must be made in  a l l  professional train ing programs, especial ly 
those at a tertiary level ,  to cover disabil ity related issues. Such training is particularly 
i mportant to ensure that where professionals do have contact with people with 
d isabi l ities, they have a greater understanding of some of the issues involved. This 
part icularly appl ies to health professionals. 
STAFF 
Those working on a day to day basis with people with disabi l it ies need specifically 
focused train ing to provide the necessary ski l ls to work in  the area and an 
appreciation of the pr inciple of normal isat ion.  Throughout Austral ia, staff train ing 
programs have been unco-ordinated and have not been made a req u irement for 
employment. 
One clear option is to develop a national co-ordination function through either 
the TAFE or Col lege of Advanced Education (GAE) system to ensure consistency 
of d irection through relevant courses and to develop new areas of train ing where 
necessary. 
Whi le i n-house train ing is an i mportant component of any staff development 
package, agency staff may not have had the requisite background to provide 
appropr iate train ing .  Courses which are run by CAEs and TAFEs, therefore, need 
to offer greater incentives for staff to consider an externally co-ordinated train ing 
opt ion. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that the Commonwealth Min isters for Commun ity Services and 
Education and State Education M in isters consider jointly: 
• transferring the train ing functions of activity therapy centres (ATCs) to the 
Techn ical and Further Education system ;  
• the steps necessary to upgrade those ATCs which remain as independent l iving 
centres and to change their name from Activity Therapy Centre to Adult Train ing 
Centre; 
• ways of upgrading support for parents and fami l ies either in ear ly i ntervention 
programs for disabled chi ldren or specifically designed adult education programs; 
and 
• the adequacy of provisions in all professional training and especially in the health 
field to ensure coverage of disabil ity related issues. 
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1 2. REHABI LI TATI ON 
'My son was not advised about outcomes of assessments at any time until he was 
finally told that no assistance to learn to read or write would be provided but CRS 
would teach him to use public transport.' 
(Parent of a disabled adult) 
The Commonwealth Government offers rehabil itation assistance through the 
Commonwealth Rehabil itation Service (CRS) and also through the Repatriation 
Hospitals admin istered by the Department of Veterans' Affairs. Currently, 65 per 
cent of CRS staff are in centre based services and are responsible for 43 per cent 
of people who complete their rehabil itation program whi le the 11 per cent of CRS 
staff i n  mobile teams and regional un its account for 50 per cent. The remainder 
of the staff work in other programs such as work preparation and work adjustment. 
State Governments are also i nvolved in rehabil itation , principally through their 
hospital systems and Motor Accident Boards. States are currently reviewing Workers 
and Transport Accident Compensation and are therefore increasi ng their i nterest 
in rehabil itation services. There is also a growing private rehabi l itation industry, 
typically developed in association with large insurance firms, which offers vocational 
rehabil itation. 
Rehabil itation programs are traditionally short term i nterventions designed to 
maximise the effective functioning of disabled people, typical ly, but not exclusively, 
post trauma. The majority of CRS cl ients at present are people with physical 
disabil it ies. 
Comprehensive rehabil iation programs involve medical, educational, social and 
vocational aspects. Most rehabil itation clients sti l l  expect a vocational outcome from 
their participation i n  rehabi l itat ion, although since 1 9n CRS has taken on cl ients 
whose goals are i mprovement in their capacity for independent l iv ing.  
The current Three Year Forward Plan for the CRS places particular stress on:  
• greater reg ionalisation of  services; 
• centre restructur ing;  
• staff reorganisation ; 
• i nd ividual program plann ing ;  and 
• equal ity of access for ethn ic groups, Aboriginals and women . 
T hese directions wi l l  result in the development of programs to fit people, rather 
than the past tendency to try to fit people to programs, hence ensuring consistency 
with the consumer outcome focus of the HPR.  
ISSUES 
Several main themes were noted i n  the issues raised about rehabi l itation services 
in general: 
• there is a need for rehabilitation services to be made avai lable to a broader range 
of people, including groups affected by psychiatric d isabil ity and brain injury; 
• people with disabil ities should have greater participation in decision making and 
design of their rehabi l itat ion programs; rehabi l itation should be cl ient focused; 
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• present rehabi l itation services are fragmented and lack co-ord ination across 
Commonwealth , State and non-government organisations; there is a clear need 
for improved co-operation at al l  levels; 
• there is general support for rehabil itation services providing broader programs 
than those with a trad itional geriatr ic and/or medical or ientat ion;  and 
• regional and local rehabil itation services should be developed which emphasise 
the use of gener ic commun ity services. 
More specif ical ly, a common theme in many submissions was the need for 
change and restructuring of the programs and management of the CRS. Comments 
i ncl uded : 
• need for rehabil itation services to be more accessible and more responsive to 
d isabled people's needs; 
• CRS services focus too m uch on centre based activities and therefore greater 
emphasis m ust be g iven to community based services; and 
• CRS services should be more closely i ntegrated with other appropr iate 
comm unity services at State and Commonwealth Government levels. 
There were major cr it icisms of the large CRS rehabi l itation centres in  
metropolitan areas. Sources which were h igh ly  cr itical of  these centres descr ibed 
them as : 
• insular and i ntrospective; 
• frequently isolat ing disabled people from their commun ity; 
• often an end in  themselves where the people they assist become of secondary 
importance; 
• reaching fewer people than commun ity based rehabil itation ; and 
• having l ittle reference or re levance to many other services offered elsewhere 
in the community. 
It appears that regional rehabi l itat ion un its enjoy a hig her commun ity prof i le 
and have shown greater adaptation and proficiency in  ut i l is ing local services and 
joint service developments. 
OPTIONS 
Many of the problems and anomalies outl i ned above wi l l  be addressed in  the 
implementation of the CRS Three Year Forward Plan, the directions of which are 
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general ly endorsed i n  the commun ity. The fol lowing proposals relat ing main ly to 
the CRS could be pursued immediately; at the same t ime l i nks should be 
strengthened with other government and private rehabil itat ion services. 
Structural changes 
Major st ructural changes which could be considered are regional isat ion,  
rational isation of centre based services and co-ord inat ion: 
• regional expansion in the CRS is desirable and can be undertaken either 
independently or in  conjunct ion with a redirection of some of the CRS resources 
which are currently centre based.  
Other changes in  the move to greater reg ional isation could include: 
emphasis on the case management/brokerage role in provid ing services for 
c l ients ; 
staffing structures with in  the CRS to be case team based rather than 
discipl ine based ; 
greater CRS presence i n  rural and remote areas; 
career structures with in the CRS to be developed which wi l l  encourage more 
experienced staff to take positions in remote and iso lated areas; 
where cl ients are referred to the CRS by private medical pract it ioners, closer 
l iaison between CRS case teams and the referri ng doctor to be encouraged 
so that private medical practit ioners can conduct the medical management 
of pat ients who are attending a CRS program ; and 
st rengthening of l iaison,  planning and complementary act ivity between the 
CRS and commun ity agencies ;  
• with the expansion of regional and mobile services it wil l  be necessary t o  review 
the role of exist ing CRS cent res. I n it ial ly, the numbers of cent res i n  Sydney and 
Melbourne could be reduced , thus al lowing resources to be real located ; and 
• co-operative arrangements could be developed by: 
joint funding or fac i l ity sharing between State and Commonwealth 
Governments to assist with co-ordination and a broadening of traditional State 
medically oriented rehabil itation services; and 
establ ish ing better l in kages between CRS and other DCS programs to 
i ntegrate serv ice prov ision, f inancial assistance and consu ltancy resources. 
Program changes 
At the program level attention should be given to the fo l lowing changes: 
• introduction of mechanisms for increased consumer i nvolvement: 
more accountabi l ity by the CRS to the commun ity and cl ients ; 
use of case team models which promote c l ient i nvolvement; 
greater recognit ion of ind iv idual needs perceived by cl ients themselves­
cl ients should part ic ipate in the development of their  own programs, for 
i nstance, through use of an i ndiv idual program plan; 
appointment of d isabled people as local advisors to the CRS; 
consultat ion with former cl ients in any reviews of CRS; and 
involvement of c l ients in ongoing evaluation of CRS; 
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• greater targeting of services to ethn ic and Aboriginal groups and women:  
in it iatives to meet the needs of  disabled migrants, such as the use of  ethnic 
rehabil itation counsel lors and provision of information i n  a range of 
languages; and 
in-service trai n ing courses designed to increase awareness of cultural 
differences and to equip service providers with skil ls to assist ethn ic cl ients, 
Aboriginal cl ients and disabled women ;  and 
• recognition of the rehabil itation needs of people who have psych iatric d isabil ities 
and/or brain injuries: 
investigation of the rehabil itation needs of these two groups by the CRS under 
a steering com mittee comprising representatives of all cu rrent major 
rehabi l itation providers in the psychiatric field (Commonwealth , State and 
non-government); and 
the introduction by the CRS of a program to provide long term rehabi l itation 
progressively to these two groups. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that working within the current Commonwealth Rehabi l itation 
Service (CRS) Three Year Forward Plan: 
• there be greater regionalisation of the CRS, including those functions performed 
by the centre based services; 
• the number of CRS centres be reduced to allow services to be rational ised for 
further regional development throughout Austral ia ;  
• better l inkages be establ ished between the CRS and other Commonwealth 
Department of Commun ity Services (DCS) programs; 
• co-ordination be en hanced with State Government and private rehabi l itation 
services; 
• the CRS presence in rural and remote areas be increased; 
• mechanisms to increase consumer involvement be introduced; 
• services of CRS be better targeted towards ethnic and Aboriginal groups and 
women; and 
• a program of longer term rehabil itation be progressively i ntroduced for people 
with psych iatric disabi l ities and brain injur ies. 
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1 3. INCOM E  SU PPORT 
The major income maintenance programs o f  d irect relevance to people with 
disabil it ies which were a focus of concern were the Invalid Pension , Handicapped 
Ch i ld 's Al lowance, Mobi l ity Al lowance, Rehabi l itation Allowance and Sheltered 
Employment Al lowance. Various proposals to establ ish a disabi l ity al lowance to 
assist with the extra costs borne by people with disabi l ities also attracted 
considerable comment. 
Other matters related to i ncome support raised dur ing the Review included 
compensation and taxation issues. 
I NVALID PENSION 
ISSUES 
The major problems with Inval id Pension were: 
• the inadequacy of the pension rate; 
• arbitrary and inflexible assessment procedures and el ig ib i l ity criteria, especial ly 
the requ irements relat ing to permanent i ncapacity and 85 per cent disabil ity ; 
• disincentives to work;  
• differences in el ig ib i l ity and payment levels of I nvalid Pension categories and 
various other payments made to people with disabi l it ies; and 
• the need for m ulti-discipl inary assessment teams/panels. 
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OPTIONS 
Proposals to i ncrease the adequacy of Inval id Pension either by increasing rates 
or adjusting income test provisions, or both ,  should be considered within the context 
of the Commonwealth Government 's pol icy comm itment to raise al l  pensions to 
a level equ ivalent to 25 per cent of average weekly earn ings. 
Options for reforming the el ig ib i l ity criteria and assessment procedures for 
Invalid Pension include the fol lowing measures: 
• making the basic requ i rement for e l ig ib i l ity an incapacity for work l i kely to last 
for at least twelve months, rather than the current requ i rement that it be 
permanent; 
• defin ing incapacity in terms of inabi l ity to pursue any substantial ly gainful 
occupation on a regular basis as a result of physical , i ntel lectual or psych iatric 
disabil ity, instead of the current 85 per cent requ i rement; and 
• making a physical , i ntel lectual or psychiatric disabil ity a pre-condition for grant 
of pension, although socio-economic factors should cont inue to be considered. 
Two relevant policy options for improving incentives for disabled people to work 
are: 
• an increase in  the permissible earn ings threshold for the Invalid Pension 
(currently $30 a week for a s ingle person); and 
• reducing the rate at which pension is withdrawn as income increases from 50 
cents in the dollar of income earned to 33 cents in the dollar. 
Any changes to Invalid Pension shou ld be framed to reduce the anomal ies in 
el igibi l ity criteria and payment levels which currently exist between Inval id Pension 
categories and various other payments made to people with disabi l ities. Such 
payments include Rehabil itation Al lowance, Sheltered Employment Al lowance, 
Sickness Benefit and the Bl ind Pension .  
One option i s  to amalgamate al l pension/allowance/benefit types which currently 
draw their basis from Invalid Pension entit lement into a s ingle disabil ity pension 
providing not a permanent but a longer term form of income secu rity for people 
with disabi l ities. This would entail a review of the rationale for current differentials 
in levels of payment for all relevant pensions, benefits and al lowances. 
Another measure which could be adopted is the introduction of multi-disciplinary 
assessment teams to ensure a balanced appraisal of social ,  economic and 
psychological factors, as wel l  as medical factors, which influence an i ndividual's 
capacity for work. 
Final ly, attention should be given to the case for changing the tit le of Inval id 
Pension with its impl ied emphasis on sickness and invalidity to Disabil ity Pension 
as a more accurate description of the pension .  This may requ i re a change to the 
current title of the Disabil ity Pension admin istered by the Department of Veterans' 
Affairs to, perhaps, D isabil ity Pension (Veterans) . 
HANDICAPPED CHILD'S ALLOWANCE 
ISSUES 
The submission and consu ltation phases of the Review revealed widespread 
criticism of HCA. The major problems identified were: 
• the inadequacy of the al lowance; 
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• confusing and inconsistent ly applied el igibi l ity criteria, particularly the dist inction 
between the severely and substantially handicapped categories; 
• t he treatment of s ignificant extra costs associated with a ch i ld 's disabi l ity; 
• the need for additional incentives to care for disabled ch i ldren at home; 
• the complexity of adm in istrative forms and procedures; and 
• the need for better i nformation about the Al lowance. 
OPTIONS 
The fol lowing options are suggested to address the problems outl ined above and 
provide a more balanced treatment of the care and cost burdens of raising chi ldren 
with d isabi l it ies at home: 
• abol ish the dist inct ion between severely handicapped and substantially 
handicapped categories and grant the ful l  $85 per month allowance to fami l ies 
of all disabled ch i ldren able to meet t he present min imum requ i rement ;  
• abolish the means test currently applied to those in the substantially handicapped 
category; 
• establish a new extra costs allowance component entai l ing a graduated payment 
according to the level of extra cost incurred i n  caring for disabled chi ldren at 
home; 
• i nt roduce a specific respite care payment in addit ion to current HCA payments; 
• pay HCA on a daily basis to fami l ies of institutional ised chi ldren who regu larly 
spend t ime l iv ing at home on a short term intermittent basis; 
• int roduce more l i beral provisions for making retrospective payments of HCA to 
fam i l ies who become aware of, and apply for, HCA six months or more after 
their  ch i ld 's d isabl ing condition is d iagnosed; 
• change legislative g uidel ines so that attendance by a chi ld at day school or day 
care fac i l it ies does not affect e l ig ib i l ity for HCA; 
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• adopt a more positive t i t le such as D isabled Chi ld 's Al lowance ;  
• upgrade the i nformation program on HCA; and 
• l ink el igibi l ity for the Domicil iary Nursing Care Benefit with that for HCA, to provide 
equivalent support to carers of disabled people under and over 16 years of age. 
M OBILITY ALLOWANCE 
ISSUES 
Submissions argued the case for : 
• increasing the rate of Mobi l ity Al lowance; and 
• extending its coverage to people not in the wor k force, such as fam i l ies with 
disabled ch i ldren . 
OPTIONS 
Considerat ion should be given to: 
• increasing the rate of Mobi l ity Al lowance ; 
• extending el ig ib i l i ty to a l l  people with disabi l ities unable to use publ ic transport 
irrespective of whether they are in employment or vocational trai n ing programs ;  
and 
• extending coverage to al l people with disabilities of working age who are unable 
to use publ ic transport irrespective of whether they are in  employment or 
vocational train ing programs. 
Another option is to make Mobi l ity Al lowance an integral part of a disabil ity 
allowance designed to assist with the extra subsistence costs borne by many people 
with disabil it ies (see below) . 
REHAB I LITATION ALLOWANCE AND 
SHELTERED EM PLOY M ENT ALLOWANCE 
Two other income maintenance programs of d irect relevance to people with 
d isabi l it ies are Rehabi l itat ion Al lowance and Sheltered Employment Al lowance. 
T hese al lowances are var iations of I nval id Pension for people undertaking 
rehabil itation programs or employment i n  sheltered workshops. Accordingly, most 
comment from recipients of these al lowances focused on rates, e l ig ib i l ity criter ia 
and admin istrative procedures for I nval id Pension. 
ISSUES AND OPTIONS 
The major issues and options for reform were: 
• the case for extending el igibi l ity for Rehabil itation Allowance to disabled students 
in tertiary i nst itutions; 
• the case for encourag ing attempts at open employment by: 
raising the per missible earn ings threshold for individuals in rece ipt of 
Sheltered Employment Al lowance; and 
cont inu ing payment of Sheltered Employment Al lowance, perhaps at a 
reduced level ,  for the early stages of any attempt at open employment ; and 
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• the need to clarify the purpose of Incentive Al lowance as a form of rental 
assistance in l ieu of the Supplementary (rent) Assistance payable to those on 
Inval id Pension; and 
• the need to change the current practice of incorporat ing the SEA payment i n  
a sheltered workshop 'wage packet'. SEA is a n  income maintenance payment 
and not a substitute for wages and should be paid d i rectly to the worker. 
DISABILITY ALLOWANCE PROPOSAL 
The concept of a disabil ity allowance received strong support from disabled people, 
their relatives, service providers and peak organ isations. 
Options for a disabi l i ty al lowance ranged from a name change for Inval id 
Pension to a non-means tested un iversal entitlement for al l  D isabled people with 
disabi l it ies. However, the majority of submissions making this proposal supported 
the concept of a disabil ity al lowance as a supplement to a basic pension or other 
i ncome aimed at assist ing with the extra unavoidable costs borne by d isabled 
people. 
Attendant care, transport , modifications to accommodation, home help, aids 
and medical requ i rements are some of the areas consistently identified as 
presenting recurr ing extra costs to disabled people. 
ISSUES AND OPTIONS 
The major issues and options raised by the disabil ity al lowance proposal i nclude: 
• attempting to assist with the extra subsistence and other unavoidable costs of 
disabled people through a di rect al lowance; 
• consideration of the cost impl ications of the above ; 
• the case for convert ing exist ing service programs such as the Program of Aids 
for Disabled People (PADP) and HACC to a single cash transfer program , thereby 
relying on market mechanisms for the requisite services; 
• the appropriate scope of any new disability allowance in  terms of target population 
and in terms of the area of extra cost to be covered . For example, should it be 
available to all people with d isabi l it ies or only to those able to demonstrate 
sign ificant recurring extra subsistence cost burdens; should it cover transport , 
medication , attendant care ; and 
• the practicabi l i ty of adm inistrative procedures that would be necessary to 
determine the level of cost accurately. 
The Commonwealth Government's recogn ition of the need to assist with the 
extra costs of d isabi l ity is evident in the action already taken to upgrade HACC 
and PADP. 
While there is Commonwealth Government support for the concept of a disabil ity 
al lowance, the implementation of a specific al lowance wi l l  be cont ingent upon a 
detai led examination of the f inancial and admin istrative issues outl ined above. 
COMPENSATION 
A small number of submissions to the Review raised the issue of compensation ,  
emphasising the inequity inherent in  current third party and workers compensation 
scheme arrangements, particularly insofar as people disabled from birth or through 
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i l lness as dist inct from accidents are concerned. The Review did not pursue this 
issue in any deta i l ;  it is considered that the whole question of compensation for 
people with disabi l it ies requ i res c loser examination in its own r ight. A national 
compensation scheme on a no fault basis, with universal coverage for all disabilities 
i rrespective of whether they are accident or work related is supported in princip le. 
TAXATION 
Several suggestions for tax concessions and rebates were submitted to the Review 
as an alternative to subsidy or grant programs providing aids, attendants or medical 
care. It was considered,  however, that whi le such an a lternative might work wel l  
for disabled people who are employed and hence more l i kely to receive sufficient 
i ncome to enable them to purchase the item or service and to benefit from tax 
rebates, it is much less effective for people in receipt of income mai ntenance, who 
often cannot afford the item or service in the fi rst place. 
There were numerous cal ls for the sales tax exemption on purchase of new 
motor veh icles to be extended to a l l  disabled drivers. Suggestions were also made 
about sales tax and import duty exemptions on a ids and appl iances, indicative 
of the widespread view that essential aids should not cost more than is absolutely 
necessary. 
The Review received considerable com ment on the apparent anomaly that 
Inva l id Pension paid to men under 65 years and women under 60 years is not 
subject to i ncome tax ,  whereas Inval id Pension paid to persons who are of Age 
Pension age is taxable, a lthough a special pensioner tax rebate applies as for Age 
Pension . 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
I t  is recommended that the Min ister for Social Security consider the in it iatives l isted 
below for each of the fol lowing d isabi l ity related income mai ntenance programs: 
Invalid Pension 
• increasing the rate of Inva l id Pension to at least 25 per cent of average weekly 
earn ings, as the budgetary situation al lows; 
• modifying el ig ib i l ity requ i rements by: 
replacing permanent i ncapacity for work with long term (at least twelve 
months) incapacity; 
replacing 85 per cent incapacity to work with inability to pursue substantially 
gainful occupation , i rrespective of whether the inabil ity results from a physical ,  
intel lectual or psychiatric d isabi l ity; and 
cont inu ing to take account of social and economic factors but with a pre­
condition of physical , intellectual or psych iatric d isabi l ity; 
• improving i ncentives to work by: 
raising the permissible earnings threshold above the current rate ($30 per 
week for a single person) ;  and 
decreasing the rate of withdrawal of pension for i ncome earned from $1 for 
each $2 earned to $1 for each $3 earned; 
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• introducing mu lti-d iscipl inary assessment teams to ensure a balanced appraisal 
of capacity to work; and 
• changing the name Inval id Pension to D isabi l ity Pension .  
Handicapped Child's Allowance 
• abol ish ing the dist inction between severely and substantially handicapped 
categories and granting the full Handicapped Chi ld's Allowance (HCA) to all those 
el igible; 
• establ ish ing a new graduated extra costs component accord ing to the level of 
extra cost incurred ;  
• i ntroducing a specific respite care provision equ ivalent to  a one month payment 
of HCA each year; 
• l i beral is ing the conditions u nder which retrospective payment entit lement is 
granted to late applicants; 
• modifying the guidel ines to al low attendance at day school or day care faci l ities ; 
• changing the title Handicapped Chi ld's Allowance to Disabled Chi ld's Allowance; 
• l i nking el ig ib i l ity for Domici l iary Nursing Care Benefit (DNCB) with that for HCA; 
and 
• paying DNCB to d isabled people themselves. 
Mobility Allowance 
• sign ificantly increasing the rate of Mobi l ity Allowance; and 
• extending elig ib i lity to arr d isabled people of working age unable to use public 
t ransport i rrespective of whether or not they are i n  employment or train ing 
programs. 
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Rehabilitation Allowance 
• extending e l ig ib i l i ty for Rehabi l iation Al lowance to disabled students in tertiary 
institutions. 
Sheltered Employment Allowance 
• substantial ly raising the earn ings threshold; and 
• making Sheltered Em ployment Al lowance (SEA) payments direct to the 
i ndividual , not through the sheltered workshop. 
Disability Allowance 
• i ntroducing a disabi l ity al lowance, as the budgetary situation allows, to assist 
with the extra unavoidable costs of disabil ity. This allowance could initially include 
exist ing cash transfer payments of Mobi l ity Al lowance, Handicapped Chi ld's 
Al lowance and Domici l iary Nursing Care Benefit; in t ime, the al lowance could 
also include components for attendant care, aids and appl iances and home 
support services. 
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1 4 .  TRANSPORT 
The absence of  transport services and assistance presents perhaps the greatest 
single barrier to effective integration of people with d isabi l ities into the com munity. 
For many disabled people, it is impossible to travel to wor k, to visit a friend ,  to 
go shopping,  or to participate in  the many activities that others take for granted 
because transport is inaccessible or too expensive. 
T he New South Wales State Government provides a 50 per cent subsidy to 
disabled people through a Taxi Voucher Scheme. Simi lar schemes are provided 
by the V ictorian and Northern Terr itory Governments. The Commonwealth Gover n­
ment provides a Mobi l ity Al lowance of $10 per week to disabled people unable 
to use publ ic  transport who are in the workforce (see Chapter 13). 
ISSUES 
Transport issues focused on access and su itabil ity. The following points were made 
in submissions: 
• lack of access to suitable transport reinforces dependence on institutions, many 
of which have HPAA funded buses which are idle for most of the day; 
• welfare agencies are an inappropriate auspice for meet ing the transport needs 
of people with disabil it ies ;  
• si nce the introduction of Mobil ity Allowance, some agencies have charged their 
consumers an amount equ ivalent to Mobi l ity Al lowance for the use of HPAA 
subsidised transport; 
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• disabled people would not have to rely on welfare services for their transport 
needs if Com monwealth and State transport authorities were in itiating or 
upgrading programs to meet their responsibi l it ies in this area; 
• there are add itional f inancial d ifficu lties for disabled people and their fam i l ies 
in  havi ng to secure alternatives to normal transport services as a result of a 
person's disabi l ity; 
• disabled people in country and remote areas are isolated because of the lack 
of su itable transport services and transport assistance schemes; 
• greater flex ib i l ity in the provision of transport services would assist disabled 
people to undertake leisure, recreation and social activities; 
• there is a need for assistance to fam i l ies with disabled members through 
transport subsidies, concessions and tax rebates and tax deductions on 
expenses i nvolved; 
• the h igh cost of motor reg istration fees, th i rd party insurance, stamp duty and 
l icence renewal is d ifficult for disabled people on low incomes to meet; 
• there is a need for non-stigmatising transport services to educational and training 
programs; 
• incentive schemes would encourage the transport industry to modify exist ing 
transport interchanges and vehicles to make them accessible for disabled people; 
and 
• there is a lack of appropriate driver train ing for people with disabil ities, especially 
on modified vehicles. 
OPTIONS 
The fol lowing options are necessary to provide sufficient transport services to 
people with disabi l ities to give them the opportun ity to participate fully in community 
activities: 
• establ ish with in legislation the r ight for d isabled people to have access to publ ic 
transport; 
• designate the Commonwealth and State Departments of Transport as responsible 
for the provision of su itable transport fac i l it ies and services for disabled people ;  
• establ ish a program in co-operation with State transport authorities specifical ly 
designed to improve access by people with disabi l it ies to al l  transport 
i nterchanges and faci l it ies; 
such a program could be developed on the basis of the measures described 
in the Com monwealth Department of Transport's report to the Austral ian 
Transport Advisory Counci l  (ATAC} Improving Access to Public Transport for 
Disabled People;  
• establ ish a program, in  co-operation with State transport authorities, to ensure 
that new systems are purpose-built to be accessible to disabled people; 
• provide subsidies to State transport authorities to establish small accessible 
feeder bus fixed route services (1 0-21 seater) co-ord inated with their main 
transport network; 
any pilot program to test this concept could use smal l  buses currently funded 
under the Handicapped Persons Welfare Program which are currently under 
uti l ised; 
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• encourage a national program of 50 per cent taxi fare subsid ies s imi lar to those 
operating in New South Wales, V ictoria and the Northern Territory for disabled 
people who are unable to travel unaccompanied on public transport; 
• provide incentives for non-government transport operators to adapt their vehicles 
and services to meet the needs of people with d isabi l it ies; and 
• establ ish a range of alternative transport subsidies to individuals which may or 
may not be lin ked to payment of Mobil ity Allowance, such as: 
provision and, where applicable, extension of tax deductions for transport 
costs in relation to em ployment; 
extension of e l ig ibi l ity for sales tax exemption  on motor vehicles and spare 
parts to disabled people and their carers general ly; 
provision of low interest loans for motor vehicle purchase or modification to 
disabled people requ i ring private transport; 
extension of current elig ib i l ity for assistance with veh icle modification beyond 
those disabled people covered by the CRS and Department of Veterans' 
Affairs programs; 
extension of current fare concessions for attendants to bl ind people to a more 
general attendant concession; and 
introduction of subsidised car purchase schemes, such as car leasing 
programs or priority purchase of Commonwealth vehicles at auction ; and 
• improvement in park ing arrangements for disabled people. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
I t  is  recommended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Transport give consideration 
to: 
• the Austral ian Transport Advisory Counci l developing an expl icit policy statement 
giving responsib i l ity to the Com monwealth and State Departments of Transport 
for the provision of transport faci l ities and services for disabled people; 
• the Commonwea lth Gover nment establ ishing prog rams, in co-operation with 
State transport authorities, to : 
ensure that elements of new publ ic transport systems are purpose-built to 
be access ible to people with disabi l it ies; 
prov ide subsidies for disabled people who have difficu lty using publ ic 
transport so that their costs are no greater than those of people who can 
use publ ic transport; and 
provide incentives to non-government transport operators to extend their 
services by introducing appropriately accessible transport systems. 
It is recommended that the fol lowing proposals be considered by the appropriate 
Commonwealth Min isters : 
• extension of e l ig ib i l ity for sales tax exemption on motor vehicles and spare parts 
to disabled people unable to use publ ic transport and to their  carers; 
• extension of el ig ib i l ity for assistance with vehicle modification beyond those 
disabled people currently covered by the CRS and Department of Veterans' 
Affa irs programs; 
• extension of attendant fare concessions to cover disabil ities other than blindness; 
and 
• improvement of access to driver train ing including provision of modified vehicles, 
if necessary. 
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1 5. AIDS AND APPLIANCES 
The current system of provision of aids and appl iances to disabled people can, 
at best, be descr ibed as piecemeal . In  some instances aids are actual ly provided 
through various government sources, whi le in other cases tax exemptions, or 
deductions, are offered. In some areas of need there is no assistance at al l .  
Such a system forces disabled people to spend considerable effort i n  
discovering which particular scheme provides the aid they require. This has resulted 
in a fragmented system which provides some, but not all of the requ i red aids on 
a basis which may vary between free, means tested, tax deductible, or sales tax 
or import duty exempt .  E l ig ib i l ity for such schemes varies widely. A person may, 
for example, need to have a particular disabil ity, or be a pensioner, or be a returned 
serviceman, or undergo rehabil itation or not be resident in a nursi ng home. 
There has been considerable attention given to the provision of appropr iate 
aids and appl iances in the last few years. Th is was reinforced recently in the 
Austral ian Science and Technology Counci l  (AST EC) report, Technology and 
Handicapped People which made several recommendations in this area. 
ISSUES 
The fol lowing issues were h igh l ighted: 
• every disabled person needs access to the aids and appl iances necessary to 
maximise i ndependent participation in society; 
• problems of access to appropr iate associated services, such as assessment and 
fitt ing for particular aids; 
• the restrictive Program of Aids for Disabled People (PADP) l ist which l im its 
avai lable aids; 
• some people may be able to afford to purchase their own aids and appl iances, 
but st i l l  need access to appropriate assessment and fitt ing services such as that 
provided by the National Acoustics Laboratory (NAL) ;  
• special attention should b e  g iven to the needs of young chi ldren, who may need 
frequent changes of aids as they grow; 
• the existing systems of aids provision are fragmented, unco-ordinated and often 
result in long delays i n  actual ly receiving the requ ired aid;  
• maintenance and repair services are t ime consuming, and many disabled people 
cannot afford to have a spare aid for such emergencies; 
• general information about various types of aids is poor. Since Independent Living 
Centres ( ILCS) are located only in  capital cities, they have not always been able 
to provide information or referral to people with disabil ities outside major capitals; 
• there is a need for regular trade displays to fami l iarise people with the wide variety 
of aids and appl iances avai lable. Such displays should be made avai lable in  
centres outs ide capital cit ies; 
• there is l im ited funding for the cost-effective projects undertaken by Techn ical 
Aid for the Disabled (TAD); and 
• financial assistance is inadequate for some specific items, such as special shoes. 
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PADP was the subject of much criticism , part icu larly with respect to the l im ited 
range of aids avai lable, t ime delays in receiving and repair of aids, and 
inconsistencies in admin istration of the scheme within and between States. 
OPTIONS 
Consideration needs to be given to proposals such as: 
• means testing so that those most in need of financial assistance receive 
subsid ised aids and appl iances and introducing a tax rebate or other tax rel ief 
for people with greater f inancial resou rces to purchase their own ;  
• co-ord inating exist ing programs which supply aids and appl iances; 
• provision of financial assistance to d isabled people through a disabil ity allowance, 
to g ive a greater choice in selection of aids and appl iances ; 
• support for developing a greater range of aids and appl iances through the 
National Health and Medical Research Counci l  (NHMRC), Veterans' Affairs 
Development Research Un it, rehabil itation engineering centres, TADs and 
assistance to inventors; 
• implementation of a more efficient repai rs and maintenance service for aids and 
appl iances; 
• development of an aids lending service for use while aids are being repaired, 
to meet short term aid requ irements or for those whose needs are changing; 
• trade-ins or leasing schemes for those aids and appl iances subject to rapid 
technological change; and 
• annual trade displays of aids and appl iances in both metropolitan and country 
areas. 
The possibi l ity of restructuring PADP within Medicare to enable a more equitable 
al location of resources between ind ividuals and across States, should be 
i nvestigated . 
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RECO M M EN DATIONS 
I t  is recom mended that aids and appliances programs, inc luding the Program of 
Aids for Disabled People (PADP),  be improved by: 
• better assessment of aid requ i rements and un iform el ig ib i l ity for assistance 
between State and Commonwealth programs; 
• developing a uniform national payment scheme, operating as a part of Medicare; 
• subsidising the cost of maintenance of, or repairs to, aids and appl iances; 
• broadening the el igible categories of approved prescribers under PADP to include 
other health service professionals such as occupational therapists or 
physiotherapists; 
• broadening the range of aids avai lable; 
• developing an aids and appl iances l ibrary or loans scheme to assist people 
having aids or appliances repai red or awaiting del ivery of newly purchased items; 
• reducing the cost of imported aids by removing import duties; 
• providing better information on avai lable aids, and new technology, through trade 
fairs or through listings such as the National Library's ABLEDATA accessed by 
local l ibraries, Citizens Advice Bureaus or Independent Living Centres (ILCs); and 
• i ncreasing research and development effort on aids and appliances. 
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16. SPORT, RECREATION AND LEISURE 
'Learning to play chess made a definite contribution to my life and brought me out 
of myself. Since chess is a game in which physical prowess and fitness are not 
prerequisites, this game suited me very well. It goes a long way in building up the 
self esteem of a handicapped person when he or she discovers the ability to be 
as good at something as a person who is not handicapped. We can find equality 
of this sort in areas like chess, literature and art, for example. And this is what chess 
did for me; it let me compete on equal terms with the able bodied person. 
(Disabled person in NSW) 
People with disabi l ities should have access to a range of sport and recreational 
options in the general community. This is an important aspect of a disabled person's 
lifestyle, because recreational activity: 
• improves competence as a result of skil l  development; 
• increases social interact ion; and 
• leads to a better qual ity of l ife based on a more integrated and balanced total 
l ifestyle. 
Sport and recreation options for people with d isabilities have traditionally 
received far less emphasis than residential or vocational programs, and in 
consequence, funding for such programs has been l imited and fragmented. 
The Min ister for Sport ,  Recreation and Tourism allocated $700 000 in 1 984/85 
for sport and recreation programs for disabled people. The Handicapped Persons 
Welfare Program ,  the Commonwealth Schools Commission and the Chi ldren's 
Services Program are among other sources of funding for sport and recreation . 
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ISSUES 
Most disabled people had major difficulty in gain ing access to recreational activities. 
• People with disabil ities want to participate in mainstream sporting and 
recreational activities but are often prevented because venues are physical ly 
inaccessible, or the publ ic transport system is inadequate. Some recreation and 
sports programs have been provided by voluntary organ isations within 
institutional settings, and often under the gu ise of therapy. 
• Recreational programs should be developed independently of other subsidised 
fac i l ities, inc luding those funded under the H PAA. 
• Organisers of community recreation and leisure programs should receive 
additional support to enable activities to inc lude disabled people. 
• Adults with disabil ities should be able to have holidays away from parents, with 
appropriate assistance if necessary. 
OPTIONS 
Accessib i l ity of publ ic ven ues is of paramount importance. Construction approval 
tor any new bu i ld ings should be cont ingent upon their being physically accessible 
to d isabled people, part icularly where commun ity centres and sport ing faci l ities 
are constructed with government subsid ies. 
Chi ldren with disabil ities should have access to leisure programs including after 
school and vacation care. Continu ing education programs should have adequate 
staffing to cater for the needs of people with d isabi l it ies. 
Funds currently used for provision of segregated recreation and leisure 
opportunities for disabled people could be channelled towards the provision of such 
services in commun ity faci l ities. 
Other options wh ich should be considered in more detail incl ude: 
• employment of support staff to enable the participation of chi ldren with d isabilities 
in i ntegrated sport and recreation programs; 
• provision of recreation officers on a regional basis to develop and co-ordinate 
recreation and le isure programs tor disabled adu lts; 
• i nvolvement of people with disabil ities in planning of recreation services; 
• development of a public awareness campaign to alert various levels of 
government to the need for accessible faci l it ies; and 
• holiday options for d isabled people so designed that they can participate in 
integrated settings with fami ly and friends. 
In summary, people with disabi l ities should have access to as broad a range 
of sport and recreation options as possible. 
R ECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recom mended that the Min ister for Sport, Recreation and Tourism, the Minister 
tor Heritage, Arts and the Environment, the Min ister tor Local Government and 
Admin istrative Services and the M in ister for Housing and Construction consider 
measures to: 
• upgrade accessibi l ity of publ ic recreation faci l it ies; 
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• provide funds for support staff to faci l itate the participation of people with 
disabilities in sport, recreation and leisure activities; 
• involve people with d isabil it ies in plann ing recreation services; and 
• provide hol iday options for people with disabi l ities so that they can participate 
in integrated sett ings with fami ly and friends. 
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FOCUS ON COMMUNI TY 
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17. I N FORMATION SERVICES 
' I  only found out about a relevant school by good luck and a T V  program.' 
· 
(Mother of a 10 year old autistic child) 
People with disabi l ities and their famil ies are often unable to meet their needs simply 
because they don't know what services and programs are avai lable or where to 
go to find out. Dur ing the consu ltation phase of the Review it qu ickly became 
apparent that even very basic information was not being effectively d isseminated. 
Consumers and service providers from the same communities and with t�e same 
areas of interest often met for the fi rst time during meetings organ ised by the 
Review. It is clear that a substantial upgrading of information service programs 
for people with d isabil ities is needed. 
Most Commonwealth Government Departments have a general commun ity 
l iaison or information service. The Commonwealth programs which aim to meet 
the specific i nformation needs of people with disabil ities i nclude: 
• various special purpose catalogues, d i rectories and information services for 
people with d isabi l it ies admin istered by the National Library. These include 
ABLEDATA-a computerised information service on commercially avai lable aids 
and appliances, the National U n ion Catalogue of Library Materials for the 
Handicapped, a Works in  Process catalogue of up to date i nformation about 
special format l ibrary materials in production , and a Di rectory of Library Services 
for the Handicapped in Austral ia ;  
• the accommodation guide for disabled trave l lers prepared by the Department 
of Sport, Recreation and Tourism ; 
• DACA's newsletter, Breakthrough; 
• the special d isabil ity related information and community l iaison services of the 
Commonwealth Departments of Social Security and Commun ity Services; 
• Radio for the Print Handicapped (RPH) funded and l icensed by the Department 
of Communications. 
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State funded information services specifically for people with disabi l ities tend 
to be based on Disabil ity Resource Centres. 
I ndependent L iv ing Centres, deve loped largely by non-govern ment 
organ isations, display, and provide information and advice about, aids and 
appliances to people with physical disabil it ies. These centres have received some 
l im ited financial support or assistance through provision of staff, display and office 
faci l ities from State and Commonwealth Governments. 
I nformation services specifical ly aimed at people with disabi l it ies form only a 
smal l  part of avai lable i nformation services, whether or not these are funded by 
Government. A network of information and advice centres (known in different States 
as Citizens Advice Bureaux, community aid centres, information and advice centres) 
share a common aim of providing i nformation on any subject to enquirers. Some 
publ ic l ibraries in  large and small communities in  al l States and Territories provide 
community i nformation services in addition to lending books. 
ISSUES 
Most people with disabi l ities experience considerable difficulty i n  gett ing regular 
access to specific i nformation about programs relevant to their needs. Patchy 
availabil ity of generic information services and problems of accessib i l ity mean that 
people with disabi l ities encounter more difficu lty than the rest of the population 
i n  obtain ing a wide range of i nformation , not only that d i rectly associated with their 
disabi l ity. 
Groups encountering special problems in gain ing access to information include: 
• people who are b l ind and print handicapped; 
• people with hearing impairments; and 
• Aborig inals, eth n ic groups and people in remote and rural areas. 
The fact that most people receive a high proportion of information via the media 
means that those whose media access is l im ited are doubly handicapped. 
There was a high level of interest in the development of an effective information 
network at the commun ity level to refer people with disabi l ities to appropriate 
services. 
The need for improved co-ordination of services for people with disabi l ities was 
generally seen as a necessary corollary of any effective approach to upgrading 
i nformation services. 
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There is at present no clear point of responsibil ity for funding regional directories 
of services for d isabled people and/or special purpose information pamphlets, 
c i rcu lars and newsletters that are prepared by voluntary organ isations which have 
a principal i nterest in i nformation d issemi nation. 
OPTIONS 
The fol lowing options could be employed in  upgrading generalist i nformation 
services used by people with disabilities and disabil ity specific information services: 
• employing more outreach information dissemination strategies to del iver 
i nformation to i ndividuals in their own home or dur ing the normal course of 
activities in their community. Such a strategy typically employs newsletters, 
pamphlets, media campaigns and advertisi ng ;  
• using centre based i nformation services to provide a ready point of  contact to 
gain access to information. Such services i nclude: 
community l ibraries; 
Cit izens Advice Bureaus or their equ ivalent in  each State; 
local offices of government departments in isolated areas; 
Disabil ity Resource Centres; 
Independent Living Centres; and 
telephone i nformation services with toll free numbers; 
• using a combination of centre based and outreach information dissemination 
strategies, giving particu lar attention to the extensive network of commun ity 
l ibraries; 
• providing under the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation community 
information project funding to non-government organ isations and self-help 
groups; 
• funding commun ity l ibraries through State Governments to assist in the 
establishment or upgrad ing of i nformation services for people with d isabi l it ies; 
• using satel l ite technology to provide access to information for people with 
d isabi l i t ies in remote and rural areas; 
• requesting the Cou nci l  of Social Welfare M inisters and national d isabi l ity 
organisations to examine information service strategies and co-ordination options; 
and 
• i ncreasing resources avai lable to Radio for the Print Handicapped (See 
Chapter 22). 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that action be taken as follows: 
• the Council of Social Welfare Min isters, other appropriate Min isters and national 
d isabi l ity organ isations develop policy guidelines for the provision of i nformation 
services to people with d isabil ities in the context of already exist ing general ist 
i nformation services; 
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• any policy guidelines developed for the provision of i nformation services should 
encompass a combination of centre based and outreach information 
dissemination strategies; 
• an enabling grant be provided under the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation 
to community l i braries and general ist information centres to assist in the 
establ ishment and/or upgrading of their i nformation services for people with 
disabil it ies; and 
• commun ity i nformation project funding be provided to non-government 
organ isations and self-help groups under the proposed Disabi l ity Services 
Legislation . 
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1 8. COM M U N ITY EDUCATION 
Two broad objectives of community education programs on disabil ity issues are 
to i ncrease commun ity awareness and understanding of d isabil ity and to i ncrease 
community acceptance of people with d isabi l ities. The Commonwealth and State 
Governments contributed significantly to the publ ic awareness campaign during 
IYDP in 1981 . No financial support is provided for commun ity education under the 
current Handicapped Persons Assistance Act. 
ISSUES 
The major commun ity education issues identified were: 
• the need to improve community education programs deal ing with particular 
disabil ities-hearing impairment, print handicap, intellectual disabil ity, psychiatric 
disabi l ity and h idden disabil ities such as epi lepsy, asthma and multiple sclerosis; 
• the need to ensure that commun ity service strategies do not segregate people 
with disabil ities from the general  commun ity; 
,.. 
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• the general lack of appreciation and support for preventive education strategies 
aimed at decreasing the incidence of d isabl ing i njuries and conditions; 
• the need to change the language used by the media and people general ly so 
that devalu ing phrases such as "the handicapped" or "the de�f" are replaced 
with "people with d isabil ities" or "people with hearing impairments"; 
• the need to modify some special media campaigns which, by focusing on 
people's d isabil it ies, h ighl ight d ifficu lties rather than encourage community 
acceptance of disabled people; and 
• the need to encourage the media to use people with disab i l it ies in portrayals 
of everyday l ife. 
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OPTIONS 
Options for development which respond to the issues outl ined above inc lude: 
• providing special purpose seeding and project grants to self-help groups 
interested i n  community educat ion in it iat ives focused on part icular d isabil ities; 
• sensit is ing generic or mainstream commun ity service agencies to their 
responsib i l ity to provide for people with d isabil it ies; 
• making the Health Promotion Un it in t he Com monwealth Department of Health 
responsible for the co-ord i nation of preventive health education on disab i l ity; 
• implement ing a 'Life. Be in  it ' type mu lti-media campaign in  1 986. This would 
be early i n  the Un ited Nations Decade of Disabled Persons 1 983/92; 
• encouraging government and non-government organisations to use positive and 
non-stigmatis ing language and images in correspondence, publ icat ions, 
manuals, audio-visual material and signs; and 
• provide incentives to the media and the advert is ing industry to i nclude people 
with d isabi l it ies in portrayals of everyday commun ity l iv ing as part of regular 
programs. 
RECO M M EN DATION 
In the interest of upgrad i ng commun ity education act ivity on d isabil ity issues, i t  
is  recommended that: 
• generic commun ity service agencies be encouraged to cater for people with 
d isabi l ities as part of a general publ ic awareness approach;  
• special purpose seeding and project grants for community education be provided 
to self-help groups through the proposed D isabil ity Services Program; 
• the Commonwealth Min ister for Health co-ordinate preventive education on 
disabi l ity matters with in  the Health Promotions U nit of the Commonwealth 
Department of Health ; 
• a 'Life. Be in it' type multi-media disabi l ity awareness campaign be implemented 
in 1 986; 
• government and non-government organ isations be encouraged to use positive 
and non-stigmat is ing language and i mages; 
• the media and the advert is ing industry be offered incentives to portray people 
with d isabi l it ies i n  everyday commun ity l iv ing situat ions; and 
• the proposed Office of Disability develop and widely promote: 
guidelines for publ icity and fund raising which emphasise positive images of 
people with d isabil it ies; and 
programs to improve publ ic awareness of disabi l ity which emphasise the 
capacities of people with d isabi l it ies. 
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1 9. ACCESS TO GENERIC 
O R  MAI NSTREAM SERVICES 
The  issue of access to generic o r  mainstream services i s  one  of the most crucial 
for people with disabil ities and their fam i l ies. 
Generic services are those general community services which are available 
for use by all members of the community. Service provision inc ludes that of the 
various government departments which are responsible for provision of d i rect 
human services as wel l  as the non-government and commercial sectors. 
The use of generic services does not imply that no extra assistance wi l l  be 
available to people with disabil ities. Many agencies and services wil l need to provide 
a range of add itional supports and resources to enable people with .d isabi l ities to 
uti l ise them. Nor does the transition to generic services mean that where there 
is no generic equ ivalent, special support programs should not be provided. 
Access for people with d isabi l it ies and their famil ies to services with in  the 
community is dependent upon : 
• physical access; 
• appropriate attitudes; 
• skil ls of employees of service/faci l ity; 
• provision of special ist,  or add itional , staff and resources as necessary; and 
• qual ity of services provided . 
People with a d isabil ity need physical access to community services, and this 
should not be l im ited to a side, back or goods entrance. Many people are den ied 
access, even to publ icly funded community services, purely because they cannot 
get i nto the fac i l it ies or because of a lack of appropriate parking provisions. 
Like the rest of the populat ion,  people with d isabil it ies use faci l ities which are 
not publ icly funded as wel l  as those which are. If the public sector sets an example 
in provid ing services which are accessible to people with d isabil it ies, then there 
is a good chance that the commercial sector wi l l  follow suit .  
Better access to generic services for people with d isabil it ies often improves 
the services for other groups in the popu lation . Telephones at appropriate heights, 
accessible offices, clear d irectional signs and l ifts all make access easier for people 
with young chi ldren and elderly people. The provision of both visual and aural 
announcements at a irports and bus and rai lway stations would help al l  transport 
users, not only those with visual and hearing impairments. Clear and accurate food 
label l ing,  essential for people with diabetes and various al lergies, would be of 
benefit to all consumers. The recent decision to establ ish standards on label l ing ,  
announced by the National Health and Medical Research Counci l ,  wi l l  assist with 
th is. 
People with disabi l it ies also bel ieve, however, that their special needs are not 
sufficiently taken into account by the commercial world. The lack of recogn ition 
of their need for i ndividual ity, self expression and positive self image is reflected 
in a lack of choice in products. Disabled people are often faced with drab, boring 
clothi ng and heavy, poorly designed and ugly aids and appliances-if they can 
find appropriate items at a l l .  The design and cost of special shoes, and the 
unavailabi l ity of smart adult shoes in unusual sizes, were problems particularly 
s ingled out for comment. 
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The lack of knowledge and understanding among generic agency staff often 
precludes people with d isabi l ities from using services avai lable to others with in 
the ir  community and results i n  the establ ishment of segregated dupl icate services. 
Such lack of awareness in many instances creates the same barrier as does lack 
of physical access. 
Whi le some agencies may wish to reach people with d isabi l ities, it may be that 
staff do not have the necessary ski l ls and tra in ing to meet the special needs of 
a particular ind ividual or group. 
Too often i n  the past, Government's response to the needs of specia l  groups 
has been to set up segregated services which have tended to stigmatise and isolate 
them further. 
In the area of physical access, the Department of Housing and Construction 
and the Department of Local Government and Admin istrative Services are seen 
as appropriate agencies to: 
• assume responsibi l ity for making all Commonwealth owned or leased bui ld ings 
accessible;  
• encourage an access program for al l  bui ld ings open to the publ ic such as banks, 
bu i ld ing societies and publ ic l ibraries; 
• imp lement ongoing consu ltation with d isabled people regarding accessib i l ity of 
all new capital works; and 
• encourage local government to introduce u n iform special parking provisions. 
All government departments responsible for the provision of human services 
should ensure that staff attitudes and staff awareness of the needs of people with 
d isabi l ities do not deprive these groups of the opportun ity to use generic services. 
Education and train ing of staff may be requ i red. 
Special ist services should only be provided when needs can not be adequately 
met through generic service provision . 
RECO M M ENDATIONS 
I t  is recom mended that: 
• the proposed D isabi l ity Services Legislation provide for transitional funding to 
generic agencies for services to meet the needs of people with disabi l it ies; 
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• government departments and generic agencies be requ i red to prepare and 
publ ish Disabil ity Impact Statements; 
• the proposed Office of D isabil ity be g iven the responsibi l ity for: 
mon itoring access to general community services and agencies; 
encourag ing transfer of program responsibi l ity to appropriate generic 
govern ment departments; and 
design ing gu idel ines for Disabil ity Impact Statements, providing assistance 
with their preparation and encourag ing their publ ication with in agreed 
deadl ines; 
• al l  government departments which provide or fund human services ensure that 
staff or professionals receive appropriate train ing and education about the needs 
of people with disabil it ies; and 
• generic services receive adequate support and staff to expand their programs 
to meet the needs of people with d isabil it ies and their fam i l ies. 
It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters g ive priority 
to ensuring accessibi l ity of all bu i ld ings open to the publ ic. 
It is  recommended that the Commonwealth and State Min isters for Local 
Government encourage the development of a uniform policy on provision of parking 
for people with a disabil ity. 
It is recommended that the Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce should 
consider: 
• drawing the attention of manufacturers to the needs of people with d isabil ities, 
i ncluding the need for choice; and 
• provid ing incentives for the development of products for people with d isabi l ities 
which may not otherwise be commercial ly viable. 
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20. PREVENTION OF D I SABI LITY 
Very few submissions to the Review commented on the area of prevention of 
d isabil ity but those which did refer to the issue reinforced the importance of 
prevention .  
Prevention may involve strategies to reduce the incidence of  i mpai rment 
(primary prevention) and also to reduce the effect of any consequent d isabil ity 
(secondary prevention). Est imates of comparative expenditure on curative and 
preventive health care i n  Austral ia quoted i n  Towards Prevention of Permanent 
Disability in Australia (NACH 1982) were $447 per year per head for curative care 
and less than $4 per year per head for preventive care in 1 978/79 (the latest 
est imates avai lable). Expenditures by the Commonwealth on prevention include 
programs of the National Health and Medical Research Counci l ,  the National Safety 
Counci l ,  the National Occupational Health and Safety Commission and the Office 
of Road Safety. 
It is desirable that the Commonwealth Government develop i n  conjunction with 
the States, a national policy on the prevention of disabil ity. This policy would require 
input from a number of Commonwealth Departments including Health, Community 
Services, Employment and I ndustrial Relations, Transport, Sport, Recreation and 
Tourism, Education and Attorney-General 's. 
Such a major policy development would include strategies in the following areas: 
• birth related disabi l ity 
- promotion of h igh standards of pre, peri and post natal care through genetic 
counsel l ing ,  early d iagnosis and treatment, maternal and birth care; 
• communicable diseases 
reduction of the i ncidence of, or eradication of, communicable diseases 
through improving publ ic awareness, better immun isation campaigns and 
environmental hygiene; 
• work related disabil ity 
promotion of safe and healthy work environments in both open and sheltered 
employment ;  
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• l i festyle related d isabil ity 
improvement of l ifestyles with emphasis on stress management, reducing 
alcohol and drug dependency, safe driving and on other safety aspects of 
sport and recreational activities. This could i nclude fami ly counsel l ing and 
support, nutrit ion education, stress management programs, recreation and 
leisure programs, road safety in it iatives, home safety and prevention 
programs, drug and alcohol abuse programs, and environmental pol l ution 
legislation ;  
• populations at risk 
particular groups may show a h igher incidence of a given disabl ing condition 
than the general community. Special programs should be developed for 
groups such as eth nic process workers, and people in Aboriginal 
commun ities; and 
• research 
more research is needed to help determine causes of impai rment or disabil ity, 
and to provide alternate strategies to reduce the i ncidence of d isabi l ity. Th is  
wi l l  enable better prevention programs to be undertaken .  
These strategies would a l l  require a greater commitment by government to more 
i nvolvement in the prevention of disabil ity through Commonwealth ,  State and non­
government sector programs. Such commitment might best be real ised by the 
establ ishment of a Federal un it for disabil ity prevention to co-ordinate programs 
at the Commonwealth , State and non-government levels. 
R ECOMM ENDATION 
I t  is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Health consider giving 
priority to the development of a national strategy for the prevention of d isabi l ity, 
possibly with in the Health Promotions U n it of the Commonwealth Department of 
Health . 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
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21 . CONSU M ERISM AND 
SELF-H ELP G RO U PS 
The self-help and consumer movement has been growing in Austral ia over the past 
ten to fifteen years, m i rror ing simi lar growth overseas. Such growth has been 
encouraged by the acknowledgement that individuals or groups of people who are 
recipients of services, or the targets of pol icy decisions, are one of the best sou rces 
of information about how these services and pol icies should be designed. 
The call for assistance to self-help groups of d isabled people and for increased 
consumer participation in management and pol icy development is a reflection of 
th is general trend for other groups in the community. 
Consumer and self-help groups can fulf i l  two roles. T hese are : 
• mutual support and information for people with d isabi l i ties; and 
• a power base from which to advocate for rights, lobby for change and improve 
the status of their members with d isabi l i t ies. 
The sh ift to consumerism and self-help moves the individual with d isabil it ies 
from a position of "cl ient", "patient" or "grateful and passive recip ient of services" 
to a consumer with rights, actively participat ing in decision making . 
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The Commonwealth Government has establ ished the D isabi l ity Advisory 
Council of Australia as its key mechanism for ongoing consumer advice from people 
with d isabil ities. The Government also provides funds for the national consumer 
group Disabled Peoples' International (Austral ia) ,  which was al located $100 000 
in  the 1 984/85 Federal Budget . Government consultation with people with 
d isabi l ities is d iscussed more fully in Chapter 28. 
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ISSUES 
Submissions on self-help in itiatives emphasised the need for participation by people 
with d isabi lities in service p lanning and t he need for greater support for self-help 
groups. Issues raised inc luded : 
• participation of disabled persons in planning,  del ivery, review and eval uation 
of services for disabled people is essent ia l ;  
• disabled persons' self-help organisations have an important role to play in 
monitoring and i mproving services; 
• people with disabilities need to be involved in boards of management of facilities 
where they work or live; 
• all consumers with disabilities should be g iven the opportun ity to participate 
in the decision making process within faci l it ies, either personally or through their 
own advocates; and 
• there is a need for increased and more flexible funding to assist small self-help 
groups, possibly with a specific funding category of their own . 
OPTIONS 
Options for support ing self-help and consumer groups include: 
• techn ical and f inancial assistance to groups of disabled consumers :  
special category of funding for self-help/consumer groups such as  seeding 
and establ ishment grants; 
project funding for smal l groups to enable them to respond flexibly to needs, 
perhaps with specific purpose program grants; and 
consu ltancy or other support for administrat ion or management . 
• requirement for Commonwealth funded non-government organisations to develop 
and implement structures for consumer participation .  Possible in it iat ives could 
inc lude: 
t ra ining for participat ion in decision making; 
assistance with advocacy programs to facilitate part ic ipation ; 
consumer involvement in the development of individual program plans; 
membership of boards of management and their committees with advocacy 
assistance if needed; and 
- consumer committees. 
RECOMMENDATION 
In  the interest of  improving the level and qual ity of  support being offered to 
consumer and self-help groups, it is recommended that :  
• self-help groups be provided with techn ical assistance such as consultancy 
support for establ ishment and/or management purposes; 
• self-help groups be provided with financial assistance in the form of seeding 
and establishment grants; and 
• Commonwealth funded bodies be required as a condition of funding to develop 
and implement structures for appropriate consumer participation in decision 
making at all stages from planning of the service through service delivery to 
review and evaluation. 
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22 . SPECI FIC DISABILITY GRO U PS 
In the consideration of major program areas during the Review, it became clear 
that there were particular issues relat ing to specific d isabil ity types which should 
be addressed . The major disabil ity groups affected by particu lar issues are 
considered in the fol lowing sections. 
D iscussion i n  this chapter is confined to the specific add it ional needs faced 
by some groups of d isabled people which are over and above those covered 
e lsewhere in th is report. 
H EARING DISABILITY 
People with hearing impai rments usual ly feel left out of the trad itional range of 
services for disabled people as their disabil ity is h idden and their problems to some 
extent go unrecogn ised . 
Current programs at the Commonwealth level for this group include: 
• the provision of hearing aids and associated services to chi ldren (to age 21) and 
holders of Pensioner Health Benefit Cards by the National Acoustic Laboratories 
(NAL); 
• funding for the Austral ian Caption Centre to provide closed captioning for an 
i ncreasing range of television programs on al l  channels; 
• sales tax exemption for television caption decoders; and 
• rental of communication aids through Telecom.  
ISSUES 
Submissions concentrated on specific programs to increase access to generic 
services and to increase the avai labi l ity of commun ication aids. Access to aids 
under PADP and greater availabil ity of NAL services were strongly suggested. 
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Access to appropriate education services both with in Austral ia and overseas was 
an i mportant issue for many hearing impaired people. 
OPTIONS 
T here are four  major options i n  th is area: 
• en hancing accessib i l ity of mainstream services; 
capital expenditure on acoustically designed environments including "loop" 
systems in theatres and publ ic auditoriums; 
greater avai labi l ity of a ids such as telephone typewriters; 
provision of interpreters either attached to generic service providers or to 
deafness disabil ity groups; 
encouragement of the commun ity to learn basic sign language; and 
provision of notetakers for students; 
• i ncreasing avai labi l ity of aids to communicate : 
assistance in purchasing these aids including sales tax exemptions, tax 
rebates, inclusion of these items on medical health benefits schemes, free 
provision of aids and reduced rental charges on aids; 
• extending NAL services at a m inimum to those holding Health Care Cards; and 
• providing appropriate counsel l ing services to deaf and hearing impaired people. 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth Ministers, i n  conjunction where 
appropriate with their State counterparts, consider: 
• extension of National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL) services to Health Care Card 
holders; 
• provision of more l iberal f inancial assistance through tax rebates, sales tax 
exemptions or reduced rental charges for the purchase of communication aids; 
• generic services being made more accessib le to hearing disabled people; 
emergency services i n  particular should be able to respond to cal ls made on 
telephone typewriters; more ' loop' systems should be avai lable i n  publ ic places; 
and 
• requir ing the Austral ian Broadcasting Broadcasting Tribunal to take i nto 
consideration the range and level of captioned programs provided by l icensees 
when renewing l icences. 
BLINDNESS AND PRINT HANDICAP 
Commonwealth programs which provide for the special needs of bl ind,  visual ly 
i mpaired and print handicapped people include the Print Handicapped Scheme­
Department of Commun ity Services (1984/85 est imate $550 000) ; Inval id Pension 
(Blind)-Department of Social Security (some 5735 recipients at 30 June 1984); 
Radio for the Print Handicapped-Department of Communications; Austral ian 
National L ine and Austral ian National Railways attendant fare concession­
Department of Transport ;  and Austral ia Post concessions, reimbursed by the 
Department of Social Security. 
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ISSUES 
Chi ldren with a print handicap need ear ly intervention programs as wel l  as 
assistance in  early school l ife. 
People who are print handicapped urged greater access to information, reading 
material or relevant aids through such programs as the Pr int Hand icapped Scheme, 
Radio for the Print Hand icapped and PAD P  
OPTIONS 
Options for deve lopment in  this area inc lude:  
• i nformation mater ial could be provided in  special formats inc lud ing brai l le, on 
tape and through talk ing books; 
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• town planners, architects and designers could be encouraged to ensure physical 
access for b l ind and visually impaired people; 
• staff in generic services could be given train ing so that they appreciate the special 
needs of bl ind and print handicapped people; 
• the Department of Communications could increase comm itment of funds to 
Radio for the Print Handicapped to enable the establ ishment of stations in  al l  
States and Terr itories and to extend broadcast ing hours; and 
• the Pr i nt Handicapped Scheme could be improved by: 
maintain ing the current welfare orientation of the scheme with in  the 
Department of Commun ity Services; 
providing a mainstream auspice for the scheme by transferr ing it to the 
Department of I ndustry, Tech nology and Commerce or the National L ibrary 
with a major focus on its function as a subsidy for low vol ume production 
of brai l le and audio versions of written material ; 
extend it to sign ificant non-book material ; 
extend the program coverage to other disabil ity areas such as developmental 
disabi l ity; and 
al low tertiary educational institutions to be e l igible for subsidy. 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth Min isters consider: 
• the transfer of the Pr int Handicapped Scheme to the Department of Industry, 
Technology and Commerce to ensure a mainstream service auspice; 
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• the extension of the Print Handicapped Scheme to include non-book material , 
with el igibi l ity extended to all disabil ity groups who require non-print material ; and 
• increased funding for Radio for the Pr int Handicapped through the Department 
of Communications. 
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 
Intel lectual disabil ity has often been incorrectly confused with psychiatric disabil ity 
and i nappropriately treated i n  the same way. Most service providing agencies 
underest imate the potential of i ntel lectual ly disabled people. 
ISSUES 
The major concerns raised i ncl uded : 
• dissatisfaction with intellectual disabil ity services provided through Departments 
of Health or Community Services. Intel lectual ly disabled people are not sick and 
medical models of treatment are i nappropriate; 
• the need for developmental services rather than rehabil itation services ; 
• the need for options for i nvolvement of i ntel lectually disabled people i n  decision 
making ,  either d irectly or through personal advocates ;  
• the need for an organisation of  i ntel lectually d isabled people to advocate for 
their own interests at the national , State and local levels;  
• the current lack of acceptance of intellectually disabled people as equal members 
of society; and 
• inadequacy of current guardianship legislat ion .  
OPTIONS 
• Advocacy 
Citizen advocacy: f inancing by Commonwealth and State Governments of 
a larger range of citizen advocacy programs designed to provide support 
on a one to one basis for people with i ntel lectual d isabil it ies in al l  aspects 
of l ife. 
Self advocacy: Commonwealth and State Government support for self-help 
groups of intel lectual ly disabled people. 
• Guardianship 
Several States are currently developing legislation to provide guardianship 
options for people with disabil ities. T he Commonwealth cou ld take a 
faci l itat ing role in the development of the least restrictive legislation to allow 
for l im ited guard ianship provisions simi lar to the model legislation developed 
in Alberta, Canada. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters: 
• provide f inance for a range of cit izen advocacy programs; 
• give support to self-help groups to develop self advocacy train ing programs; and 
• consider the introduction of time l imited and partial guardianship provisions under 
relevant legislation in all States and Territories. 
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PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITY 
State Governments have traditional ly had the major responsib i l ity for provision of 
services to psychiatrically disabled people. As deinstitutionalisation becomes the 
major policy direction for many States, Commonwealth programs, particularly those 
focusing on day services, wi l l  face i ncreasing pressure to provide services of a 
non-medical nature to psychiatrical ly disabled people. 
ISSUES 
Submissions focused on four main areas: 
• Program responsibi l ity 
there is confusion about the relative responsibility for care and treatment 
between Commonwealth and State and between health and welfare 
authorities. 
• Diagnosis 
emotional and psych iatric problems should be recognised as a disabil ity; and 
- there is a need for more i ntensive diagnostic and treatment centres at the 
acute stages of i l l ness. 
• Services 
specific guidelines under HPAA or its replacement should cover services 
for psychiatric d isability; 
the accommodation and vocational needs of psychiatrically disabled people 
especial ly women and chi ldren are particu larly neglected; 
psychiatrically disabled people need a range of services fol lowing discharge 
from hospital ,  including accommodation , fol low-up care, home visits, respite 
care, day centres, occupational tra in ing faci lities and 24 hour crisis 
intervention teams. 
• Representation 
there is concern that there is no representation of psychiatrical ly d isabled 
people on DACA. 
OPTIONS 
• Responsibi l ity for psychiatric d isability 
the Commonwealth Government cou ld negotiate with State Governments to 
share the responsibi l ity for provision of non-medical services for 
psych iatrically d isabled people; and 
the Commonwealth Department of Community Services could accept 
responsibi l ity for non-medical service provision for this group as their needs 
for services are simi lar to those of other d isabi lity groups. 
• Funding flexibility 
- Accommodation 
community housing services could provide half way housing, core and cluster 
homes and hostels for this group; 
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Commun ity support 
the HACC Program could inc lude services such as respite care for people 
with psych iatric d isabi l ities ; 
Employment 
investigation could be made of appropriate sheltered employment options to 
accommodate the flexible working requ i rements of psychiatrically d isabled 
people ;  
• Treatment programs 
- State Departments of Health could maintain responsib i l ity for treatment and 
crisis i ntervention services ; and 
• DACA representation 
consideration could be given to the appointment to DACA of an individual 
from the area of psych iatric disabil ity. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recom mended that relevant Commonwealth and State M in isters hold 
discussions about: 
• sharing the responsibi l ity for provision of non-medical services for psych iatrically 
d isabled people; 
• expanding Commonwealth programs, including the proposed Disabi l ity Services 
Program, the Home and Commun ity Care Program and the Supported 
Accommodation Assistance Program ,  to provide services for people with 
psychiatric d isabi l ities ; and 
• State Departments of Health/Mental Health maintai n ing responsib i l ity for 
treatment and crisis intervention .  
SEVERE M U LTIPLE DISABI LITIES 
Severely mu lt iply disabled people have tradit ionally been placed in  large 
i nstitutional ,  medically based residential faci l it ies, with on campus day programs 
which are often not developmental in nature-if they exist at al l .  
Existing HPAA funded services rarely cater for severely multiply disabled people. 
In the past there has been a lack of residential, school and post school options 
and l ittle specific resource commitment by the Department of Social Security (now 
DCS) or many non-government organisations. People have l im ited expectations 
of people with severe multiple disabi l it ies and there is an over-r iding concern by 
service planners and providers that they could not cope with increased demands 
on resou rces. 
ISSUES 
Most services tend to focus on one particular disabi l ity group leading to placement 
problems for people with m ult iple d isabil it ies. Submissions h ighl ighted the major 
lack of appropriate education facilities for severely multiply disabled chi ldren.  Adult 
services are almost non-existent for th is g roup. There is a need for appropriate 
ful l  time or part time accommodation options for severely mu ltiply disabled people. 
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OPTIONS 
Attention could be given to: 
• flexible funding 
to al low development of innovative programs for people with severe mu ltiple 
d isabi l it ies; and 
to recognise the extra costs of providing services appropriate to people with 
severe mu ltiple disabil ities; 
• needs assessment to ascertain the extent of need for services by people with 
severe mult iple disab i l it ies; 
• staff train ing to improve staff understanding of multiple d isabi l it ies and raise their  
expectations of people with severe mult iple d isabi l it ies; and 
• incentives to services to encourage service providers to take responsibi l ity for 
severely m ult iply disabled people and develop innovative models of service 
delivery. 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recom mended that the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation i ncorporate : 
• new funding arrangements for the development of innovative programs for people 
with severe m ultiple d isabil it ies; 
• a load ing in recogn ition of the extra cost of providing services to people with 
severe mu lt iple disabil ities; and 
• funding for staff training to improve expectations of, and understanding of, people 
with severe m ultiple d isabil ities. 
OTHER GROUPS 
The Review received submissions on the specific problems of social ly d isabled 
people, such as those who are chron ically homeless and those who are alcohol 
or drug dependent. Many socially disabled people have other disabil ities (physical , 
i ntellectual and psychiatric) and their needs would therefore be covered in  part 
by comments in other sections of th is report. 
There are separate Commonwealth programs for homeless people, alcohol ics 
and drug dependent persons. These have not been dealt with specifical ly in th is 
report as they fall outside the generally recogn ised category of services for people 
with disabil ities considered in the Review. 
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23. PARTICU LAR G RO U PS 
Attention was drawn to the extra difficulties faced by people who have disabil ities 
and are also Aboriginals, of ethn ic or igin,  women,  l iving in  remote areas, aged or 
very young.  
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE 
Australian Aboriginal people l ive in  settings which vary from isolated small 
communities to outstations, fringe camps and towns. Clearly this impl ies a range 
of different needs requ i ring different service models. 
The Department of Aboriginal Affai rs community profile statistics show a 
min imum of 1 1 00 disabled Aboriginals in reserves, outstations and town camps­
concentrated in Western Austral ia,  the Northern Territory, Queensland and South 
Australia ( in that order) with a significant proportion in  the 60 years and over age 
group. These people share the difficu lties of other people with disabil ities l iving 
in  remote and rural areas. 
Disabil ity is a difficult concept to define as it relates to Aborig inal Australians. 
The defin ition of who is disabled depends not only on physical impairment but 
also on a combination of living conditions, societal role and community acceptance. 
For example, in one Northern Territory community of approximately 800 people, 
1 02 were cl in ically assessed as disabled but only 8 described by community 
members as d isabled (DSS internal report). Despite this defin it ional problem ,  it 
needs to be emphasised that Aboriginal people have a higher risk of incurring 
certain d isabl ing conditions, such as trachoma, than the general Australian 
community. 
PEOPLE OF ETHNIC ORIGIN 
People of ethn ic origin with d isabil ities are generally considered to be a doubly 
disadvantaged group both by d isabil ity and by the d ifficu lties of language, cultural 
difference and adjustment to a new society whose institutions and service structures 
may seem alien to them. 
Ethnic d isabled people constitute a far from homogeneous group, representing 
a wide range of values, customs, experiences and expectations depending on 
country of orig in .  Ethnic women, in addition, tend to have a lower language 
proficiency and a higher level of isolation than men within their own comm u nity. 
The complex relationship between country of orig in ,  social class, disabil ity, 
language skil ls and cultural view of d isability is difficult for service providers to 
take into account. U nfortunately, this often leads to people of eth nic origin  being 
excluded from services. 
In a n umber of States the CRS has attempted to improve access and qual ity 
of rehabil itation assistance available to disabled people of ethn ic origin .  Other 
programs funded by DCS are also beginn ing to respond to these issues. 
WOMEN 
Women with disabil ities are begin n ing to be recognised as having u nique needs 
which are not being met by the existing service system.  
Particular difficulties which disabled women face include: 
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• el igibi l ity criteria focusing on receipt of pension or benefit which exclude women 
whose spouse's income exceeds the al lowable l imit ;  
• assumptions that women work on ly as a hobby or for luxury money, rather than 
out of necessity or because they have chosen a career, result in  few resources 
for women in work ski l l  or placement programs; and 
• a fai lure to value a woman's role in the home with a fami ly leads to l ittle  support 
being provided to women i n  this position who have d isabi l ities. 
PEOPLE IN REMOTE AREAS 
The major problem for people in remote and rural areas is their geograph ical 
isolat ion.  
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For people i n  remote areas, transport is a major issue. Publ ic transport services 
are either i nadequate or not provided. Part icular problems are encountered with 
the cost of travel l ing to metropolitan based services, and with the avai labi l ity of 
local transport. 
Distances involved result in lack of knowledge about the range of services which 
are avai lable only from centrally based organ isations. More effective ways of 
providing i nformation to people i n  isolated areas are essential . There are also 
s ign ificant problems of communication to and from service providers. 
Regional plann ing is part icularly necessary to meet needs in remote areas in 
a more i nnovative way. Too often programs are only provided where there is a 
sufficient n umber of a given disabil ity and/or age group. 
People with disabi l ities in remote areas have l ittle opportunity to receive support 
from other people with s im i lar disabi l it ies. There are also part icular d ifficu lties 
across a range of programs in recruit ing and maintain ing s ki l led professional staff 
to work i n  remote areas. 
There are dis incentives to the location of outposted professional staff, such as 
medical special ists, because exist ing Commonwealth programs, such as the 
Isolated Patients' Travel and Accommodation Assistance Scheme ( I PTAAS) and 
the Royal Flying Doctor Service, tend to br ing people in to city areas. Although 
these issues were h igh l ighted in remote areas, it was made clear to the Review 
teams that many people in what are considered to be urban areas experience 
s imi lar problems. 
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AGING PEOPLE 
Whereas the proportion of the total population in each age group generally decl ines 
with i ncreasing age, the reverse tends to occur within the population of d isabled 
people. A h igher proportion of the general population become disabled as they 
get older. Thus, of the 514 000 disabled people described in the ABS 1981 Survey 
as 'severely handicapped', some 229 500 were of working age and 242 800 were 
aged over 65. 
Several submissions to the Review drew a dist inction between two groups of 
aged disabled people: 
• those people with a d isabil ity who are now growing old ; and 
• those elderly people who, as they age, have become increasingly frail and 
disabled. 
The fi rst group, i n  part icular, appears to be underserviced. 
Many people with d isabil ities are l iving longer than previously. There has been 
very l ittle consideration g iven to the service needs of older people, and it would 
seem that some exist ing providers of services for aged people are reluctant to 
include aged d isabled people i n  their accommodation options. 
CHILDREN 
Society has tended to be patronis ing towards disabled ch i ldren . Th is attitude has 
been reinforced by the need to maintain an image of helplessness and dependency, 
which presents disabled chi ldren as objects of pity for fund raising purposes. This 
patronising attitude often results i n  a fai lu re to recogn ise that chi ld ren with 
d isabi l ities grow up. Many disabled adults continue to be treated as ch i ldren .  
Currently, the provision of  day care and family support services for al l  ch i ldren ,  
including those with d isabil ities, are the responsibi l ity of  the Office of  Chi ld Care 
in the Department of Community Services. Early i ntervention programs are funded 
by the Schools Commission and special education for d isabled chi ld ren is the 
responsibi l ity of State Governments and some non-government organisations with 
f inancial support from the Schools Commission . 
Specific concerns d i rectly related to chi ldren such as respite care, and 
Handicapped Chi ld 's Allowance are considered i n  other chapters of th is report. 
ISS U ES 
T here was general agreement that the current 80 per cent capital and 50 per cent 
recurrent funding arrangements under H PAA almost automatically excluded 
Aboriginal, ethn ic, women's or rural organisations from being funded because of 
their l im ited abil ity to match these funds from a small fun d  raising base. 
The need for interpreters and b i l ingual staff of Aborig inal or ethn ic origin  was 
stressed, not only because of language d ifficulties but also because of cultural 
d ifferences. 
Simi larly, pamphlets and other publ icity material should be in a range of 
languages. The use of staff from different eth nic  or cultural backgrounds might 
also assist ind ividuals who are not l iterate in their  own language. 
Disabled ch i ldren from Aboriginal fami l ies or remote areas who are placed in  
residential city based services and are brought up unaware of their cultural o r  
envi ronmental background are faced with additional confusion when they return 
home. 
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There is also a lack of access to specialist services in remote areas. The Isolated 
Patients' Travel and Accommodation Assistance Scheme provides l im ited 
assistance to overcome this lack of access. Some of the l im itations of I PTAAS 
inc lude restricted el ig ib i l ity, payment fol lowing travel and restrict ing travel to the 
cheapest, and possibly the most d ifficult ,  form of transport. 
It was clear that women are disadvantaged in a number of ways: 
• Mobil ity Al lowance is not available to women at home; 
• many aids and appl iances which women m ust choose from are drab, 
unappeal ing and frequently i nappropriate. There is poor avai labi l ity of aids and 
appliances specifical ly designed for women's needs. Those available are often 
poorly designed; and 
• it is difficult for mothers of disabled ch i ldren to attend programs due to the 
i nflexible hours of the program, fami ly com m itments or lack of child care. 
Priority should be given to the accommodation needs of aging d isabled people, 
preferably with in standard aged care services. Consideration should be given to 
al lowing cont inu ity of accommodation arrangements on ret irement of ind ividuals 
from workshop or train ing programs currently precluded under H PAA. 
The Review identified the need to provide a more appropriate advocacy focus 
tor d isabled chi ldren to ensure their rights to normal development to adulthood 
are respected. The trend towards provision of early i ntervention , education and 
chi ld care programs tor disabled chi ldren within  mainstream services provides major 
encouragement in th is d i rection . 
There is a need tor a greater exploration of how to meet needs of special groups 
in a more culturally appropriate way. 
OPTIONS 
A number of options have been explored which could have impl ications tor several 
special groups. These inc lude: 
· 
• more flexible funding 
- funding amounts and conditions need to be sufficiently flexible to al low tor 
i nnovation in addressing special needs; 
• employment of group members as staff 
- the direct i nvolvement of members of the special group in  the program itself 
provides an important i nput i nto exist ing services; 
• self-help/consumer organisation advice 
consumer organisations could be used as advisors to planners, reviewers 
and service providers, or alternatively funded themselves to develop, 
implement and review appropriate programs; 
• outreach model 
- service staff should be based in  commun ities where people l ive rather than 
i n  centres, to enhance the effectiveness of service del ivery; 
• targeting of i nformation 
- a range of media formats can be used to ensure an appropriate and wide 
coverage of i nformation ;  and 
- translations of material i nto different languages wil l enhance the coverage 
with particular target groups; 
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• research 
- special purpose research could assist in clarifying needs of particular groups 
and determin ing appropriate models to meet these needs; and 
• special funding 
there is a need for funding to be al located on a proportional basis for special 
g roups. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters ensure :  
• existing and  future programs take account o f  the  specific needs of disabled 
Aboriginals, people of eth nic origin and women by providing for: 
recruitment of a proportion of staff providing services to ethnic and Aboriginal 
groups from those g roups; 
consumer data to monitor their access to generic services; 
the most culturally appropriate services designed to provide ease of access; 
f lex ib i l ity of funding;  
the establ ishment of special services where appropriate; 
the use of advice from consumer organisations i n  plann ing and evaluat ing 
services; and 
research into disabi l ity and service needs in Aboriginal and ethn ic 
commun ities; 
• increased resources are al located to services for disabled people l iving in remote 
areas by: 
provid ing mobi le, outreach and outposted services; 
extending the Isolated Patients' Travel and Accommodation Assistant Scheme 
(IPTAAS) to include non-special ist medical services such as prosthetic fitt ing 
and those provided by the National Acoustic Laboratories; 
making IPTAAS payments in advance of trave l ;  
rational ising Commonwealth/State roles i n  IPTAAS payments; and 
extend ing Isolated Chi ldren's Allowance to al low intensive short term 
attendance at city based early i ntervention programs; 
• additional funding is provided to research and meet the service needs of ag ing 
disabled people; and 
• a proportion of funds from the various services for ch i ldren is al located to assist 
the i ntegration of disabled ch i ldren into these programs. 
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ORGANISATION AND 
ADMINISTRATION 
FOR THE FUTURE 
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24. N EW DISABILITY SERVICES 
LEGISLATION 
The Review has highl ighted the need for many changes i n  the way i n  which services 
are made avai lable to people with d isabi l ities. 
The scope for development and reform is evident in the breadth and variety 
of program options considered earl ier i n  th is report. 
Many of the new di rections identified by the Review wi l l  be g iven effect by the 
replacement of the current Handicapped Persons Assistance Act with the proposed 
Disabil ity Services Legislat ion.  
OUTLINE OF LEGISLATION 
The legislation should have the fol lowing components : 
• Specification of the Commonwealth Government's role with respect to services 
for people with disabilities. 
This wi l l  i nvolve a clear statement of phi losophical d i rection,  
recogn ising the focus on consumer outcomes with in the legislat ion.  
Contribution to positive consumer outcomes wi l l  become the basis for 
pol icy in it iatives, program development and evaluation . 
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• Mechanisms necessary to carry out the Commonwealth Government's role. 
There wi l l  be four main elements : 
Special services funding .  
Examples of the types of special services to b e  supported include:  
• special ised accommodation support i n  the community; 
• supported employment programs; 
• competitive employment tra in ing programs; 
• social education train ing programs; 
• citizen advocacy programs; 
• information services; 
• community education; and 
• assistance to self-help groups. 
Provision for the Commonwealth Rehabil itation Service, currently covered 
under Section V I I I  of the Social Security Act . 
I nnovation, research and development through the creation of a National 
Bureau of Disabi l ity Research .  
Co-ord ination with generic agencies at a Commonwealth Government leve l .  
• Provision for consumer involvement. 
This wi l l  entail i nvolving consumers at all stages from planning of the service 
through service del ivery to review and evaluation. 
• Provision for administrative regulations. 
This wi l l  ensure that there is scope for future changes in  admin istrative 
guidel ines to be i ncorporated i nto regulations consistent with the legislation 
without requir ing amendments to the Act itself. 
• Provision for review. 
The inclusion of a 'sunset' clause wi l l  provide an automatic review 
mechanism. 
I MPLEMENTATION 
The fol lowing steps wi l l  be important in  achieving the objectives envisaged for the 
new legislation and the sh ifts in  d i rection h ighl ighted by the Review: 
• the focus of effort m ust shift to i ndividual outcomes 
this wi l l  entail a move away from prescribed services under H PAA to specific 
consumer outcomes; organisational and program accountabi l ity wil l be based 
on the impact of services on specified consumer outcomes rather than on 
conformity to 'prescribed service' strategies; 
• there should be movement towards community based service options and away 
from institutional solutions 
i n  some instances this wil l requ i re a comm itment to funding paral lel service 
structures while appropriate community options are being developed allowing 
the shift to commun ity services to take place; 
• future service options should faci l itate the i ntegration of disabled people with 
non-disabled people 
this wi l l  require a shift from current segregated services in two major ways: 
• physical location of services ensuring contact with non-disabled peers; and 
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• responsibi l ity for service provision sh ift ing where appropriate to a generic 
service provider; 
• resources m ust be matched to ind ividual need 
- where program resources are based on the number of ind ividuals served, 
a better matching of service to need is possible; and 
• ensuring that a range of service options is available to meet the diversity of 
ind ividual need 
- H PAA currently encourages un iform service types. 
MAINSTREAM OR SPECIAL SERVICES 
I n  an ideal world,  generic or mainstream services would assume responsibi l ity for 
ensuring that their services also catered ful ly for people with disabil ities. Any 
special ised service development should be working towards this end.  
I n  the transition period many services need exclusive targeting for people with 
d isabil ities. This will guarantee the provision of appropriate services, provide a focal 
point for consumer i nput, educate generic providers and develop and demonstrate 
a range of preferred service del ivery strategies across various functions. There 
wi l l  always be some service types with no  generic equivalent, such as citizen 
advocacy. 
R ECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the current Handicapped Persons Assistance Act be 
replaced by proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation to be adm in istered by the 
Department of Commun ity Services. 
This proposed legislation should: 
• be entitled ' Disabil ity Services Act' ;  
• i nclude a statement of  i ntent incorporating the principle of  consumer outcomes 
as a basis for program development and del ivery; 
• adopt the currently recognised consumer outcomes relat ing to residence, 
employment, self rel iance, community participation , security, choice and image; 
• require all new programs, generic and special purpose, to be evaluated regularly 
according to their achievement of stated positive consumer outcomes; 
• establ ish in law the mechanisms necessary to carry out the Commonwealth 
Government's role which will entai l :  
- the provision of funding t o  a range o f  special services; 
- the provision of rehabil itation services by the Commonwealth Rehabil itation 
Service; 
creation of a National Bureau of D isabil ity Research to upgrade research 
and development activity; 
provision for co-ord ination with generic agencies i nvolved at the 
Commonwealth Government leve l ;  
provision for adm in istrative regulations; and 
encouragement of generic service agencies to meet the needs of people 
with disabi l ities through specially allocated funds for services for a transitional 
period; 
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• specify the special services which may be funded to be: 
commun ity accommodation support programs; 
supported employment programs; 
competitive employment train ing programs; 
social education train ing programs; 
citizen advocacy programs; 
i nformation services; 
commun ity education ;  
assistance to self-help groups; and 
other special services considered to be important to the ach ievement of 
desired consumer outcomes; and 
• include a 10 year 'sunset' clause in the legislation .  This would requ i re a review 
of the role of generic agencies to assess the degree to which they had become 
involved in the provision of services for people with disabi l ities. This review may 
indicate the need for repeal or substantial change to the proposed Disabi l ity 
Services Act. 
It is recommended that the fol low ing principles be incorporated into the objectives 
of the proposed legislat ion: 
• move the focus to i ndividual consumer outcomes; 
• move away from institutional programs and solutions towards community based 
service options; 
• faci l itate the integration of people with disabil it ies into general commun ity 
activities by sh ifting responsibi l ity progressively from special purpose to general 
service providers and by locat ing services to ensure regular contact between 
disabled and non-disabled peers; 
• direct the matching of resources to i ndividual needs; and 
• ensure that a range of service options is avai lable. 
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25. CO-ORDINATION 
I n  the area of special service provision to disabled people, particu larly people who 
have intel lectual d isabil it ies, State Governments are sign ificant service providers. 
Many States are also proposing new legislation and/or new program 
developments such as the implementation of the N .S.W. Richmond Report (Inquiry 
into Health Services for Psychiatrically Ill and Developmentally Disabled) , the 
proposed Inte l lectual ly D isabled Persons Services Bi l l  in V ictor ia and a new 
statutory authority for i ntel lectual ly hand icapped people in Wester n Austral ia. 
Some of these in it iatives include provision for :  
• regional plann ing and service del ivery; 
• individual program plann ing ;  
• i ndividual assessment ;  
• use of non-government organ isations as service del ivery agents; and 
• funding and service agreements. 
Currently the H PAA fosters parallel systems through the segregation of State 
and Com monwealth funding. In areas where State Governments have shown 
i nterest in funding organisations which are also funded by the Commonwealth ,  
States must use untied grants to avoid offsett ing H PAA funding ,  al lowing them l ittle 
accountability for their contr ibution . It  is clear there is a need to avoid unnecessary 
d uplication and parallel systems. 
The i ntroduction of new Commonwealth legislation wi l l  create the potential for 
the introduction of a joint or un ified service del ivery structure where partnersh ip 
arrangements can be developed with the States. Negotiations with State 
Governments wi l l  be an essential prerequ isite to determine the final shape of special 
services development and fund ing .  
The fol lowing features wil l  be essential to the consumer focus of the proposed 
new Commonwealth legislat ion:  
• program planning , mon itoring and evaluation focused on measures of i ndividual 
consumer and program outcomes; 
• people with disabilities and their advocates being actively i nvolved in developing 
ind ividual program plans which address the i r  special needs and in subsequent 
review and evaluation of these plans; 
• more decentralised organ isational arrangements for service delivery; 
• planning mechanisms developed to tap local knowledge of gaps in services and 
individual and community preferences regarding service development priorities; 
and 
• assessment and referral procedures which ensure that individuals with disabil ities 
receive not only well designed programs but also the ful l range of assistance 
they require. 
An important objective is to provide an environment where more of the decisions 
about program funding priorities are made at the local level .  Responsibi l ity for 
implementing these organisational arrangements and the degree of decentralisation 
of funding decisions wil l  ultimately depend on the roles to be taken by 
Commonwealth and State Governments. 
Non-government organisations and local government authorities will obviously 
be very important both in terms of service delivery and planning input at the regional 
and commun ity levels. 
The organisational pattern to be used wil l  depend on : 
• the nature of the funding arrangements; 
• the degree of regional isation already existing in different States; and 
• the degree to which partnership arrangements are implemented between the 
Com monwealth and States.  
ROLE OF COMMONWEALTH AND STATE GOVERNMENTS 
The proposed Office of Disability will monitor the i nter-relationship between services 
provided by or for the Commonwealth Government. This wi l l  show what progress 
is being made towards the effective i ntegration of people with disabil ities into the 
client populations of general community services. The Office of D isability will also 
assist in the form ulation of policy advice on the al location of resources across 
generic and special purpose programs. 
Joint Commonwealth/State Government activity in the area of disability services 
is necessary to develop a better integrated approach to assisting people with 
disabil ities. This might be best arranged through a joint Commonwealth/State 
Government program of special services for people with disabilities, with 
complementary legislation ,  cost sharing and effective co-ordination links to generic 
services. U nder such an arrangement major roles for the Commonwealth and the 
States wi l l  need to be determined . 
The Commonwealth might be assigned responsibi l ity for: 
• policy and program standards development and review at the Commonwealth 
and State levels; 
• planning and co-ord ination of services at the Commonwealth and State levels;  
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• co-ord ination and col lection of assessment data about ind ividual need across 
States; 
• development of demonstration programs to assess the feasibi l ity, effectiveness 
and efficiency of new and innovative service proposals under the proposed 
Disabil ity Services Legislation ; and 
• joint funding of program activities encompassed in national ,  State and regional 
p lans, in conjunction with State Governments. 
The fol lowing major roles might be assigned to the State Governments: 
• policy and program standards development and review at State, regional and 
local levels; 
• planning and co-ord ination of services at State, regional and local levels; 
• co-ordination and collection of assessment data about individual need; 
• provision of special services either d irectly, or contracted through non­
government organ isations;  and 
• joint funding of program activities encompassed in State, regional and local plans, 
in conjunction with the Commonwealth Government. 
Alternatively, the Commonwealth could have responsibi l it ies which provide for 
greater i nvolvement on its part at regional and local levels through provision of 
special services directly, or through direct funding of non-government, local 
government or State government organ isations. 
R ECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that the Commonwealth i n it iate d iscussions with the State and 
Northern Territory Governments to consider: 
• a joint Commonwealth/State Government program of special services for people 
with d isabi l it ies with complementary legislation , cost sharing and effective co­
ordination l i nks to generic services; 
• a clearer def in ition of the respective roles of the Commonwealth and the States 
with regard to services for people with d isabi l it ies ; and 
• establ ishing broadly representative Commonwealth/State planning and program 
review mechanisms, with particu lar emphasis on consumer i nvolvement at the 
State, regional and local levels. 
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26. FU N D I NG 
'The resulting distribution of resources could have been achieved by a giant picking 
up the Mint and flinging its contents broadside across the country' 
(Advocate of a disabled person, Victoria) 
Rel iance on submission based funding has resulted in inequ itable and i neffective 
use of resources in the Handicapped Persons Welfare Program .  A needs based 
system of funding to ensure equ ity in the al location of resources is a basic objective 
of the funding arrangement reforms to be i mplemented in the proposed Disabi l ity 
Services Legislation . 
Under the submission based model of funding uti l ised for the H PWP l ittle 
attention has been given to the development of overall p lans at the regional ,  State 
or national levels. I n  add ition ,  the funding formulas of the HPWP created a bias 
i n  favour  of capital expenditure and incentives to the growth of large organisational 
i nfrastructures, thereby reducing flexib i l ity in service del ivery and l im it ing the 
opportun ity for a consumer outcomes approach .  
The emphasis to be given to the impact o n  consumer outcomes of the programs 
to be provided under the proposed Disability Services Legislation has fundamental 
i mpl ications for fund ing ,  plann ing and review arrangements. Development of 
appropriate procedures wi l l  requ i re:  
• significant upgrading of management i nformation systems across both 
government and non-government organisations; and 
• implementation of a range of monitoring and evaluation procedures appropriate 
to consumer outcomes. 
The preference for cost sharing arrangements between the Commonwealth and 
State Governments has a l ready been indicated and cost sharing ratios wi l l  need 
to be considered in negotiations with the States. 
The specific modes of funding to be considered in these negotiations include: 
• per capita; 
• contract for services; and 
• specific purpose funding . 
These modes of funding wi l l  be reflected i n  funding agreements reached with 
service providers and will be alternatives to the current funding for capital and 
recurrent expenditure items u nder H PAA. 
The attr ibutes of these alternative modes of funding inc lude the greater equity 
of per capita funding, the greater degree of project control in contract funding, and 
the greater flexib i l ity of specific purpose funding.  The Commonwealth and the 
States would retain the d iscretion to fund non-government and local government 
organisations di rectly. A variety of funding modes may be employed. 
Accountabi l ity for service funding will be measured in terms of ach ievement 
of pre-determined consumer outcomes. The process of stating what outcomes a 
service is expected to provide makes it easier for consumers or advocates to assess 
whether they are in fact gett ing what was agreed . This then gives more power to 
the consumer in negotiat ing the system .  
In future i t  wi l l  also b e  i mportant for the funding body, b e  i t  State or 
Commonwealth, to be clear about its intentions to renegotiate with service providers 
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i n  order to introduce external assistance with program content or to cut off funding 
where actual program outcomes have fal len sign ificantly short of agreed targets. 
Current reluctance to withdraw funding has led to the continuation of some poor 
qual ity or i nappropriate services. Use of agreed consumer outcomes should clarify 
expectations on all sides. 
Current moves towards accreditation are seen as focusing more on program 
detai ls than on the outcomes which the consumer derives from the service. Thus, 
the accreditation of a service may not be a guarantee of any change in  outcomes 
for consumers. 
As an alternative or addition to funding services, the Commonwealth could 
provide di rect payments to i ndividuals to enable them to purchase services 
themselves. This funding option would i ncorporate the suggestion of a disabil ity 
al lowance and access to a broader range of service provision .  This fund ing option 
could provide the individual with significantly greater choice of services but has 
su bstantial Budgetary impl ications. 
Essential objectives underlying the Commonwealth's consideration of the 
optional modes of funding will be: 
• equity of resource al location to consumers;  
• equitable al location of Commonwealth and State financial responsibi l it ies; 
• flex ib i l ity in the types of services to be el ig ible for f inancial assistance; 
• abil ity to sustain effective ongoing needs based plann ing;  
• funding conditions which effectively support self-help efforts; and 
• accountabi l ity for funding and consumer outcomes. 
ANOMALIES 
A number of funding related anomalies need to be examined, including the reliance 
of voluntary organisations on charity fund rais ing,  the higher costs associated with 
provision of services for some groups, the inel ig ib i l ity of some disabled people 
for sheltered employment incentive payments, non-fund ing of salary overheads 
u nder H PAA and inappropriate procedures in financial admin istration . 
Charity fund raising 
Current H PAA funding requ i res non-government organ isations to engage i n  
s ignificant charity fund raising i n  order to meet their requ i red share of costs. 
This has several negative consequences: 
• disabled consumers are given a negative image through being objects of charity; 
• volunteer efforts are directed towards fund raising rather than augmenting service 
del ivery; 
• access to services is sometimes restricted or conditiona l  upon  participation i n  
fund  rais ing.  This adds inappropriately to  the  demands on the  t ime and energy 
reserves of parents or i ndividuals affected by d isabil ity; 
• qual ity of service is often compromised because of lack of funds; 
• it is in the interests of organ isations to become large to develop their fund raising 
base and this is often not in the interests of consumers ;  and 
• it is very difficult for small potential service providers to demonstrate their abil ity 
to raise match ing funds. 
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Under the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation ,  the funding formula adopted 
for special services should be less rel iant on the input of charity dollars. 
This wou ld requ i re an increase in recurrent funding for certain groups of up 
to 1 00 per cent based on standard costs formulas and relative need for services. 
Organisations were virtually unanimous in their support for such an in itiative, even 
if it meant some reduction in the level of capital assistance provided . Their reasoning 
was that it is sign ificantly easier to raise funds for bricks and mortar projects than 
for ongoing salary and other operating costs. 
Severely and multiply disabled groups 
Current funding arrangements u nder H PAA create powerful disincentives to serving 
those groups who are either more severely disabled or mu ltiply disabled. The costs 
of catering for these latter groups is h igher than for those who have less severe 
disabil ities. Approving h igher staff/cl ient ratios does not counter the disincentive 
effect whi le organ isations are requ i red to fund fifty per cent of the cost of each 
staff position .  
Recogn ition of  the h igher costs of  serving more severely d isabled people wi l l  
need to be included in  the funding formulas which are developed under proposed 
Disabil ity Services Legislation . Standard costs for these groups wi l l  be h igher. 
Incentive payments 
Some comments were made in  the Review about the current inequ ities i n  the 
payment of Incentive Al lowance to those persons attending H PAA subsidised 
sheltered workshops and ATCs, whereas persons attending s imi lar services 
conducted u nder the auspices of a State Government are currently inel ig ible for 
I ncentive Allowance. This anomaly should be addressed in new legislation .  
Staff roles in financial administration 
Many of the tasks related to the f inancial administration of the HPAA involve H PWP 
staff i n  routine, reactive and t ime consuming activities. The changes proposed in  
the  D isabil ity Services Legislation should i nvolve less staff t ime i n  deal ing with 
routine funding matters. This would allow for more i nnovative work in needs 
assessment, monitoring and evaluation of projects, provid ing consultancy services 
to organ isations, assist ing in the development of proposals and participat ing i n  
train ing programs for agency staff. 
Dur ing the Review representatives of non-government organisations indicated 
they would welcome this k ind of assistance from departmental officers. 
They also considered that managers of services should have discretion to take 
in it iatives appropriate to agreed objectives whi le reta in ing accountabil ity for 
government funds. This would free managers from the current obl igation to seek 
approval for routine expenditure on an item by item basis. 
Salary overheads 
A few submissions referred specifical ly to the fact that salary overheads, such as 
workers' compensation premiums and long service leave payments do not attract 
subsidy as part of staff remu neration u nder the H PAA. Steps should be taken to 
rectify th is situation as part of the reform of funding guidel ines for the proposed 
Disabil ity Services Leg islation . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
I t  is recommended that cost sharing and associated funding arrangements be 
designed to: 
• ensure equity in the allocation of resources to individuals by being needs based ; 
• provide for equ itable al location of Commonwealth and State financial 
responsibi l i t ies; 
• be flexible with respect to the types of services to be el ig ible for f inancial 
assistance, provided a service is demonstrably relevant to positive consumer 
outcomes; 
• g ive sufficient assurance of cont inu ing funding to enable service providers to 
plan ahead, for instance on a tr iennial basis; 
• support self-help efforts i n  an effective manner; 
• reduce rel iance on charity fund rais ing; 
• take account of the h igher costs of providing services to people with severe 
d isabi l it ies; 
• take account of salary overheads; 
• allow suitable discretion in the use of program resources to managers of service 
provider agencies; and 
• ensure accou ntabi l ity for fu nding and consumer outcomes. 
It is recommended that the Min ister for Commun ity Services consider introducing 
monitoring and evaluation procedures appropriate to the i ntended emphasis on 
consumer outcomes through :  
• upgraded management information systems across both government and non­
government organ isations; 
• su itable performance monitoring and program eval uation and accountabil ity 
methods; and 
• restructured DCS staff roles which emphasise needs assessment, monitor ing 
and evaluation and enable provision of consu ltancy and train ing services to 
organisations. 
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27. DISABI LITY SERVICES RESEARCH 
AN D DEVELOPMENT 
Research and development is critical to the process of innovation and improvement 
in the types of services and models used to meet the needs of people with 
d isab i l it ies. 
The Commonwealth Govern ment is committed to supporting research and 
development of the services which it provides for disabled people. 
In the proposed new service del ivery structure a key mechan ism for fostering 
innovation and change in service del ivery wi l l  be research and development 
activit ies. 
Research and associated activities have a central role to play in shaping the 
different forms of service del ivery which wil l be supported by government. 
Consu ltation mechanisms such as the Handicapped Programs Review also play 
a vital role  in shaping future services. 
For research activities to have maximum impact on disability services, legislation 
wi l l  need to clearly specify program goals and the outcome criteria which wi l l  be 
used to evaluate those program goals. This wi l l  enable a clear understanding of 
what the Commonwealth Government is trying to achieve through targeted disability 
services. Research and eval uation can then i nfl uence the better ach ievement of 
these goals. 
Submissions drew attention to the importance of research and deve lopment, 
evaluation and accountabil ity. Problems identif ied inc luded lack of co-ord ination 
of research and lack of access to research funding.  
M ECHANISM FOR FOSTERING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
It is intended that the proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation inc lude provision 
for the creation of a National Bureau of Disabi l ity Research at a Commonwealth 
level .  It is recognised that much of the actual research work may not be carried 
out by government di rectly, but rather in itiated and supported by government 
through contracts with outside agencies. 
OBJ ECTIVES 
The major objectives of the National Bureau of Disabil ity Research could include: 
• development of innovative options for disabled people in accommodation, 
employment, train ing and other services; 
• development of better models for the integration of d isabled people in society; 
and 
• development of appropriate program plann ing ,  mon itoring and evaluation 
methodologies. 
The program of the Bureau would encompass the current H PAA Program 
Upgrading Scheme and research and developmental activities in the CRS. The 
Bureau would l iaise with other organisations conducting disabil ity related research 
and development activities. 
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KEY ACTIVITIES 
The key activit ies of the Nat ional Bureau of Disabil ity Research would include: 
• appl ied research including:  
- the development of appropriate project briefs for contract research ; and 
- long term support for programs of national sign ificance; 
• service del ivery demonstrations: 
whole projects inc luding total fund ing or provision of start-up assistance for 
programs; and 
additional costs for selected existing services to adopt a demonstration model; 
• analysis and evaluation of plann ing data with a particular emphasis on consumer 
outcomes; 
• special t rain ing for staff of services; 
• i nformation and dissemination activit ies; and 
• consultancy act ivities. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I t  is recommended that a National Bureau of Disabi l ity Research be establ ished 
with the fol lowing basic object ives: 
• development of i nnovative and effective service options for people with 
disabi l it ies, especial ly in  the accommodation, employment support and train ing 
areas; 
• development of better models for integrat ing people with disabi l it ies into general 
community l i fe ; and 
• development of appropriate program plan n ing ,  monitoring and evaluation 
methodologies. 
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28. CONSU LTATION 
The importance of consultation with consumers, service providers and community 
groups is recognised by the Commonwealth Government. This is shown by the 
establ ishment of the D isabi l ity Advisory Counci l  of Austral ia,  the work of the 
Handicapped Programs Review and the funding of bodies such as AAMR ,  ACROD 
and DPI .  
Throughout the  consultation phase of the  HPR ,  strong support was voiced for 
the way in which the Review was being conducted . People believed for once, that 
their input i nto this consultation would influence government pol icies. Although 
this consultation was regarded as fair ly successful ,  a number of individuals 
expressed concern at the lack of feedback from previous consu ltations in which 
they had been i nvolved. Many individuals and organ isations stressed the need 
for regular consu ltations by the Commonwealth Government with disabled people 
and their fami l ies and advocates, as well as with agencies and community groups. 
One way of continu ing this process is for a series of national and State level 
consu ltations to be organ ised to address issues on which the Commonwealth 
Government wants specific action oriented advice. These consu ltations could use 
a range of strategies to assist disabled people to communicate their views to 
government, i ncluding seminars, forums, publ ic meetings and visits to relevant 
service organ isations. It is envisaged that the proposed Office of Disabil ity, the 
Commonwealth Department of Commun ity Services, DACA, AAMR,  ACROD and 
DPI would col laborate on any such specific government i n itiated consultations. Part 
of the Commonwealth funds provided to the national bodies could be tied to their 
participation i n  the consultation program . 
The ongoing work of bodies such as DACA, AAMR,  ACROD and DP I  also 
provides a cont inuous feedback of i nformation based on their own consu ltation 
processes. 
The need for new or strengthened inter-departmental and inter-governmental 
l iaison and consultation mechanisms is apparent at both Commonwealth and State 
Government levels. 
The Office of Disabi l ity should identify ways of revital is ing or replacing the 
Standing Inter-departmental Committee on Rehabi l itation (SIDCOR) as a 
consultative mechanism for Commonwealth departmental efforts in the d isabi l ity 
field .  Sometimes one-off purpose specific consu ltations are more effective i n  
exchanging information or i n  co-ordinat ing action than regu lar, routine meet ings. 
The potential consu ltation role of broadly representative Commonwealth/State 
planning mechanisms, referred to in Chapter 25, also deserves careful  
consideration . 
In addition to the approaches already canvassed, consideration should be given 
to establ ishing mechanisms for ongoing regional and community level consultation 
on d isabil ity matters, which are effectively l inked to national and State levels. These 
would be a basic requirement in ensuring that disabled people have the opportunity 
to have a real i nfluence on pol icies wh ich affect their l ives. 
Options for implementing such consu ltations could inc lude: 
• local and regional offices of government departments having a consultation role; 
• visiting consultation teams, l i ke the HPR,  holding consultations on specific issues; 
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• funding consultation meetings to br ing together disabled consumers to provide 
feedback; and 
• train ing for disabled consumers in  gain ing access to the normal channels of 
government decision making .  
As the HPR is seen as the start of  an ongoing review process a direct d ia l ,  
tol l  free telephone l ine such as was used during the Review should cont inue for 
people with d isabil ities, their relatives and service providers to pass on their views 
to the Commonwealth Government. At the very least, people with d isabi l ities who 
express an interest in Commonwealth Government policies should be kept informed 
of the decision made about those pol icies. 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the proposed Office of  D isabil ity: 
• co-ordinate an ongoing program of public consultation to address issues on which 
the Government seeks specific action oriented advice; and 
• examine ways of revital is ing inter-departmental and inter-governmental l iaison 
and consu ltation mechanisms. 
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29. CONCLUSION 
The Handicapped Programs Review presented a sign ificant opportun ity for 
ind ividuals and organ isations to influence the development of policy on the nature 
and qual ity of services for people with disabi l ities in Austral ia. N umerous positive 
comments were received about the Review's focus on consumer needs and the 
wide ranging consu ltation process. 
Policy directions 
There is broad community support for the Commonwealth Government's policies 
of ensuring the least restrictive alternative in services for people with d isabil it ies 
and meeting needs through generic or mainstream commun ity programs as far 
as possible. Some people referred to l ikely resource impediments to the immediate 
implementation of al l  these policies. 
The Review's major emphasis on the consumer outcomes approach is crucial 
in  the evaluation of current services and in  the deve lopment of future programs. 
Th is principle embraces the fundamental right that all people are of equal worth. 
Current programs 
Existing services are provided unevenly for the quarter mi l l ion Australians who were 
the primary focus of the Review. I n  some areas there is a lack of any services. 
Programs to provide more i nformation about r ights, entit lements and services are 
needed . 
Whi le a number of organ isations are now including consumers in planning and 
management of services there is st i l l  a need for more to be done in this area , 
part icularly with regard to people who have i ntel lectual d isabi l it ies. 
Organisational accountabil ity for the effectiveness and efficiency of services 
provided requ i res substantial improvement. Existing subsidy programs focus almost 
exclusively on financial accountabi l ity for funding assistance rather than functional 
accountabi l ity for the outcomes achieved by consumers of services. 
Proposed program changes 
T he Review has h igh l ighted the need for major changes in a number of key 
programs. 
There is now a much greater expectation that a range of real istic employment 
options should be provided for all people with d isabi l ities, with a major focus on 
open employment. The current system discourages sheltered workshops from 
meeting desi red consumer employment outcomes. 
Implementation of the right of all people to l ive in housing which is part of the 
general community is recognised through deinstitutional isation programs. Providing 
housing for people with d isabi l ities through State Housing Authorities is long 
overdue. Many people with d isabi l it ies may sti l l  need special or generic programs 
to provide ongoing staff support for commun ity l iving .  
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Expanded home help and support services through HACC are now recognised 
as equal ly necessary for people with disabil ities as for aged people. 
Providing a broad range of respite care options both in and out of an i ndividual's 
own home is  of crucial importance for disabled people and their carers. 
The transfer of training from activity therapy centres to the mainstream education 
system through TAFE colleges is designed to provide more professionally oriented 
transitional programs in tune with the need to assist individuals to develop 
competence and self-rel iance. 
Gu idel ines for HCA requ i re substantial revision to ach ieve a better balance 
between the cost of disability and constant care and attention i n  the purpose of 
the Allowance. 
Increased financial support for the individual is seen as an essential ingredient 
to help offset the unavoidable extra costs of disabil ity. There is widespread support 
i n  the commun ity for the i ntroduction of a disabi l i ty al lowance, but the potential 
resource impl ications of this proposal have not been fully understood . 
Commonwealth/State co-ord ination 
Plann ing for services and future mechan isms for resource al location wi l l  focus on 
needs. The development of a needs based approach and the desirability of a unified 
service delivery structure i nvolve closer co-operation with State Governments. Such 
closer l i nks will provide opportun ities for long range plann ing at the State level 
and stimulate regional and local plann ing in itiatives. 
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New legislation 
A major thrust towards implementing the changes desired in Commonwealth funded 
programs as a result of the Review wi l l  be ach ieved by the replacement of the 
HPAA with the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislat ion.  Th is legislation wi l l  be 
based on the fundamental principle that positive consumer outcomes are the 
rat ionale for program development, del ivery and review. 
Funding 
Cu rrent expenditure by Commonwealth and State Governments on programs and 
services for disabled people, whi le substantial in overall terms, does not adequately 
cover all needs ident ified in the Review. Whi le some of the problems cou ld be 
addressed by the reallocation of exist ing resources, more funds wi l l  be requ i red 
to upgrade exist ing services and to provide for those people who are now m issing 
out . It would be unreal istic, however, to expect that resources would be avai lable 
immediately to satisfy al l  needs. 
The future 
This report provides a stimulus to the new directions of Commonwealth Government 
effort in the provision of services for people with d isabilities. Some of the options 
and recommendations outl ined wi l l  not be easy to implement, whether due to the 
complexity of administrative issues to be resolved, Budgetary constraints, attitudinal 
factors or resistance to change. 
It is appreciated that as new ground is broken mistakes wi l l  be made. However, 
with goodwi l l  and cont inu ing open consu ltation ,  governments, non-government 
agencies and consumers can work together in real ising the creative vision for a 
better future for people with d isabi l ities in Austral ia. 
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30. RECO M M E N DATIONS 
Generic or mainstream services should ult imately assume responsibi l ity for 
ensuring that their services cater ful ly for people with d isabi l ities. I n  the transition 
period , special purpose programs aimed exclusively at people with d isab i l it ies are 
necessary to: 
• guarantee provision of the ful l  range of support services requ i red by people with 
d isabi l it ies; 
• provide a focal point for consumer i nput; 
• sensitise generic providers to the needs of people with disabil it ies; 
• demonstrate a range of preferred service del ivery strategies across a range of 
functions; and 
• provide services for which there is no generic equ ivalent, such as citizen 
advocacy. 
The fol lowing recommendations encompass a d iverse range of issues and 
functions which relate to generic or mainstream as well as special purpose program 
responsibi l ities. The recom mendations have been col lected from previous chapters 
and are grouped here u nder subject headings and given consecutive numbers 
(1 -52). 
LEGISLATION 
(1 ) It is recommended that the current Handicapped Persons Assistance Act 
(HPAA) be replaced by proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation to be 
adm inistered by the Department of Commun ity Services. 
This proposed legislation should: 
• be entitled ' Disabi l ity Services Act ' ;  
• i nclude a statement of intent i ncorporating the principle of consumer 
outcomes as a basis for program deve lopment and del ivery; 
• adopt the currently recogn ised consumer outcomes relat ing to residence, 
employment, self-rel iance, commun ity participat ion,  secu rity, choice and 
image; 
• require al l  new programs, generic and special purpose, to be evaluated 
regu larly accord ing to their achievement of stated positive consumer 
outcomes; 
• establish in law the mechanisms necessary to carry out the Commonwealth 
Government's role which wi l l  enta i l :  
the provision of  fund ing to a range of  special services; 
the provision of rehabil itation services by the Commonwealth 
Rehabil itation Service; 
creation of a National Bureau of Disabil ity Research to upgrade research 
and development activity; 
provision for co-ord ination with generic agencies involved at the 
Commonwealth Government leve l ;  
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provision for admin istrative regulations; and 
encouragement of generic service agencies to meet the needs of people 
with disabil ities through special ly al located funds for services for a 
transitional period ; 
• specify the special services which may be funded to be: 
commun ity accommodation support programs; 
supported employment programs; 
competitive employment tra in ing programs; 
social education train ing programs; 
citizen advocacy programs; 
information services; 
community education ;  
assistance to self-help groups; and 
other special services considered to be important to the achievement 
of desired consu mer outcomes; and 
• include a ten year 'sunset' clause i n  the legislation . This would require 
a review of the role of generic agencies to assess the degree to which they 
had become involved in the provision of services for people with disabil ities. 
This review may ind icate the need for repeal or substantial change to the 
legislation . 
(2) It is recommended that the fol lowing principles be incorporated i nto the 
objectives of the proposed legislation: 
• move the focus from programs to ind ividual consumer outcomes; 
• move away from institutional programs and solutions towards community 
based service options; 
• facil itate the i ntegration of people with disabil ities i nto general commun ity 
activities by shift ing responsibi l ity progressively from special purpose to 
general service providers and by locating services to ensure regular contact 
between disabled and non-disabled peers; 
• direct the match ing of resources to ind ividual needs; and 
• ensure that a range of service options is avai lable. 
CO-ORDINATION 
(3) It is recommended that the Commonwealth in itiate discussions with the State 
and Territory Governments to consider: 
• a joint Commonwealth/State Government program of special services for 
people with disabil ities-with complementary legislation , cost sharing and 
effective co-ord ination l inks to generic services; 
• a clearer defin it ion of the respective roles of the Commonwealth and the 
States with regard to services for people with d isabil it ies; and 
• establ ishing broadly representative Commonwealth/State plann ing and 
program review mechan isms, with particular emphasis on consumer 
i nvolvement at the State, regional and local levels. 
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FUNDING 
(4) It is recom mended that cost sharing and associated funding arrangements 
of the proposed D isabil ity Services Legislation be designed to : 
• ensure equ ity i n  the al location of resources to ind ividuals by being needs 
based; 
• provide for equ itable d ivision of Commonwealth and State financial 
responsibi l it ies; 
• be flexible with respect to the types of services to be e l igible for f inancial 
assistance provided a service is demonstrably relevant to positive consumer 
outcomes; 
• give sufficient assurance of cont inu ing funding to enable service providers 
to plan ahead , for instance on a tr iennial basis; 
• support self-help efforts i n  an effective manner; 
• reduce rel iance on charity fund rais ing;  
• take account of the h igher costs of providing services to people with severe 
d isabi l it ies; 
• take account of salary overheads; 
• al low su itable d iscretion in the use of program resources to managers of 
service provider agencies; and 
• ensure accountabi l ity for funding and consumer outcomes. 
(5) It is recommended that the Min ister for Commun ity Services consider 
introducing monitoring and evaluation procedures appropriate to the intended 
emphasis on consumer outcomes through:  
• upgraded management information systems across both government and 
non-government organ isations; 
• su itable performance monitoring, program eval uation and accountabi l ity 
techniques; and 
• restructured DCS staff roles which emphasise needs assessment, 
mon itoring and evaluation and enable provision of consultancy and train ing 
services to organisations. 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
(6) It is recommended that a National Bureau of D isabi l ity Research be 
establ ished with the fol lowing basic objectives: 
• development of innovative and effective service options for people with 
d isabil ities, especial ly in the accommodation, employment support and 
train ing areas ; 
• development of better models for integrat ing people with d isabil it ies into 
general commun ity l ife ; and 
• development of appropriate program planning,  mon itoring and eval uation 
methodologies. 
(7) It is recommended that the proposed Office of Disabi l ity assist the Austral ian 
Bureau of Statistics to update and broaden statistics on the i ncidence and 
distribution of d isabil ity in  the Austral ian populat ion. 
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(8) It is recommended that the proposed Office of D isabi l ity examine ways to 
improve data avai lable on funded services, ind ividual users and areas of 
unmet need. 
CONSU LTATION 
(9) It is recommended that the proposed Office of Disabi l ity: 
• co-ord inate an ongoing program of publ ic consultation to address issues 
on which the Commonwealth Government seeks specific action oriented 
advice; and 
• examine ways of revital is ing i nter-departmental and inter-governmental 
l iaison and consu ltation mechanisms. 
H U MAN RIGHTS 
(1 0) It is recommended that the Attorney-General and the Human Rights 
Comm ission consider the merits of: 
• i ncluding the rights of people with d isabi l ities in the proposed National Bi l l  
of Rights; 
• the immediate appointment of a D isabil ity D iscrim ination Commissioner 
to the Human Rights Comm ission ; 
• strengthen ing the rights of people with d isabil ities to generic and special 
services at both the Commonwealth and State levels; 
• i ntroducing anti-discrimination legislation at a Commonwealth level covering 
the rights of  people with intellectual ,  physical and/or psych iatric d isabil it ies; 
and 
• encouraging State Governments to protect the rights of people with 
d isabi l ities. 
ACCOMMODATION 
(1 1 )  I t  is recommended that relevant Commonwealth M in isters consider: 
• rat ional i s i n g  a l l  ex ist i ng Com m o nwealth f u n d i n g  sources for 
accommodation (ie Handicapped Persons Welfare Program, Handicapped 
Chi ldren's Benefit, Aged and Disabled Persons Accommodation and Care 
Program ,  Commonwealth/State Housing Program,  and N ursing Homes 
Assistance and Benefits Programs) so as to : 
provide more equ itable access by d isabled people to financial resources 
for appropriate accommodat ion ;  and 
increase the resources avai lable to disabled people for commun ity 
based accommodation and support services; 
• abol ish ing the Handicapped Chi ldren's Benefit in l ight of the above; and 
• offer ing recurrent funding for community based accommodation through 
the Department of Community Services with capital funding channel led 
through State Housing Commissions to take advantage of thei r design and 
construction expertise. 
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( 12) It is recom mended that the Commonwealth M inister tor Community Services 
consider providing funds under the proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation :  
• specifical ly for respite care purposes; 
• to meet an i ncreased proportion of the operating costs of accom modation 
support services; 
• for a deinstitut ionalisation demonstration program ; and 
• tor a balanced mix  of community based accommodation types including 
i ndependent l iv ing un its, group homes, and 'core and cluster' housing 
arrangements. 
(13) It is recom mended that the Commonwealth M in ister tor Housing and 
Construction consider: 
• provid ing low interest loans to people with d isab i l ities to meet the in it ial 
costs of entering the open rental housing market; and 
• ensuring proportional access by people with disabi l ities to home purchase 
assistance programs. 
HOME AND COMM U NITY BASED SUPPORT 
( 14) It is recommended that the Commonwealth Minister tor Community Services 
consider adopt ing the fol lowing i n itiat ives under the Home and Community 
Care Program : 
• i ntroducing a disabled persons community care component al locating 
community service and respite care resources specifical ly for younger 
people with d isabi l it ies; 
• expanding respite care provisions to encompass arrangements in the 
disabled person's own home, with host fami l ies and with in residential 
fac i l it ies; and 
• i ntroducing an attendant care program to assist those people with more 
severe d isabi l ities with dai ly l iv ing needs through the personal care 
component of the Home and Community Care Program . 
(1 5) It is recommended that the Min isters for Social Secur ity and Community 
Services consider rational is ing the el ig ib i l ity criteria and payment rates for 
the Domicil iary Nursing Care Benefit and the Handicapped Chi ld's Al lowance 
so that ind ividuals with d isabil ities are treated equ itably and consistently, 
whether they are under or over 1 6  years of age. 
R ESPITE CARE 
(1 6) It is recom mended that the Commonwealth M inister for Community Services 
examine in detail the fol lowing measures to upgrade respite care services 
for people with d isab i l it ies: 
• a respite care program for ch i ldren under the auspices of the Fami ly  Day 
Care Program funded by the Office of Chi ld Care ; 
• demonstration programs to identify service del ivery models for integrat ing 
disabled ch i ldren i nto centre based day care programs admin istered by 
the Office of Chi ld Care ; 
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• increased resources and specific arrangements for respite care for disabled 
adults under the new Home and Community Care Program;  and 
• i nc lusion of respite provisions within the accommodation component of 
the proposed Disabi l ity Services Legislation.  
(17) It is recommended that the Min ister for Social Security give consideration 
to the removal of disincentives to the use of respite care in  Handicapped 
Chi ld 's Allowance provisions. 
EMPLOYM ENT 
(18) It is recommended that :  
• al l  Commonwealth employment programs be strongly encouraged to move 
towards integration ; and 
• the proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation incorporate programs for: 
competitive employment train ing and placement; 
- competitive employment maintenance; and 
- long term supported employment. 
(19) It is recommended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Community Services, 
in conjunction with the Min ister for Employment and Industrial Relations, 
consider: 
• improving co-ordination arrangements for the Department of Community 
Services (DCS) employment and work preparation programs and 
Department of Employment and Industrial Relations (DEIR) services for 
people with d isabi l ities with the long term aim of transferring open 
employment programs to DE IR ;  
• establishing a productivity based min imum wage for people working in  long 
term supported employment on a pro rata basis keyed to prevai l ing able 
bodied rates for that industry; 
• ensuring full industrial r ights are accorded to those working in  supported 
employment; and 
• abol ishing the Training Fee for open employment placement given to 
organisations providing long term supported employment. 
(20) It is recommended that the Min ister for Employment and Industrial Relations 
consider: 
• expanding DEIR train ing programs consistent with the recom mendations 
of the Ki rby Committee of Inqu i ry into Labou r  Market Programs to include 
a broader spectrum of d isabil ity groups, especially people with intel lectual 
d isabil it ies; 
• i ntroducing, in consultation with other relevant Min isters, subsidies and/or 
tax relief to cover the extra costs entailed in such provisions as work place 
modifications, aids, workers' compensation, training and supervision in the 
interest of improving incentives to employers to create employment 
opportun ities for people with d isabil it ies; and 
• together with the Austral ian Counci l  of Trade Un ions (ACTU), ways of 
providing other employer incentives including an examination of the scope 
for restructuring Slow Worker Permits. 
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(21) It is recom mended that the Min ister for Social Security consider: 
• extending the current retention of e l ig ib i l ity rights for Inval id Pension from 
1 2  to 24 months in the interest of encouraging people with d isabil ities to 
enter open employment; 
• broadening el igibi l ity for the Open Employment Incentive Bonus from those 
who receive Sheltered Employment Al lowance (SEA) to i nclude al l  
unemployed disabled pensioners who rel inquish their pension for a job 
in open employment for at least twelve months; and 
• modifying the reduction in Invalid Pension or SEA with increasing earnings 
from a rate of $1 for $2 to a rate of $1 for $3. 
(22) It is recom mended that the Commonwealth Publ ic Service Board develop 
and implement gu idel ines for recruitment and employment to ensure that 
people with i ntel lectual d isabi l ities are not den ied access to work which they 
could undertake in the Austral ian Publ ic Service. 
(23) It is recom mended that the Min ister for Industry, Technology and Commerce 
consider establ ishing a pi lot program to provide small business loans and 
an advisory support service to people with disabil ities. 
EDUCATION 
Early intervention 
(24) It is recom mended that the Commonwealth Min ister for Education consider: 
• giving all disabled chi ldren below school age access to an appropriate multi­
discipl i nary early intervention program; 
• rational ising the role of  Commonwealth , State and non-government 
organ isations in the provision of early intervention programs; 
• encouraging State Governments to acknowledge their responsibi l ity in  this 
area by cost sharing early intervention programs with the Commonwealth ; 
• encouraging State Education Ministers to establish a data base on disabled 
chi ldren to faci l itate longer term plann ing ;  and 
• further developing home and centre based programs which would include 
parent education and train ing.  
School age education 
(25) It is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Education consider: 
• ensuring the right to free and appropriate public education for al l  school 
aged ch i ldren ,  including those with d isabi l ities; 
• ensuring that disabled ch i ldren are effectively i ntegrated into mainstream 
schools and c lasses; 
• providing funding to enable the transfer to State Education departments 
of the current non-government sector education programs for d isabled 
chi ldren funded through the Schools Commission; and 
• providing funding to enable disabled chi ldren to gain access to mainstream 
schools by upgrading physical accessibi l ity and providing notetakers, 
support teachers, therapists and other staff, and by developi ng alternative 
methods of teaching and assessment. 
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TRAINING 
(26) I t  is recommended that the Commonwealth Ministers tor Community Services 
and Education and State Education M inisters consider jointly: 
• transferring the train ing functions of activity therapy centres to the Technical 
and Further Education (TAFE) system ;  
• the steps necessary to upgrade those ATCs which remain as i ndependent 
l iv ing centres and to change their name from Activity Therapy Centre to 
Adult Tra in ing Centre; 
· 
• ways of upgrading support tor parents and fami l ies either in early 
i ntervention programs tor d isabled chi ldren or specifical ly designed adult 
education programs; and 
• the adequacy of provisions in all professional train ing and especial ly in 
the health f ie ld to ensure coverage of d isabil ity related issues. 
REHABILITATION 
(27) I t  is recommended that working with in the current Commonwealth 
Rehabil itation Service (CRS) Three Year Forward Plan: 
• there be greater regional isation of the CRS, including those functions 
performed by the centre based services; 
• the number of CRS centres be reduced to al low services to be rational ised 
tor further regional development throughout Austral ia; 
• better l inkages be establ ished between the CRS and other Commonwealth 
Department of Community Services (DCS) programs;  
• co-ordination be enhanced with State Government and private rehabil itation 
services; 
• the CRS presence in rural and remote areas be increased;  
• mechanisms to increase consumer i nvolvement be i ntroduced; 
• services of CRS be better targeted towards ethn ic and Aborig inal groups 
and women;  and 
• a program of longer term rehabil itation be progressively introduced for 
people with psych iatric d isabi l it ies and brain i njuries. 
INCOME SUPPORT 
It is recommended that the Minister for Social Security consider the i nitiatives l isted 
below tor each of the fol lowing disabil ity related i ncome maintenance programs: 
(28) I nval id  Pension 
• i ncreasing the rate of Inval id Pension to at least 25 per cent of average 
weekly earnings, as the budgetary situation al lows; 
• modifying el ig ib i l ity requ i rements by: 
replacing permanent incapacity tor work with long term (at least twelve 
months) i ncapacity; 
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replacing 85 per cent incapacity to work with inability to pursue a 
substantially gainful occupation, i rrespective of whether the inabi l ity 
results from a physical , intel lectual or psychiatric d isabil ity; and 
continu ing to take account of social and economic factors but with a 
pre-condition of physical , intel lectual or psychiatric d isabil ity; 
• improving incentives to work by: 
raising the permissible earn ings threshold above the current rate ($30 
per week for a single person); and 
decreasing the rate of withdrawal of pension for income earned from 
$1 for each $2 earned to $1 for each $3 earned; 
• i ntroducing multi-d iscip l inary assessment teams to ensure a balanced 
appraisal of capacity to work; and 
• changing the name Inval id Pension to D isabi l ity Pension.  
(29) Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance 
• abolishing the distinction between severely and substantially handicapped 
categories and granting the ful l  Hand icapped Chi ld 's Allowance (HCA) to 
all those el igible; 
• establ ishing a new graduated extra costs component according to the level 
of extra cost incurred ; 
• i ntroducing a specific respite care provision equ ivalent to a one month 
payment of HCA each year; 
• l iberal ising the conditions under which retrospective payment entitlement 
is granted to late appl icants; 
• modifying the guidel ines to al low attendance at day school or day care 
faci l it ies; 
• changing the title Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance to Disabled Chi ld's 
Al lowance; 
• l i nking el ig ib i l ity for Domici l iary Nursing Care Benefit (DNCB) with that for 
HCA; and 
• paying DNCB to disabled people themselves. 
(30) Mobi lity Al lowance 
• sign ificantly increasing the rate of Mobi l ity Al lowance; and 
• extending el ig ib i l ity to al l d isabled people of working age unable to use 
public transport i rrespective of whether or not they are in  employment or 
train ing programs. 
(31 ) Rehabil itation Al lowance 
• extending el ig ib i l ity for Rehabil itation Allowance to disabled students in  
tertiary institutions. 
(32) Sheltered Employment Al lowance 
• substantial ly raising the earn ings threshold; and 
• making Sheltered Employment Al lowance (SEA) payments d i rect to the 
individual ,  not through the sheltered workshop. 
(33) Disabi l ity Allowance 
• i ntroducing a disabi l ity al lowance, as the budgetary situation al lows, to 
assist with the extra unavoidable costs of disabil ity. This al lowance could 
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i n itial ly inc lude exist ing cash transfer payments of Mobi l ity Al lowance, 
Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance and Domici l iary N ursing Care Benefit; in 
time, the al lowance could also include components for attendant care, aids 
and appliances and home support services. 
TRANSPORT 
(34) It is recommended that the Commonwealth M in ister for Transport g ive 
consideration to: 
• the Austral ian Transport Advisory Counci l  developing an expl icit policy 
statement g iv ing responsib i l ity to the Com monwealth and State 
Departments of Transport for the provision of transport faci l ities and services 
for disabled people ; 
• the Commonwealth Government establ ish ing programs, i n  co-operation 
with State transport authorities, to: 
ensure that elements of new publ ic transport systems are purpose built 
to be accessible to people with d isabi l ities ; 
provide subsidies for disabled people who have d ifficu lty using publ ic 
transport so that their costs are no greater than those of people who 
can use publ ic transport; and 
provide incentives to non-government transport operators to extend their 
services by introducing appropriately accessible transport systems. 
(35) It is recom mended that the fol lowing proposals be considered by the 
appropriate Commonwealth Min isters: 
• extension of el ig ib i l ity for sales tax exemption on motor vehicles and spare 
parts to disabled people u nable to use publ ic transport and to their carers; 
• extension of el igibi l ity for assistance with veh icle modification beyond those 
disabled people currently covered by the CRS and Department of Veterans' 
Affairs programs; 
• extension of attendant fare concessions to cover disabi l ities other than 
b l indness; and 
• improvement of access to driver train ing ,  inc lud ing provision of modified 
vehicles if necessary. 
AIDS AND APPLIANCES 
(36) It is recom mended that aids and appliances programs, including the Program 
of Aids for D isabled People (PADP), be improved by: 
• better assessment of aid requirements and uniform el igibi l ity for assistance 
between State and Commonwealth programs ;  
• developing a u niform national payment scheme, operat ing as a part of 
Medicare ; 
• subsidising the cost of maintenance of, or fepairs to, aids and appl iances; 
• broadening the el ig ible categories of approved prescribers u nder PADP 
to include other health service professionals such as occupational 
therapists or physiotherapists; 
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• broadening the range of aids avai lable; 
• developing an aids and appliances l ibrary or loans scheme to assist people 
having aids or appl iances repaired or awaiting del ivery of newly purchased 
items; 
• reducing the cost of imported aids by removing import duties; 
• providing better information on available aids and new technology, through 
trade fairs or through l ist ings such as the National Library's ABLEDATA 
accessed by local l ibraries, Citizens Advice Bureaus or Independent Living 
Centres ( ILCs) ; and 
• increasing research and development effort on aids and appl iances. 
SPORT, RECREATION AND LEISURE 
(37) It is recommended that the Min ister for Sport ,  Recreation and Tourism , the 
Min ister for Heritage, Arts and the Environment, the Min ister for Local 
Government and Adm inistrative Services and the Min ister for Housing and 
Construction consider measures to: 
• upgrade accessibi l ity of publ ic recreation faci l it ies; 
• provide funds for support staff to faci l itate the participation of people with 
d isabi l ities in sport, recreation and leisure activities; 
• involve people with d isabil ities in  planning recreation services ; and 
• provide holiday options for people with disabil ities so that they can 
participate in  integrated settings with fami ly and friends. 
I N FORMATION SERVICES 
(38) It is recom mended that action be taken as follows: 
• the Counci l  of Social Welfare Min isters, other appropriate M in isters and 
national d isabil ity organisations develop policy gu idelines for the provision 
of information services to people with d isabil ities in the context of already 
existing general ist information services; 
• any pol icy gu idel ines developed for the provision of information services 
should encompass a combination of centre based and outreach information 
dissemination strategies; 
• an enabling g rant be provided under the proposed Disabil ity Services 
Legislation to community l ibraries and general ist information centres to 
assist in the establ ishment and/or upgrading of their information services 
for people with d isabil it ies; and 
• community information project funding be provided to non-government 
organisations and self-help groups under the proposed Disabil ity Services 
Legislation . 
COM M U N ITY EDUCATION 
(39) In the interest of  upgrading community education activity on disabil ity issues, 
it is recommended that :  
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• generic community service agencies be encouraged to cater for people 
with disabil it ies as part of a general publ ic awareness approach ;  
• special purpose seeding and project grants for community education be 
provided to self-help groups through the proposed Disabi l ity Services 
Program ; 
• the Commonwealth Min ister for Health co-ord inate preventive education 
on d isabi l ity matters with in  the Health Promotions Un i t  of the 
Commonwealth Department of Health ; 
• a 'Life. Be in it' type mu lti-media d isabi l ity awareness campaign be 
implemented in 1 986; 
• government and non-government organ isations be encouraged to use 
positive and non-stigmatising language and images; 
• the media and the advertising industry be offered incentives to portray 
people with d isabi l ities in everyday com munity l iv ing situations; and 
• the proposed Office of D isabi l ity develop and widely promote: 
guidel ines for publ icity and fund raising which emphasise positive 
images of people with d isabil it ies; and 
programs to improve publ ic awareness of d isabil ity which emphasise 
the capacities of people with d isabi l ities. 
ACCESS TO GENERIC SERVICES 
(40) It is recommended that: 
• the proposed D isabi l ity Services Legislation provide for transitional funding 
to generic agencies to meet the needs of people with disabi l it ies; 
• government departments and generic agencies be required to prepare and 
publ ish D isabil ity Impact Statements; 
• the proposed Office of D isabi l ity be given the responsibi l ity for: 
mon itor ing access to general community services and agencies; 
encouraging transfer of program responsibi l ity to appropriate generic 
government departments; and 
design ing gu idel ines for Disabi l ity I mpact Statements, providing 
assistance with their preparation and encouraging their publ ication 
with in agreed dead l ines; 
• all government departments which provide or fund human services ensure 
that staff or professionals receive appropriate training and education about 
the needs of people with disabi l it ies; and 
• generic services receive adequate support and staff to expand their 
programs to meet the needs of people with d isabil ities and thei r fam i l ies. 
(41 ) It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters give 
priority to ensuring accessib i l ity of al l  bu i ld ings open to the publ ic. 
(42) It is recommended that the Commonwealth and State M in isters for Local 
Government encourage the development of a un iform pol icy on provision of 
parking for people with a disabil ity. 
(43) It is recommended that the Min ister for Industry, Technology and Commerce 
consider: 
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• drawing the attention of manufacturers to the needs of people with 
d isabi l i t ies, includ ing the need for choice; and 
• providing incentives tor the development of products for people with 
disabil ities which may not otherwise be commercial ly viable. 
PREVENTION OF DISABILITY 
(44) It is recommended that the Commonwealth Minister for Health consider giving 
priority to the development of a national strategy tor the prevention of d isabil ity, 
possibly within the Health Promotions Un it of the Commonwealth Department 
of Health . 
CONSU MERISM AND SELF HELP 
(45) In the interest of improving the level and qual ity of support being offered to 
consumer and self-help groups, it is recommended that: 
• self-help groups be provided with technical assistance such as consultancy 
support tor establ ishment and/or management purposes; 
• self-help groups be provided with financial assistance in the form of seeding 
and establ ishment grants; and 
• Commonwealth funded bodies be required as a condition of funding to 
develop and i mplement structures for appropriate consumer participation 
in decision making at all stages from plann ing of the service through service 
del ivery to review and evaluation . 
SPECIFIC DISABILITY GROUPS 
Hearing Disability 
(46) It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth M in isters, i n  conjunction , 
where appropriate, with their State counterparts, consider: 
• extension of National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL) services to Health Care 
Card holders; 
• provision of more l i beral financial assistance through tax rebates, sales 
tax exemptions or reduced rental charges for the purchase of 
communication aids; 
• generic services being made more accessible to hearing disabled people; 
emergency services i n  particular should be able to respond to cal ls made 
on telephone typewriters; more 'loop' systems should be available in public 
places ; and 
• requ i ring the Austral ian Broadcasting Tribunal to take i nto consideration 
the range and level of captioned programs provided by l icensees when 
renewing l icences. 
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Blindness and print handicap 
(47) It is recom mended that relevant Commonwealth M in isters consider: 
• the transfer of the Print Handicapped Scheme to the Department of 
Industry, Technology and Commerce to ensure a mainstream service 
auspice; 
• the extension of the Print Handicapped Scheme to include non-book 
material , with e l ig ibi l ity extended to all disabil ity g roups who requ i re non­
print material ;  and 
• increased fund ing for Radio for the Print Handicapped through the 
Department of Communications. 
Intellectual disability 
(48) It is recom mended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters: 
• provide finance for a range of citizen advocacy programs; 
• give support to self-help groups to develop self advocacy training programs; 
and 
• consider the introduction of t ime l im ited and partial guardianship provisions 
under relevant legislation in all States and Territories. 
Psychiatric disability 
(49) It is recommended that relevant Commonwealth and State Min isters hold 
discussions about: 
• sharing the responsibi l ity for provision of non-medical services for 
psychiatrical ly d isabled people; 
• expand ing Commonwealth programs, including the proposed Disabil ity 
Services Program, Home and Community Care Program and the Supported 
Accom modation Assistance Program ,  to provide services for people with 
psychiatric disabil it ies; and 
• State Departments of Health/Mental Health maintain ing responsibi l ity for 
treatment and crisis intervention. 
Severe multiple disabilities 
(50) It is recom mended that the proposed Disabil ity Services Legislation 
i ncorporate : 
• new funding arrangements for the development of innovative programs for 
people with severe multiple d isabil ities ; 
• a loading in recognition of the extra cost of providing services to people 
with severe mu lt iple disabi l ities ; and 
• funding for staff train ing to i mprove their expectations and understanding 
of people with severe multiple disabil ities. 
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Particular groups 
(51) It is recommended that relevant Com monwealth and State Min isters ensure:  
• existing and future programs take account of the specific needs of disabled 
Aboriginals, people of ethn ic origi n  and women by provid ing for :  
recruitment of a proportion of staff providing services to ethn ic and 
Aboriginal groups from these groups ; 
consumer data to mon itor their access to generic services; 
the most cu ltural ly appropriate services designed to provide ease of 
access; 
flex ib i l ity of funding;  
the establ ishment of special services where appropriate ; 
the use of advice from consumer organ isations i n  p lanning and 
evaluat ing services ; and 
research i nto disabi l ity and service needs in  Aboriginal and ethn ic 
commun ities; 
• increased resources are al located to services for disabled people l iving 
i n  remote areas by: 
providing mobile, outreach and outposted services to people in remote 
areas; 
extending the Isolated Patients' Travel and Accommodation Assistance 
Scheme ( I PTAAS) to i nclude non-special ist medical services such as 
prosthetic fitt ing and those provided by the National Acoustic 
Laboratories; 
making I PTAAS payments in  advance of trave l ;  
rational ising Commonwealth/State roles in I PTAAS payments; and 
extending Isolated Chi ldren's Al lowance to allow intensive short term 
attendance at city based early i ntervention programs;  
• additional funding is provided to research and meet the service needs of 
aging disabled people;  and 
• a proportion of funds from the various services for ch i ldren is al located 
to assist the i ntegration of d isabled ch i ldren into these programs. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
(52) It is recom mended that this report be widely d isseminated and its f indi ngs 
examined by: 
• all relevant Commonwealth and State Government departments; 
• local government authorities; 
• service providers in the voluntary sector; 
• people with d isabil ities, their relatives and advocates ;  and 
• comm unity groups 
with a view to co-operative action being taken to implement the new directions 
outli ned in the report. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS REVIEW 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 
The review of the Commonwealth Government's programs of special services for 
d isabled people, particu larly those adm inistered by the Department of Social 
Security, is to give particu lar emphasis to the principle of the least restrictive 
alternative in  examin ing :  
(a) the effectiveness of  current programs, the i r  coverage and the broad 
d i rections they should take in order to correct any identified deficiencies 
i n  exist ing arrangements; 
(b) the needs of disabled people which are or cou ld be appropriately catered 
for by these programs; 
(c) the su itabil ity of the exist ing range of program and service objectives; 
(d) the adequacy of f inancial and h uman resources avai lable to continue 
exist ing and desirable additional levels of service provision ;  
(e) the efficacy o f  t h e  measures currently employed to faci l itate consumer 
participation i n  the planning and management of services and those 
measures aimed at improving the accessib i l ity of services; 
(f) the specific nature of changes to exist ing organ isational and financial 
arrangements and/or admin istrative procedures l ikely to enhance service 
efficiency and effectiveness; and 
(g) the nature and effectiveness of the measures by which organisations i n  
receipt o f  assistance are accountable for their operations, both to the 
funding source and to cl ients. 
In the course of the review, specific recommendations or decisions considered 
appropriate in regard to both legislative and admin istrative changes wi l l  be made 
and those issues which are identified as requiring resolution in the context of other 
programs wi l l  be referred to the responsible authority. 
SEPTEMBER 1983. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS REVIEW 
STEERING COMMITTEE 
Senator the Honourable Don Gr imes 
M in ister for Community Services 
Ms P. Warn 
Private Secretary to the Min ister for Commun ity Services 
Mr J .  T. O'Connor 
Deputy Secretary, Department of Social Security 
Mr B. F. Luby 
Fi rst Assistant Secretary (Rehabil itation), Department of Community Services, 
and Review Secretary 
Mr N .  E. Hansen 
Acting Assistant Secretary (Handicapped Persons Welfare}, Department of 
Community Services 
Mr G .  F. Schlecht 
Act ing Di rector (Management Consultancy), Performance Mon itor ing Branch ,  
Department of Social Security 
Mrs R. Prescott 
Senior Assistant D i rector (Welfare, Rehabil itation and Subsidies), South 
Austral ia, Department of Community Services 
SECRETARIAT 
Secretary: Mr Brian Luby 
Review Co-ordinator: Mr Brian Luby (to Jan . 1985) 
Mr Gary Bell (from Jan .  1985) 
North Team: 
Mr Gary Bel l  
Mr M ike Penn isi (to Nov. 1984) 
Ms Marcia Dwonczyk (to Nov. 1984) 
Executive Officer: Mr Bob All ison 
Office Staff: 
Ms Robyn Cottel l  (to Feb. 1985) 
Ms Christ ine Exposito (to Feb. 1985) 
Ms Karyn Pol l in i  
South Team: 
Ms Sue Warth 
Ms Jacquie Robson (to Aug .  1984 
and from Feb. to Mar. 1985) 
Mr Harold Wi lki nson 
(from Ju l .  1984) 
Ms Tarl ie Dowl ing (to Feb. 1985) 
Several clerical assistants have worked for short periods in the Secretariat. 
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ATTACHMENT C 
CENTRES VISITED BY REVIEW SECRETARIAT 
(Du ring consu ltation phase of review) 
New South Wales: Albury, Armidale, Broken H i l l ,  Lismore, Newcastle, 
Sydney, Tamworth ,  Temora, Wagga Wagga, Wentworth ,  
Wol longong 
Victoria: Ararat, Ballarat, Bendigo, Frankston ,  Geelong, Hami lton , 
Horsham, Maryboroug h ,  Melbourne, Mi ldura, Morwel l ,  
Sale, Shepparton ,  Wodonga, Warrnambool 
Queensland: Brisbane, Cairns, Gold Coast, Ipswich,  Mackay, Mt Isa, 
Toowoomba, Townsvi l le 
South Austral ia: Adelaide, Barossa Val ley, Berri , Kangaroo Island , Loxton ,  
Mount Gambier, Port Augusta, Port L inco ln ,  Victor Harbor, 
Whyal la 
Western Austral ia: Albany, Sunbury, Geraldton, Kalgoorl ie, Kambalda, Perth, 
Port Hedland, Rockingham, Wongan H i l ls 
Tasmania: Burnie, Devonport, Hobart, Launceston ,  New Norfolk ,  
Queenstown,  Rosebery, Strahan, Ulverstone 
Northern Territory: Alice Springs, Darwin 
Australian Capital 
Territory: Canberra 
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ATTACHMENT D 
FORU MS HELD BY REVIEW SECRETARIAT 
During the consu ltation phase of the Review forty-one small  group forums were 
held, covering a wide range of topics, including: 
• Needs of physical ly d isabled people 
• Needs of developmental ly d isabled people 
• Needs of psych iatrically d isabled people 
• Aborig inal issues 
• Ethnic organisations 
• Accommodation 
• Commun ity based services 
• Employment and train ing 
• Special education 
• I ncome maintenance 
• Visual impairment 
• Hearing impairment 
• Parents of disabled ch i ldren 
• Service providers, advocacy and self-help groups 
• Research and eval uation 
• I nter-agency co-ordination 
• Health/Welfare co-ordination and 
• Regional plan n ing 
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ATTACHMENT E 
THIS IS TO INTRODUCE THE FICTITIOUS 'MS MARY BROWN ' 
Now 
She is d iagnosed as suffering from 
severe cerebral palsy, mental retar­
dation , and some visual and hearing 
impairments. 
2 She is described as a 25 year old 
patient or client with a mental age 
of 4-5 years, an IQ u nder 30 and 
is wheelchair bound.  
3 PLACE TO LIVE: She l ives at  home 
with her parents and the only option 
for the future is an aged persons 
n u rsing home. 
4 PAI D  EMPLOYM ENT: She is trans­
ported by special bus dai ly to an 
Act ivity Therapy Centre for which she 
pays $16.50 per week and bus fares to 
attend. She spends all day putting 
serviettes and plastic spoons into 
a i rl ine bags. 
5 COM PETENCE & S ELF-RELIANCE: 
She went to a segregated special 
school and has been dependent al l  her 
life. She has never been taught to look 
after herself. 
6 COM M U N ITY PARTICIPATION:  Her 
parents and fellow ATC participants are 
the sole focus of social relationsh i ps 
and activities. Recreation and leisure 
are seg regated activities, and most of 
the t ime she just watches television. 
7 SECUR ITY: Her l ife is su rrounded by 
barriers to protect her from an 
u n accepting worl d ;  her family is 
u nder stress due to lack of respite care 
and other supports; income 
security is at a subsistence leve l .  
8 CHOICE:  She h a s  l i mited or no options 
to choose from about her l ifestyle and 
her parents or professionals make 
decis ions req u i red for her-incl uding 
h er wardrobe. 
In Year X 
She is a person fi rst and disabled 
second . 
She is described as a consumer, an 
i nd ividual with severe m ultiple disabi l­
it ies req u i ri ng some additional support 
to help her ach ieve her des i red goals. 
She l ives i ndependently in  the commun ity, 
as do all  people with disabil ities, with 
no more than the supports requ i red.  
She has a nu mber of employment options 
inc luding working in competitive employ­
ment with support. She thi nks she m ight 
take up a job in a local computer factory 
assembl ing word processor keyboards, 
where she would be able to earn a 
reasonable wage according to her 
productivity. 
She now has a n u mber of education and 
trai n ing options following her involvement 
in  an early i ntervention program and 
a mainstream school with additional staff 
and techn ical supports. She has a 
n umber of choices i ncluding TAFE based 
cou rses and independent l iving ski l ls 
tra in ing to assist her to become more 
independent in  her shared apartment. 
She is a member of her local com m u n ity, 
bu i lds relationships with a range of 
people at home, work, school and 
generally with i n  the com m u n ity by use of 
accessible generic services and the 
support of a cit izen advocate. 
She receives adeq uate income support 
or a wage, and a contribution towards the 
extra costs of d isabi l ity; respite care 
and other family assistance maintain her 
fam i ly as a strong su pport; she 
is in  a society where she has a right to 
take risks. 
She h as a range of options from wh ich to 
choose her l ifestyle ie accom modation , 
em ployment, leisure ;  the focus is 
on her making her own decisions with 
the help of a chosen advocate if requ i red. 
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Now 
9 I MAG E :  She is stigmatised and feared 
by the general comm u nity and seen as 
an object of pity and c harity. Whenever 
her mother takes her out, ch i ldren jeer 
at her. 
In Year X 
She is a valued member of her 
com m u nity, accepted and u nderstood; 
she has equal rights as any other 
Australian cit izen and is seen to partici­
pate in all decisions which affect her l ife. 
NOW 
· NO  CJ10ICE 
. l.JMm:r> JNCOMt. 
• NO J"OS PROSP'EC'5 
• tlO> R.ESIDf:tfTIM. 
@PT!OtlS. 
Af HOME 
Wllff PMElf'IS 
-
-
-
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AAMR 
ABS 
AC ROD 
ADPACP 
AST EC 
ATAC 
ATC 
ACTU 
CAE 
CEP 
CRS 
CSP 
DACA 
DCS 
DE IR 
DNCB 
DPI 
DSS 
EEO 
HACC 
HCA 
HCB 
H PAA 
HPR 
HPWP 
ILC 
IP  
IPTAAS 
IYDP 
LAA 
NAL 
N H MRC 
PADP 
PSB 
RPH 
SAAP 
SEA 
SI DCOR 
TAD 
TAFE 
TEAS 
TTY 
ATTACH MENT F 
G LOSSARY 
- Action on Intel lectual D isabi l ity 
- Austral ian Bureau of Statistics 
- Australia's Counci l on D isabi l ity 
- Aged and Disabled Persons Accommodation and Care Program 
- Austral ian Science and Technology Counci l 
- Austral ian Transport Advisory Counci l  
- Activity Therapy Centre 
- Austral ian Counci l of Trade Un ions 
College of Advanced Education 
Commun ity Employment Program 
Commonwealth Rehabil itation Service 
Ch i ldren's Services Program 
Disabil ity Advisory Counci l of Austral ia 
(Commonwealth) Department of Community Services 
(Commonwealth) Department of Employment and Industrial 
Relations 
Domici l iary Nursing Care Benefit 
Disabled Peoples' International 
Department of Social Security 
Equal Employment Opportun ity 
Home and Community Care 
Handicapped Chi ld 's Al lowance 
Handicapped Chi ldren's Benefit 
Handicapped Persons Assistance Act 1974 
Handicapped Programs Review 
Handicapped Persons Welfare Program 
Independent Living Centre 
Inval id Pension 
Isolated Pat ients' Travel Assistance and Accom modation 
Scheme 
International Year of D isabled Persons 
Least Restrictive Alternative 
National Acoustic Laboratories 
National Health and Medical Research Council 
Program of Aids for Disabled People 
(Commonwealth) Publ ic Service Board 
Radio for the Print Handicapped 
Special Accommodation Assistance Program 
Sheltered Employment Al lowance 
Standing Inter-departmental Committee on Rehabil iation 
- Technical Aid for the D isabled 
- Technical and Further Education 
- Tertiary Education Al lowance Scheme 
- Telephone typewriter 
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